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What year is it again?

Loeb sees more than
apathy in students
Carrie Mack
Campus News Ed1tor
Author Paul Loch encouraged
students to get 1molved 111 soc1al. environmental and politu;al causes "hen
he spo ke at John Carroll Un 1 vcN t ~
last Thut sda)
" M any students \\ ant to do
wmcth1ng.
but they feel
o v e r -

whelmed. "
satd Loeb
"It's hard to
say, how do
we tackl e
common
problems?"
Loeb
IS the author
of "Genera·

Beatles tribute band 1964 causes a time warp at Carroll.
Jim Vogel
The Carroll News
In 1964. John Lennon. Paul
McCartne y, George Harrison , and
R1ngo Starr toured the United States.
They were the smash hit of the century. They were the Beatles. and this
group from Liverpool. England stole
the he art s of every teenage girl on
both sides of the Atlantic.
In 1999. John Carroll students
were dancing at a live concert featuring the hits from that tour, some
twenty-five years after the Beatles
di sbanded forever. The tribute band.

1964 the Tribute, performed in Kula
Auditorium Saturday and showed the
Beatles · magic to a crowd of students
and parents. Most of the crowd was
born at least fifteen years after the
original Beatles tou r, but that did not
seem to matter as the front of the auditorium filled with dancing and singing Carroll students. Last month , an
online poll at the Tribute Band Mama
site placed 1964 second overall and the
number one Beatles' tribute band.
The event, sponsored by the
Carroll Activities Board (CAB).
brought out a strong crowd, consider-

Campus News Editor
Members of the John Carroll
University J.U.S.T.I.C.E. (Jesuit University Students In Concern with Empowerment ) g roup have joined the
Hei fe r Project-which is much nicer
than it sounds .
"We received a catalog, and it
read 'this is the most important catalog you ' II look through cover to
cover'.'' said J.U.S .T.I.C.E. member

Trena Marks, Carroll junior.
It turned ou t that the catalog
allows "shoppers" to buy any kind of
farm animal for about $500 and send
it to an overseas family for their benefit.
The Carroll group has chosen
to purchase a cow, and the loose ends
are st ill being tied up. Most likely, the
cow will go to a family in Latin
America. The group has been corresponding by e-mail with officials from

First Come, First Served!
Do you have good candid photos of campus
life and activities?
Send them to us and we'll print them!
Limited prizes available.
All photos must be in by Dec. 5.
Room 22 in the RecPiex.

of soc1al acti VISm IS an allen world
··we don ·t under~tand it, becausl' we
aren't taul)ht the history. We rush
through n The stories lo~t arc the one
that make a d1flcrcncc."
lk cned su(h C \~mp ks as the
hiStmy of the pnpuh,t. ,uffrav,c and
ah<lillll>niSt tn<WCmcnts .
" Ti unt..
of Rosa Parks.
It wasn't JUSt
co1nctdcncc
that she dtdn 't
g1 vc up her
'>Cat nn the
bus T hat "a'
a
planned
move ... >atd
Loeb
Loeb
a h <1 tn c d to

a
Cttizen."
aware
" Hope tn
by
hum•n
terms Of CUI
HardT1mes"
Paul Loeb discusses activism in
rent soc1al and
a
n
d America.
political IS ·
uclear
sues "How many of you know about
Culture.·· Some of the topics he deals
the antt-aparthetd movement ?" he
with include citizen reponsibiltty and
asked. Only three students rrused the1r
empowerment-- asking what makes
hands
some people choose lives of social
Loeb told a moving story about
commitment. while others abstam.
a friend of his. a 101-year-old woman
Loeb is angered by how stu·
dents are depicted in terms of their who has been pol1ttcally active her
social acttvism. "Today's students ge t whole life .
" When she was in grade
compared to the students of the 1960s.
and that's not fair. Not everyone who school, she wanted to play basketball.
but there were no teams for gtrls. The
smoked a JOtnt at Woodstock was poprincipal told her. ' if you can raise a
litically involved.'' said Loeb.
team, you can play,· so she d1d. Th1s
Loeb also said that today's stu·
woman has been a labor acttvist and
dents have more pressures to deal with.
has been 1nvovled tn soc1al security
which makes it more difficult to lind
and environmental issues as well."
time to become acuvely 1nvolved.
Loeb said students should not
"Thirty years ago. students
feel d1scouraged or as though their efdidn't have to go to work or go tnto
forts do not matter.
debt. Now. you have to go into debt.''
"There's reason for hope, and
said Loeb.
actions do matter." he sa1d.
He told attendees that when he
Loeb also made copic of h1s
was in college. he was a bartender who
worked 20 hours a week at a rate of books available at discount prices to
$5 an hour, and it was enough to pay students. as well as supplytng ltterature suggesting good magaztnes,
his tuition and ltving expenses in New
WebsiteS,JOumals and student groups
York City, as well as save a little
to look into if one is interested'" getmoney.
Loeb addressed co mplaints of ttng further involved.
Some suggesti ons are "U tne
apathy among the college-aged popuReader." "Mother Jones ," "The Na·
lation , and said he felt they were untion," and " Mother Jones ." Some natrue.
tional student organizauons are the
"We don·t see citizen activists
Student Environmental Act ton Coalion the news. There's no valtdatton that
tion, the Center for Campus Organizsays 1t matters. By ignoring how
ing and the Umted States Student Aspeople do act. it gtves us a sense we
soc tat ion.
can't make a difference." he said.
··we 're told our efforts don't
" People want to get involved.
matter, that we have no voice. WE
but they feel that they can't. They say,
'who am I to take a stand?' or 'I don ' t have so much more power. strength
than we know," Loeb said.
know enough to take a stand.' We have
Patnck Rombalsk1 . dean of stuto replace that notion with the notion
that we learn as we go and we end up dents. Introduced Loeb to the audience. "He opened the door to my unknowing more. "
derstanding of college k1ds.'' he said.
Accordtng to Loeb, the world
p~ c>t o

ing most students were at parttes.
out wtth friends . or on the freshman
retreat. Bet ween eighty and one
hundred Beatlemaniacs were in attendance and watched on as four
middle-aged American men performed, both visually and musically.
like they really were four twentyish teen heartthrobs from Liverpool.
The band played two dozen
Beatles hits and compelled the entire auditorium to dance and sing
along. The crowd called out to
"Ringo" as he sang

see 1964, page 3

Charity takes on new meaning
Carrie Mack

November 18 1999

the company.
''The fam1ly can be trained to
take care of the cow, milk it and dnnk
and sell the milk for steady profits."
said Marks.
A missionary who once gave a
small girl a glass of milk and realized
the importance of having such things
started the Heifer PrOJeCt. He started
calling people the United States, and
farm animal donations started coming.
"We had a collection at a Mass
on Halloween. We sold caramel apples
at the Homecoming Block Party. Remember the big cow in the Atrium?
People paid a dollar to sign it. All the
money we collected, which was $700,
went to purchasing thts cow," Marks
said.
The program has been recognized twice presidentially. Hopefully,
the purchase and donation of a farm
animal will become an annual practice.
"It ' d be nice to keep doing this
and be able to buy more," Marks said.

~h ru, t
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News briefs
Quit Smoking Now!
Health Services wtll sponsor the Great American Smoke-Out in
the Atrium from 12-1 p.m. today in the Atrium.

•••
Catholic Studies Lecture Series continues
Paul Vitz of New York Univemty wtll speak on "God The Father: Support from Psychology" tonightat7:30 p.m. in the LSC Jardine
Room

•••

Java Jams
Java Jams will be held tonight in the Wolf-n-Pot from 8-10 p.m.,
featuring John Pacini and P. J. Anderson. On Thurs. , Dec. 2, Java Jams
wtll feature karaoke, also from 8-10 p.m. Java Jams is sponsored by
the Carroll Activites Board (CAB)-

•••
Laser Tag
CAB w1ll sponsor Laser Tag from 6 p_m.-12 a.m. in the SAC
Conference Room on Fri., Nov. 19.

•••
John Carroll to host prayer vigil
John Carroll University will host a Jesuit Martyr Prayer Vigil on
Fn., Nov. 19, at 7:30p.m. at Gcsu Church_ The vigil will commemorate the death of the SIX Jcsu1ts and the1r compamons who were killed
in El Salvador, and the missioning of those from Cleveland who arc
travel111g to protest the School of the Americas in Ft. Benning, Ga.
The School of the Amcncas is a U.S. Anmytraining facility widely
known in Larin America as the "School of Assassins" because of its
graduates' widespread human nghts abuses as documented by the United
Nations Truth Commission. Nineteen of the Sa lvadoran officers cited
by the U.N . for the murder of the six Jesuits and two women at the
Jesuit University in El Salvador in 1989 were SOA graduates. The
Jc uits of the Unit~d States have consistently called for the closing of
the U.S. Army School of lbc Americas.
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Run To Benefit Hunger Corporation
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
A physical educatiOn management class is hosting the John Carroll
University 5k run or walk for hunger
this Sunday ov 21 , at 9 a.m. Money
from the fund-raiser will go to the
Hunger Corporation of Cleveland for
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Awards are given to the top
three men and women m the race and
the first 50 people to register will recetve aT-shirt. Refreshments will be
available after the race and there is a
$5 pre-registration . The early registration deadlmc 1s today but srudcnts
can register on site for $10. The cost
is intentionally kept down so that more
students wtll run whereas most races
of this kind have at least aS I 0 fee.
Sandy Dobran, the mtramural
d1rector, also helped the vario us cochairs and committees in the class put
to get her the run. Acco rding to
Dobran, all early and late registrants

should check in between 8 a.m. and
8:45a.m.
Students were given the assignment of planning the run in their Organization and Administration of
Health in Phy ical Education and Athletics class.
For the past several years
Gerald Schwe1ckert, the professor of
the management class, has asked students to put together some type ofb1g
fund-raiser in order for them to get
hands on experience in the class .
Other classes in prev1ous years have
had a dLJnk tank and a car wa h for
diabetes.
"I find the students get a lot
more accomplished when I leave the
classroom and allow them to work on
their own," said Schweickert. "This
is the type of thing they will get involved in 1fthcy contmue m physical
education or management. They will
get more out of planning this then sitting in my class for an hour and 15

minutes."
This is the second year that the
class will be holding a run as their
fund-raiser project. Last year the run
raised over $400 and Sherwin Williams provided all the T-shirts for the
runners.
Money to support the race and
T-shirt donations were made this year
by Giant Eagle, Cleveland Custom
Products, Pizzazz, Cooker, Arabica.
Parkhurst will be providing the refreshments.
One hundred runners are estimated to s1gn up for the race after 17
students signed up on Monday the first
day of registration.
"[ thmk th1s is a great experience for a class espec1ally around
Thanksg1ving," said Dobran. "People
come out even if they are not big runners and do it fo r fun. I know we have
already had people s1gn up with their
friends that are doing it simply to raise
money or enjoy themselves."

F.O.C.U.S. aids 110
families; provides
meals for a week
John Carroll University will deliver food they have collected through
OperatiOn F.O.C.U.S. (Families of Cleveland United by Students), a food
drive for greater Cleveland families. This is the seventh annual F.O.C.U.S.
drive organized and run by the Student Union.
Enough food and money has been raised to feed 110 fami lies for a
full week. Students will be distributing what they have collected on Sat.,
Nov. 20, so th at the families who will be receiving groceries will have them
in time to usc Thanksgiving week. The donations will be taken to St. Agnes
Our Lady of Fatima, located on Quimby Ave. in Cleveland.
"We'e been collcctmg donations since September. Our goal was to
l)I'Ovitle food to a greater number of families then last year. Increasing the

NEWS
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Formal at Courthouse
Kelly Norris
scheme of wine or burgundy and
hunter green. Although most hotels
Asst. Campus News Ed itor
Winter Formal and John usually prov1de a caterer, the CourtCarroll' cw Year's Eve celebratiOn house required that Srudcnt Umon find
wil l be held together at the elegant a caterer to bring tn. Heck's Catering
gathering in the histone Lakestdc w1ll be providmg buffet on two floors
Courthouse in Downtown Cleveland as well as four bars.
on Friday, December 3.
Kri Koch will be the DJ and a
Ticket ales are extended until song request list will be going through
Friday, November 19 and the cost is Pi Phi and Student Union to find what
$70 with a Stusongs the students
dent Umon Dis- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w1sh to hear. A
count Card and This is a lot different
sheet will also be
$85 without a
posted on the StuDi sco unt Card . than last year. As
dentUniondoorto
The pr ice per SOOn aS yOU walk intO allow students to
couple includes
add thetr sugges dance admiSSion, th~ Courthouse you
tions. A photograa three course immediately see
pher will also be
dinner, attached
present at the forgarage parking, something grand. It's mal ror studen ts
and coat check. well worth the $70.
who want thetr
When sepicture taken.
lecti ons were
-Bridget Houlihan
According
held in March , - - - - - - - - - ' " - - - - - - t o Valerius, the
cost was more
the new officers
were left with the job of finding and than the Student Union expected bereserving a Jocatwn for Winter Formal. cause of an increase in costs of food
The fonnal planning was then handed and reservations. Last year the cost
over to Student Un1on member, was about $10 Jess. As ofTuesday,
Bridget Houlihan and Pi Phi elected November 16, 200 bids were purformal representative. Jill ian Valenus. chased , creating an estimate of over
Because of the mtllennium celebra- 400 people attending the fom1al. Betion. most hotels usually used for the cause tudents will not be on campus
formal were already booked . Accord- for the year 2000 countdown, Student
mg to Valerius, the Student Union was Union decided to end the formal with
left wi th the decision of either hold- a countdown at midnight
"I'm really excited," said
ing the fom1al in a very elegant hall or
something less elegant than the previ- Valerius. "Compared with last year I
ous ho tel locations. By selecting the think this dance will be very elegant
more elegant choice, Student Union re- and it should be a really good time."
"This is a lot different than last
served the fonnal in the Courthouse
comp lete with vau lred ceilings , balco- year," said Houlihan. "As soon as you
wa lk in the Courthouse you immedinies and marble floors and steps.
Student Union and Pi Phi have ately see somethtng grand. rt 's well
planned decorations in the color worth the $70."

1964
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

sang "Yellow Submarine" For
every student in the school, this was
as close to a Beatles concert as they
had ever come and everyone wanted
to get as much out of it as possible.
The wide variety of songs
played included: "Can't Buy Me
Love", "Eight Days a Week", "Hard
Day's Night", "Help!", " I Want to
Hold Your Hand", " owherc Man",
"Till There Wa You", "Yesterday",
and many more. This group sounded,
looked , and felt like the Beatie., with
voices and music as authentiC as what
can be heard on Anthology CD , and
moves as bona fide as those seen m
videoclips.
From the beginning of "Twist
and Shout," students piled mto the
front of Kulas to dance and sing with
the band until the show concluded.
The crowd was so enthusiastic that the
group came back on tage for an eocore performa nce of "Money".
After the show, stude nts bought
T-shirts and talked to the band. Mark
Benson (John), Gary Grimes (Paul),
James Pou (George), and Greg George
(Ringo) ha c been performeing as
"1964" since the mid-eighties. Pou is
the newest member of the group, but
before he JOined thts Ohio-rooted
band, the California native performed
in another tribute band, Beatlcmania.
Grimes lcamcd to play like the
left-handed McCartney, and lefty
George had to !cam to play the drums
right- ha nd ed, just like Starr. 1964
practiced hard to perfect the voices,
harmonies, and mannerisms of the Fab
Four. They wore vin tage outfits and
Bcatles' boots, and played on old Vox
ampli tiers.
They have performed m several
countnes at concert hall s, fai rs, colleges, and conventions. They had been

3
featured on "Entertainment Tonight",
C , The USA Network, and other
nationally televised programs shown
in the USA, England, Canada, outh
America, and Europe. "Campus Activities Today" magmnc voted them
"Best Major Concert Act" and "Best
Contemporary Act", while the National Association for Campus Activities named them "Campus Entcrtamcrs of the Year".
A wonderfu I performance, an
cnthu iastic crowd. and JUSt a bit of
the old Beatles · mag1c tumed an ordinary Saturday night into a "mag1cal
mystery tour" that, unfortunately, had
to reach an end. 1964 in tum saw the
ame girls swooning , the same blustering applause, and the same fans
seeking autographs that the Beatlcs
had at all of theu concerts .
Ali tair Taylor, who was the
president of Apple Record when the
Beatles recorded, sa1d atler u concert
by 1964, "the rc emblance was uncanny, it sen t shivers down my spine.
[twas just like the boys." Mark, Gary,
James, and Greg could not have done
any better unles they were John, Paul,
George, and Ringo.

Happy Turkey
Day!
From the staff

at
THE

CARROLL
NEWS
See you in
December!

Full Service Hair

Full body waxing,
pedicure,
manicure

mak~-up,
~

MAYP'IIE:LD IIIOAO

L.YNOHUMT. OHIO 4oll1aA

Fralemities and Sorotffles
-

Ota' spec:lallyl

Corner of Warrensville
Ctr. & Sifsby - walking
distance from campus I

Open evening
Tues-Thu
www.Names2U.com

216) 371-9585

number offounilics to assist makes it challenging, however, as tud cnts it is

Financial Aid Workshop
There will be a junior and senior pre-medical students and parents financ1al workshop from 8 a.m--5 p.m. in the Jardine Room on
at., Nov. 20

how we can challenge ourselves to assist the Cleveland community that we
are part of," said senior Christopher Kerr, co-director of F.O.C.U.S. with
juniors John Keefe and Christine Brickman.

216-371-6886
~In€ IRISh qoOOS

•••

Marine Recruiting
U.S. Manne Co!Jl Recruiting for Officers program, sponsored
by Student Career Development, will be held in the Atrium during lunch
hours on Tues., Nov. 23.

•••
Novelist to speak at Carroll

•••

•••
Don't forget that Friday classes meet on Tues., Nov. 23.

New ·briefs were compiled by-Carrie Mack, and musl be recei••ed
in the Carro/1 NeY.•s office by noon on Tuesdays.

ATTENTION "FRUSTRATED
RESIDENT OF PACELLI:"
YOUR LETTER IS GOOD-BUT
WE CAN'T PUBLISH IT WITHOUT YOUR NAME.
PLEASE CALL US SOON!

WHAT:

2000-2001 Financial Aid Renewal Application (REAPP) Information
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

December 1
December 2
December 3

9am-7pm
9am-7pm
9am-4pm

WHERE: D.J. Lombardo Student Center ATRIUM

Christmas Concert

Just A Reminder...

All students returning for the 2000-2001 Acad~mic Year

WHEN:

Milxinc Hong Kingston will speak on Thurs., Dec. 2 at 7:30p.m.
tn the LSC Conference Room. She is the author of"Woman Warrior,"
"China Men," "Tripmaster Monkey," and "Hawaii One Summer," her
mo t recent novel, from which she ~viii be reading .

On Sat, Dec. 4 at 7:30p.m., JCU's jazz band, concert band and
universtty choir and show choir will be perfonning as part of the Christrna· Carroll Evening Ill Kulas Auditorium

WHO:

ONECOURSETBATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week_ It will put your life
he lp• b"ild confidenoe, clurr- ~ on a whole new=--

ARMY R01t
TBE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU W TAKE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421

WHY:

-Pick up required 2000-2001 Form JCU
-Obtain the new 2000-2001 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 2000-2001 renewal applications (REAPP)
*submission of tax documents and vertification of all applicants
-Enhance your financial aid experience with an automated award, timely loan
certification, and accurate crediting of aid to your account.
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News briefs
Quit Smoking Now!
Health Services will sponsor the Great Amen can Smoke-Out in
the Atrium from 12-1 p .m . today in the Atrium .

•••
Catholic Studies Lecture Series continues
Paul Vitz of New York University will speak on "God The Father: Support from Psychology" tonightat7 :30 p.m. in the LSC Jardine
Room

•••

Java Jams
Java Jams will be held tonight in the Wolf-n-Pot from 8-10 p.m.,
featuring John Pacini and P. J. Anderson. On Thurs., Dec. 2, Java Jams
will feature karaoke, also from 8-10 p.m. Java Jams ts sponsored by
the Carroll Activites Board (CAB).

•••
Laser Tag
CAB will sponsor Laser Tag from 6 p.m.-12 a.m. in the SAC
Conference Room on Fri., Nov. 19.

•••
John Carroll to host prayer vigil
John Carroll University will host a Jesuit Martyr Prayer Vigil on
Fri., Nov. 19, at 7:30p.m. at Gcsu Church. The vigil will commemorate the death of the stx Jcsurls and thcrr companions who were killed
rn El Salvador, and the missioning of those from Cleveland who arc
lravchng to protest the School of the Americas in Ft. Bennrng, Ga.
The School oftheAmericas is a U.S Anny training facility widely
known in Latin America as the "School of Assassins" because of its
graduates' widespread human rights abuses as documented by the United
Nations Tnrth Com mission. Nineteen of the Salvadoran officers cited
by the U.N. for the murder of the six Jesuits and two women at the
Jesuit University in El Salvador in 1989 were SOA graduates. The
Jesuits of the U nitfd States have consistently called for the closing of
the U.S. Anny School oftqcAmerir.:as.

•••~~~~~~~~:·~u~
Financial Aid Workshop
There will be a junior and senior pre-medical students and par·
ents financral workshop from 8 a.rn.-5 p.m. in the Jardine Room on
Sat., Nov. 20
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Run To Benefit Hunger Corporation
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
A physi cal education management class is hosting the John Carroll
Unrversiry 5k run or walk for hunger
this Sunday Nov 21, at 9 a.m. Money
from the fund-ratscr wtll go to the
Hunger Corporation of Cleveland for
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Awards are given to the top
three men and women in the race and
the first 50 people to register will reeerve a T-shirt. Refreshments will be
ava1lable after the race and there is a
S5 pre-registration. The early registration deadhne is today but students
can re gister on srte for $10. The cost
is intentionally kept down so that more
students will run whereas most races
of thrs kmd have at least a $1 0 fee.
Sandy Dobran, the intramural
drrector, a lso helped the various cochairs and committees in the class put
together the run . Accordmg to
Dobran , all early and late regi trants

should check in between 8 a.m. and
8:45a.m.
Students were given the assignment of planning the run in their Organizatron and Admmtstration of
Health in Physical Education and Athlcttcs class.
For the past several years
Gerald Schweickert, the professor of
the management class. has asked students to put together some rype of big
fund-rarscr in order for them to get
hands on experience in the class .
Other classes in previous years have
had a dunk tank and a car wash for
diabetes.
" [ find the students get a lot
more accomplished when [ leave the
classroom and allow them to work on
their own," said Schwetckert. '"This
is the rype of thing they will get involved in if they contrnue in physical
education or management. They will
get more out of planning this then silting in my class for an hour and 15

minutes."
This is the second year that the
class will be holding a run as the ir
fund-raiser project. Last year the run
raised over $400 and Sherwin Will lams provided all the T-shirts for the
runners.
Money to support the race and
T-shirt donations were made th1s year
by Giant Eag le, Cleveland Custom
Products , Pizzazz, Cooker, Arabica.
Parkhurst will be providing the refreshments.
One hundred runners are estimated to sign up for the race after 17
students signed up on Monday the first
day of registration.
" I think this is a great experience for a class especta lly around
Thanksgiving," said Dobran. "People
come out even 1f they are not big runners and do it for fun. I know we have
already had people sig n up with their
friends that are doing it simply 10 raise
money or enjoy themselves."

F.O.C.U.S. aids 110
families; provides
meals for a week
John Carroll Universi ty will deliver food they have collected through
Operation F.O.C.U.S. (Families of Cleveland United by Students), a food
drive for greater Cleveland families. Th is is the seventh annua l F.O.C.U.S.
drive organized and run by the Student Union.
Enough food and money has been raised lo feed II 0 fami lies for a
full week. Students will be distributi ng what they have coll ected on Sat.,
ov. 20, so th at the families who will be receiving groceries will have them
in time to usc Thanksg iving week. The donations will be tak en to St. Agnes
Our Lady of Fatima, located on Q\limby Ave. in Cleveland.
" We'e been collecting donations smce September. Our goa l was to
provide food to a greater number of families then last year. Increasing the
number of n1mil ics to assist makes it challenging, however. as student s 1t is
how we can challenge ou rselves to assist the Cleveland commun ity that we
arc part of," said senior Christopher Kerr, co-director of F.O.C.U.S. with
juniors John Keefe and Christine Brickman.

NEWS
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Formal at Courthouse
scheme of wtne or burgundy and
Kelly Norris
hunter green . Although most hotel
Asst. Campus News Ed1tor
Wtnler Formal and John
u ually provtde a caterer, the CourtCarroll's New Year's Eve celebratiOn
house requtred that Student Union find
will be held together at the elegant a caterer to bring in. He ck's Catermg
gathering in the hi Storic Lakestde will be providing buffets on two floors
Courthouse in Downtown Cleveland
as well as four bars .
Kris Koch wi II be the DJ and a
on Friday. Docember 3.
song request list will be going through
Ticket sa les are extended until
Pi Phi and Student Union to find what
Friday, November 19 and the cost is
songs the students
$70 with a Student Union Dis- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - wish to hear. A
counl Card and
sheet will also be
.
posted on the tu$85 without a
dent Union door to
Discount Card .
Th e p rice pe r
allow snulents to
add thCIT sugg escouple includes
ti ons. A photogradanc e admission, fh~
a three co urse
pher will also be
10
present at the ford inner, attached

This is a lot different
fhan last year. As
soon as you walk into
Courthouse you
.
d" f I
tmme
e y see
something grand. If's mat for students
well worth the $70.
who wan t th e ir
picture taken .

garage park ing,
and coat check.
When se lectio n s were
-Bridget Houlihan
Acco rding
held in March, - - - - - - - - - - ' " - - - -- - - t o Val en us , t he
cost was more
the new office rs
than the Student Union ex pected bewere left wi th the job of find ing and
cause of an increase in costs of food
re serving a location for Wimer Fonnal.
and reservat ions. Las t yea r the cost
The formal planning was th en handed
was about $ 10 less. As of Tuesday,
ver to Student Un ion me mber,
Novem ber 16, 200 bids were purBridget Houlihan and Pi Phi elected
formal representative. Jill ian Valerius . chased, creating an es tim ate of over
Because of the millennium cclebra- 400 people attending the formal. Betron . most hotels usually used for the cause students will not be on campus
for the year 2000 countdown, Stu dent
formal were already boo ked. Accordrng to Valerius, the Student Union was Un ion decided to end the formal with
left with the decision of e ither hold- <t countdown at midnight.
" I'm really exci ted," said
ing th e fonn al in a very elegant hall or
Valerius. "Compared with Ia t year I
something less elegant than the previous hotel locations. By selectin g the think this da nce will be very elegant
more elegant choice, Student Umon rc- and it should be a really good time."
"Thi s is a lot different than last
erved the formal in the Courthouse
complete with vau lrcd ceilings, balco- year," said Houlihan. "As soon as you
walk in the Courthou se you immedinies and marble floor and step s.
Student Union and Pi Phi have ately see something grand. It's well
planned dec orati o n s in the colo r worth the $70."

I !!?u!FROMPAGEl
ang "Yellow Submarine". For
every studen r in the school , this was
as close to a Bcatles concert as they
had ever come and everyone wanted
to get as much out of 11 as possrble.
The wide variety of songs
played included: "Can't Buy Me
Love", "Etght Days a Week", " Hard
Day's Night", "Help!", "I Want to
Hold Your Hand", " ow here Man",
"Till There Was You". "Yesterday",
and many more. This group sound ed,
looked, and felt like the Beatles, with
voice and music as authenttc a what
can be heard on A11thology CDs. and
moves as bona fide as tho e seen in
v idcoclips.
From the beginning of "Twist
and Shout," students piled into th e
fron t of Kulas to dance and ing with
the band untrl the show concluded.
The crowd was so enthusiastic that th e
group came back onstage for an enco re perfonnance of "Money".
After the show, students bought
T-shirts and talked to the band. Mark
Benson (John), Gary Grimes (Paul),
James Pou (George), and Greg George
( Ri ngo) have been performctng as
" 1964" since the mid-eighties. t'ou ts
the newest member of the group, but
before he Joined th1s Ohio-rooted
band. the Californi a native pcrfom1cd
in another tribute band, Beatlemama.
Gnmes learned to play like the
left-h anded McCartney, and lefty
George had to lea rn to pl ay the drums
right-handed, just like Starr. 1964
practiced hard to perfect the voices,
harmonres , and mannerisms o f the Fab
Four. They wore vintage ou tfits and
Beatles' boors, and played on old Vox
amplifiers.
They have performed m several
countries at concert halls, fai rs, colleges , and conventions. They had been

3
featured on "Entcrtamment Tonight",
C
. The USA Network, and other
nat1onally televtsed programs hown
in the USA. England, Canada, South
America, and Europe "Campus Activ ities Today" magazmc voted them
" Be t Major Concert Act" and "Best
Contemporary Act", whtle the National Association for Campus Activrties named them "Campus Entenamer of the Year".
A wonderful perfonnancc, an
ent husrastrc crowd, and JUSt a brt of
the old Beatles' magrc turned an ordinary Saturday night mlo a " magical
mystery tour" th at, unfortunately, had
to reach an end. 1964 in tum saw the
same girls swooning • the same blustermg applause, and the same fans
seeking autographs that the Beatles
had at all of their concerts.
Ahsta1r Taylor, who was the
president of Apple Records when the
Bea tles recorded , said after a concert
by 1964, "the resemblance was uncanny, it sent shivers down my spine.
It was just like the boys." Mark, Gary,
James, and Greg could not have done
any better unless they were John, Paul.
George, an d Rmgo.

Happy Turkey
Day!
From the staff
at
THE

CARROLL
NEWS
See you in
December!

Full Service Hair Salon
Full body waxing,
mak~ -u p, pedicure,
~

manicure

.. AVI"lELD ltOAD

LVN~.

OHIO 44UA

Fratemlties and Soroltllel

- our spedallyl

Corner of Warrensville
Ctr. & Silsby • walking
distance from campus 1

Open evenin
Tues-Thurs
www.Names2U .com

371-9585

216-371-6886
~me

tlltsh qooos

•••

Marine Recruiting
U.S . Marine Corp Recruiting for Officers program, sponsored
by Student Career Development, will be held in the Atrium during lunch
hours on Tuc ., ov. 23.

•••
Novelist to speak at Carroll

•••

•••
Don't forget that Friday classes meet on Tues .• Nov. 23.

Newsbrieft were compiled byCarrie Mack, and must be received

in tire Carroll News ofjlce by 110011 011 Tuesdays.

ATTENTION "FRUSTRATED
RESIDENT OF PACELLI:"
YOUR LEITER IS GOOD-BUT
WE CAN'T PUBLISH IT WITHOUT YOUR NAME.
PLEASE CALL US SOON!

WHAT:

2000-2001 Financial Aid Renewal Application (REAPP) Information
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

December 1
December 2
December 3

9am-7pm
9am-7pm
9am-4pm

WHERE: D.J. Lombardo Student Center ATRIUM

Christmas Concert

Just A Reminder...

All students returning for the 2000-2001 Acad~mic Year

WHEN:

Maxine Hong Kingston will speak on Thurs., Dec. 2 at 7:30p.m.
in the LSC Conference Room . She is the author of"Woman Warrior,"
""China Men," "Tnpmastcr Monkey," and "Hawaii One Summer," her
ml•St recent novel, from which he Will be reading .

On Sat.. Dec. 4 at 7:30p.m., JCU's jazz band, cone en band and
muversity choir and show choir will be performing as part ofthe Christmas Carroll Evening m Kulas Auditorium

WHO:

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
help• build confidence, cha<- ~ on a whole n~ '""""·

ARMY RO'It
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN 1llKE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421

WHY:

-Pick up required 2000-2001 Form JCU
-Obtain the new 2000-2001 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 2000-2001 renewal applications (REAPP)
*submission of tax documents and vertification of all applicants
-Enhance your financial aid experience with an automated award, timely loan
certification, and accurate crediting of aid to your account.
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COLLEGE
New study rates safety
of college neighborhoods
The Carroll News November 18, 1999

Beyond the Bell Tower
Two Heidelberg athletes accused of rape
A freshman football player and a freshman wrestler from Jleidelberg College 1n Timn. Oh1o were arre. ted and expelled from school
after allegedly videotapmg themselves rape an 18-year-old studen t visJtmg from Bowlmg Green University
The alleged attack happened Wednesday, Nov. 10. PoJJce became aware of the situation after students who had seen the videotape
went to school omc1als. Pohce then arrested the accu cd students on
Fnday.
The vtcllm wa visiting, friend at Heidelberg Wednesday. She
told pollee she had been dnnkmg at a party and then went mto a fnends
dorm room to sleep.
The victim was apparently so drunk that she had not even known
she was raped unt1 I other students had told her about the video the next
day. She told police that she did not consent to sex.
Police are ull investigating whether any other students were mvolved in the alleged rape.

Nine homemade bombs found at MSU
Students of Philips Residence Hall at Michigan State Univcr ity
were evacuated Wednesday, Nov. I0 after nme homemade bombs were
found outside rhc hall. According to MSU Pol1ce Detective Tony Willis,
thre~ of the bombs exploded wmc t1mc between II p m. Tuesday and 8
a.m. Wednesday. No one was injured lll any of the explosions.
fhc bombs allegedly were constructed with household chemicals m pia tic atorade bonles. Officials have not dctem1incd what
chemicals were used m the bombs, however they have determined that
no hrapnel was used in the bombs. According to officmls, these types
of bombs are only dangerous iftltey have sllrapnel in lbem or if someone IS holdmg the bomb or itanding next to it when it exploded.
MSU Police evacuated students hvmg m the basement and first
floor of Philips on Wednesday lU 8 a.m. After about two hours the
students were allowed nack into the building,
Pollee currently have no suspects but arc attempting to 1denti fy a
su'<pcct by usmg fingerprints found n the bottles.
Any person found guilty of making the explosives could be
charged wllh a felony offense of possession and creat1on of an explosive device. which carries a min1mum sentence of four year in prison.

MIT disbands fraternity over drinking
An MIT fraternity was disbanded Monday afler being accused of
scrvmg alcohol to llfl underage ]'~g~cy Collego student.
'The fr temitt, S1gma
'\on (SAil.\ was ~ready banned
from

."ol..TVIIIJ.!

.dcoho l due

fp

a

pf:.·vi<;;'is vioration

In Octohcr, the Boston Licensing Board suspended '/\E's dor·
m1tory license and ordered the fraternity to leave its two houses in Boston by Nov 15.
The fratenuty has hcen under strict scmtiny smcc an episode after a party on Sept. 2. Som<: fratcmity members drove SIX Wellesley
frcshm~n back to their dormitory and realized that one of the women
wa' very dnmk so they took her to the hospital where she was treated
and released.,
S1gma Alpha Eps1lun IS the second MIT to d1sband in rwo years.
The fraternity Phi Gamma Della disbanded last year after an 18-yearold pledge died from alcohol poisoning following a pledging activity.

Fire rips through Hiram dorm
A fire spread through llw ground 1loor of Boothe Hall on the
campus ofH1ram ollcgc on Friday night, cauing an estimated
IOO,OOOm damage .
Students !Jvmg on the ground floor of Boothe were told to grab
whatever necessities they needed and find an alternative place to sleep
on Fnday night. The students have been allowed to return to their rooms
~mce the fire.
The cause of the fire is currently bemg investigated.
NeK brief were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj.

Become a writer for

The Carroll News
Call X4398
Tens of thousands of
new & used COs &
CORD Albums.

We Buy, sell & trade music
•••••••••••••••
-Funky Boutique
aiNC.
, •••
-Imports & videos
local and regional music

LUTION

Visit our website at www.recordrevolution.com
1832 Coventry Rd.
Cleveland Hts.
(216) 321-7661
FAX (216) 321-8687

Flight 990 cockpit voice
recorder data inconclusive

John Carroll ranks "moderately" in safety evaluation
For this project, the assessment also taken into consideration.
Megan Hetman
of neighborhood crime risk looked at
World News Editor
These two areas arc then comThe 1999 College Community the total environment encountered by bined to give an overall crime risk for
Risk Assessment, released earlier this students as they move around the cam- the site.
month by APBnews.com, ranked John pus and its surrounding areas.
APBnews.com and CAP Index
A risk rating from one through used Barron s Profiles of American
Carroll University 927 out of the
country's l ,497 four-year colleges for three is considered low, a rating of four Colleges, 23"' Editwn for information
community cnmc risk, one having the through six is considered moderate, a about the location and enrollment of
least crime nsk and
all of the four-year
l,497 having the
colleges.
greatest crime nsk.
CACI Inc .
Top 10 Lowest-Risk College Campus
JCU was also given
was used as the
Neighborhoods
a risk ratmg of five
source of demoon a scale of I0.
graphic and eco1. Anna Maria College, Paxton, Mass.
The top 25
nomic data.
2. Bryant College, Smithfield, R.I.
lowe t-ri k schools
The so urces
3. Gordon College, Wenham, Mass.
include mostly
of crime reports insmall, rural colcluded the FBI , the
4. U. S. Air Force Acadamy, Colorado Springs, Colo.
leges
while
Bureau of Justice
5. Immaculata College, Immaculata, Pa.
Atlanta's Uni verStatistics and numer6. Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y.
Sity Center, which
ous police agencies.
7. Allentown College of Saint Francis, Center Valley, Pa.
holds a cluster of
Many officollege campuses
8. Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio
cials of the 25 colinclud1ng Morris
leges and universi9. Concordia College, Seward, Neb.
Brown College,
ties cited as high-risk
10. Delaware Valley Colllege, Doylestown, Pa.
Spelman College,
communitie s have
Clark
Atlanta
criticized the content
Top 10 Highest-Risk College Campus
Univcrsiy, and
of APB.com 's findMorehouse Colings.
Neighborhoods
lege, comprised
Many col lege
J. Morris Brown College, Atlanta, Ga.
four of the top five
officials have argued
2. LeMoyne-Owens College, Memphis, Tenn.
high-risk ranking
that although the n k
college neighborof crime in the neigh3. Spelman College, Atlanta, Ga.
hoods.
borhood s may be
4. Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga.
APih'WiCUTI
high , the safcry mea5. Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga.
is an online data
sures taken on col6.
VanderCook College of Music, Chicago, Ill .
source for informalege campuses dration and data on
7. City Univ. ofNew York City, City College, N.Y
matically reduce the
crime, justice and
risk of crime.
8. Edward Walters College, Jacksonville, Fl.
aafcty

Culleae

APBlL"\\.S,CUll

10.1Jlinois Institute ofTechnology, Chicago,
worked in COIIJ unction with CAP Index Inc . for the
1999 College Community Risk As- rating of seven or eight is considered
sessment.
moderately high, a risk rating of nine
The CAP index, which stands is considered high , and a risk rating of
for "Crimes Against Persons," estiI0 IS considered extremely high.
mates the risk of crime for the coming
To determine the risk ratings for
year through an advanced computer
mall colleges, CAP Index creates an
model that compares socioeconomic inner circle which covers a one mile
data to past reports of actual crime.
radius or a 25,000-person threshold,
Risk is estimated from family whichever is smaller. For larger colstructure, buildings, migratiOn patleges, the inner circle covers a two mile
terns, economic activity and educa- radius or a 100,000 person threshold.
tion,.
A second outer circle, which
Clients of CAP lndex include covers a three mile radius or a I 00,000
the U.S. Department of Justice and per on threshold for small univcrsiti es
compames such as McDonalds, Bank and a six mile radius or 400,000 perof America, and Exxon.
son threshold for larger colleges. is

Q

1-

cials point out th at
Ill.
the measures taken
on campus, such as
adequately tramcd
and managed college police and security departments, proper lighting
throughoul the campus, escorts, key
cards for dorms, and other safety measures arc not taken into consideration
for the assessment
The risk rankings do not take
into account the numbers of police or
security guards at each college or how
much money is spent on proper lighting and other security measures.
School officia ls fear that
A PBnews.com 's findings will create
an image of their school as being "unsafe" when in fact the campus itself
may be safe.

Full FAFSA becomes available on Internet
Tina Hong
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia)
(U- Wire) A Department of
Education plan i encouraging more
college students to apply for financial
md online by enabling students to send
in their entire Free /\pphcation for
Federal Student Aid form electronically.
Tony Starks, Federal Student
Aid representative from the Department of Education, said that although
the online FAFSA form has been available for four years, this i the first year
electronic signatures could be used to
fill out the application completely
online.
The new Electronic Access
Code can be used by applicants as a
personal identification number and
will work as "a signature, an authorization," Starks said.
University Financial Aid Dm:ctor Yvonne Hubbard said that previously even online financial applicants
"still had to print out a signature page,
sign 1t and send it out."
Hubbard said the University's

Office of Financial Aid advocates
online financial applications for a variety of reasons.
"The key here is that [the on I ine
financial aid applications] make it very
fast," she said. "The paper FAFSA
took four to six to eight weeks to process because the information was
keyed in," Hubbard said. "Sometimes
the information was written in incorrectly. Online, it is incredibly accurate and edits can be made right there,"
she added.
''This is all part of making financial aid easier to apply for,"
Hubbard said. "This is a response by
the Department of Education to expectations of today's students."
The FAFSA form still is available in both paper and online forms.
Students who were renewing
their FAFSA application could usc a
PIN to re-verify their information
online, Hubbard said.
Starting this spring, anyone can
request a PIN before applying for aid,
including high school students and
parents, she said.

WORLD
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"For students who filled out
FAFSA forms last year, you get something called a renewal form and you
could make changes to your information from before. ow they can send
you a PIN number instead of the renewal form," she added.
Starks said a student can access
his or her records in the National Srudcnt Loan Data System with his or her
PIN and can find our the status of personal financial loans from the federal
government.
Hubbard said the PINs are encrypted, but noted that "there's some
responsibility involved" in taking care
of one's PIN .
Fraud exists "in the financial
system just like in any other" type of
electronic transaction, she said.
About 35 percent of undergraduates at the University have some
form of need-based a1d, wh1ch
Hubbard said is unusually low for a
public university.
Between 50 and 55 percent of
undergraduates across the nation have
need-based assistance, she said.

Pat Milton
Associated Press
Cockpit voice recordings from
EgyptAir Flight 990 show the pilot and
co-pilot talking " like pals" before
something goes wrong and both men
desperately try to fix a problem that
oon caused the plane to crash into the
Atlantic, a source close to the investigation said Sunday.
"Something happens. Alarms
go off. Both work to try to fix it," the
source said an imtial review of the tape
showed. 'There is some kind of problem that they 're dealing with . It gets
progressively worse. And the tape
stops."
[n a statement Sunday night,
National Transportation Safety Board
chairman James Hall said no conclusions could be drawn from the initial
review of the tape. The recorder wa
found to be in good condition and it
provided about 31 1/2 minutes of data,
h~ said.
The source said that, based on
the initial review, the first 28 minutes
of the voice recordings shows nothing
unusua l and only routine conversallons. The emergency aboard the jetliner apparently occurred just after that
point.

The preliminary analysis oft he
tape also provides no apparent evidence of an intruder in the cockpit or
of any fighting among the crew, the
source said.
The first review of the tape was
conducted Sunday by American and
Egyptian officials, including representatives from the FBl.
Hall said a Cockpit Voice Recorder Group, directed by the NTSB
and including represen tatives from
Egypt, the Federal AviatiOn Administration, Boeing Aircraft and Pratt &
Whitney Engines, would meet Monday to begin a thorough review oft he
recorder.
After a two-week search, the
recorder was found Saturday night by
a remote-operated robot, and on Sunday it was delivered to National Transponation Safety Board headquarters in
Washington .
The New York-to-Cairo jetliner
crashed on Massachusetts' Nantucket
Island .Oct. 31, killing all 217 people
aboard.
Preliminary data from the
plane's flight data recorder showed
that the Boeing 767's autopilot was
switched off and the plane was put into
a dive so steep and fast that passen-

gers would briefly have felt weightless. And both engines were shut off
before the a1rcrafl cl imbed briefly out
of its dive and then turned and dropped
into the ocean .
Barry Schiff, a former TWA
767 pilot from Los Angcle and currently an aviation ac idcnt investigator, has sai d the data shows that orne
human factor was responsible rather
than some ystcm failure.
The cockpit voice recorder was
found amid the plane's debris by Deep
Drone, a remote-controlled robot, a
day before bad weather in the search
area threatened to halt the search again.
The recorder, which wa bent
on one side, was found not far from
where investigators detected the pinging signal from its sonar locatcr beacon , which had become detached from
the recorder.
The head of the FBI's Boston
omce, Barry Mawn, sa1d more than
250 FBI agents had conducted several
hundred interviews related to the
crash, but that there was no evidence
yet that a crime had been committed.
However, if it becomes apparent that a crime occurred, Mawn said,
the FBI would take over a the lead
agency in the crash investigation.

Supreme Court to decide issue of
student-led prayers at football games
Jennifer Radivoj
ASSistant World News Ed1tor
The Supreme Court agreed on
Monday to decide whether pub i~
school districts can give students the
right to participate in student-led group
prayers at football games.
The court sa1d it will review
dcc1sions that truck down a
Galveston, Texas school board's policy
as a violation of the constitutionally
requi red separation of church and
state.
The decision, expected by late
June, could help clarify the current
confusing state of the taw surrounding school prayer.
The Supreme Court's last major school-prayer ruling was announced in 1992, and barred clergyled prayers at public school graduation
ceremonies.
This ruling was viewed by
many as a strong reaffirmation of the
court's 1962 decision banning organized and omcially sponsored prayers
from public schools.

In 1993, the justices refused to
review a federal appeals ruling in a
Texas case that allowed student-led
prayers at graduauon ceremonie .
That ruhng conf'llcts wtt11
another federal appeals court's decision barring student-led graduation
prayers in nine Western states.
In the Galveston case, the
school di trict's policy of allowing students to deliver any "message" or "invocation" over the public address system at home football games and to lead
prayers at graduation ceremonies was
challenged in 1995 by four students
and their parents.
The current order limits the
Supreme Court's review to the
prayers-at-football games issue.
A federal judge ruled that the
two policies-for football games and
commencement ceremonies-were
permitted only if students were told to
keep their messages and prayers "nonsectarian and non-proselytizing."
That ruling was challenged by
six students and school officials.

A three-judge panel of the 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals agreed
that school o!ftcials must tel\ stud ems

and non-proselytizing."
They also ruled that such
prayers at high school football games
arc always out of bounds.
In the current appeal that is being acted upon, the school district's
lawyers said the Constitution's treatment of religion IS "better honored
through the neutral accommodation of
student viewpoints, whether they be
sectarian, ecumenical or religion-free,
rather than through government censorship of the content of student
prayer ."
The families who successfully
challenged the school district's policy
urged the justices to reject its appeal,
saying it makes some feel like outsiders in their own community becau e
of their religious views.
The case is Santa Fe Independent School District vs. Jane Doe.

Politically Carroll

by Jackie Bryk

Abortion ... in their own words
In light of Norma
McCorvey's speech to the JCU
commumty Saturday Nov. 7, [ feel
that this is the perfect opportunity
to give all you FOPs a chance to
hear some of the Pre idential candidates stances on abortion.
Abortion is now legal in the
United States due to the 1973 Roe
v. Wade privacy case that allowed
states to leagalizc abortion. "Partial-birth'' abortion has been
banned in 24 state&.
Bill Bradley (D): " I am
strongly rro-choice. I believe the
de ision whether or not to lenninate a pregnancy is a pnvatc one
between a woman and her doctor.
and we must protect that privacy."
Pat Bu hanan (Reform):

"To me, abortion is the greatest evil
on the American continent since slavery."
George W Bush (R): "The Supreme Court has decided. The best
public policy is to encourage fewer
abortions through strong adoption
Jaws and giving children a clear proab tinence mes age."
AI Gore (D):"! will always defend a woman's nght to choose ... That
hard-won right Will be safe with me
as your President."
Alan Keyes (R): " If human be111gs can decide who is human and who
IS not, thedocmnc of God-given nghts
i · utterly corrupted "
Steve Forbes (R): ··To change
the [pro-abortiOn] culture, we must
change the law httle by little.''
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World Briefs
Nine-year-old girl kills herself after
re-enacting movie scene
A 9-year-old girl in Pahokee, Fla., believed to be re-enacting a
scene from the movie "The Man in the Iron Mask," died after hanging
herself with a shoelace.
Investigator.; believe Jenmfcr Wood lost her balance while standing in a closet on a 2-foot-high plastic storage container. he was found
Saturday, hanging by a shoelace loose from a closet rod.
The second-grader was found by her father, who got her down
and tried to revive her. She was later pronounced dead at Glades Gen·
era! Hospital.
Her parents said Jennifer had become captivated by the death of
a princess who hangs herself in "The Man in the Iron Mask," a 1998
film rated PG-13, which stars Leonardo DiCapno.
Carmen Wood, the girl's mother, told Palm Beach County
sheriff's deputies that she had found her daughter acting out the movie's
death scene twice before.

•••
Local Briefs
Prisoner escapes Bedford Heights jail
Ronald L Scolt, 42, a fcderaiJ>risoncr, escaped from the Bedford
Heights City Jail early Saturday night. He was discovered missing around
2:30 a.m. Sunday morning, about eight hours after he escaped.
Scott is known to have ties 10 the Akron-Canton area and ~tern
Pennsylvania.
Apparently fellow inmates helped h1m scale a 20-foot wall leading 10 the jail roof.
Scott was awaiting trial on charges of interstate transponation of
stolen property.
Scott IS 6-foot-2 and 205 pounds and has blond hair and green
eyes.

man
while driving home from work early ycsterdny morning, died after his
pickup truck crashed on hio Route 2.
Weston was pronounced dead at the scene of the I: 19 a.m. crash
by the Lake County coroner.
Weston's wife, Christine, said he was heading home after completing a 16-hour shift at LTV Steel in Cleveland and was near the highway exit to their home when the accident occurred.
The Lake County Sheriff's Depanment said he was eastbound on
Ohio Route 2 when he went ofT the right side oflbe road and hit the end
of a guardrail. The truck flew over 60 feet before hitting the ground and
a small tree.
The force ofthe impact propelled the truck into the a1r again, and
it overturned before hitting a larger tree and landing at the bottom of a
small creek.
Weston was ejected from the driver's side window.
Investigations arc still underway by the Lake County SheritfDepanment.

Newsbriefs carr be submitted to tlte Carroll News Office by
Monday at 5 p.m.
Worldbriefs were compiled by Jenny Radivoj.

The Honeybaked Ham
Company
W e ore now l1iring for I mpororlj help dur•ing ll1e
holiday eoson. Bring in a fri

nd will1 LJ

u wl1

111

tl1 crilerio, and q I a $2!J.GO bonu~!
We offer the following benefits:
-No experience necessary
-Meals provided
John McCain (R): 'Td lm•c
to see a point where Roe 1( ff~1de
ts irrelevant. .. In the short term, or
even the long term, [ would not
repeal the decision of Roe 1: Wade,
which would then force women 111
America to [undergo] illegal and
dangerous operation>."
Now FOP>. n IS up to you
to choo c ..

-Discount on Holiday Hams
-Above average ~tarring wage

Please call the nearest rctad location
bctw<.:cn 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., Mond.1y thru, aturday.
Parma (216) 351-1377

Willoughby (440) 946-l!S85
Rocky Riv~r (440) 356-0·140
hurlawn (330) 887-9770

Maple He.. (216) 663-3450

Lyndhurst (440) 646-1 800
Canron (.BOl 966-rP
Strongwdlc (440) 846-4400
Chapel Hill (330) 630-1400
Boudnlln (.UO) 965-0600

ch
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COLLEGE
New study rates safety
Beyond the Bell Tower
Two Heidelberg athletes accused of rape
of college neighborhoods
The Carroll News November 18 1999
'

A fre ·hman football player and a freshman wrestler from Heidelberg College 1n Tiffin, Oh10 were arrested and expelled from school
after allegedly videotapmg themselves rape an 18-year-o/d student v 1s111 ng from Bowlmg Green University.
The alleged attack happened Wednesday, Nov. 10. Police became aware of rhe truation afrcr srudcnt who had seen the v1deotape
went to school officials. Police then arrested the accused students on
Friday.
The victim was visiting friends at Hei delberg Wednesday. She
told poiJce she had been dnnking at a party and then went into a friends
dom1 room to slee p.
The victim was ap parently so drunk that she had not even known
she was raped until other students had told her about the video the next
day. he told pollee that she did not consent to sex.
Pol ice arc stillmvestigating whether any other students were involved 111 the a ll eged rape.

Nine homemade bombs found at MSU
Students of Philips Residence Hall at Michigan State University
were evacuated Wednesday. Nov. 10 after nme homemade bombs were
found outstd e the hall . According 10 MSU Police Detective Tony Willis,
three of the bombs exploded some t1mc between II p .m Tuesday and 8
a. m. Wednesday No one was mjurcd 111 any oft he explosions.
The bombs allegedly were constructed wirh household chemicals 111 plastic Gatorade bottles.
fficials have not determined what
chcmtcals were used in the bombs, however they hav~ determi ned that
no sh rapnel W3li used in the bom bs. According to officials, these types
of bomb arc only dangerous iftllcy have sbrapncl in them or tfsomeonc is holdmg the bomb or ilanding next to it when it exploded.
MSU Pohcc evacuated studcnts hviog in tbe basement and first
noor of Phtlips on WedneSday at S a.m. AIU!r about two hours the
students were allowed back into the building.
Police currently have no su pccts but are attempting to identify a
suspect by using fingerpnnts found on the bottles,
Any person found g1.11/ty of making tile explosives could be
charged wtlh a felony offense of possession and crcat1on of a11 ex ploSIVe devtce, which carries a mimmurn scntcnco of four years in prison.

MIT disbands fraternity over drinking
An MIT fraternity was disbanded Monday after being accused of
serving alcohol to ap underage :;t-cll~lcy allege student.
The fritcmitt, Stama ... -~ ~~lon (SAE\ was "ready banned

finm ... ,.. , ,. . "'!! HkohoJ due ro a prt..'\' ious vwJat1on

In October, the Boston Ltc..:n;1ng Board suspcnd..:d S/\1.: 's dormttory l1cense and ordered the fraternity to leave 1ts two houses in Boston by Nov. 15.
The fratcrn1ty ha s be"" under strict scrutiny since an episode after a party on Sept. 2. om..: fraternity member.~, d rove six Wellesley
freshma n back to their donnitory and realized that one of the women
wa; very dnank so they took her to the hospllal where she was treated
atul rdcas..:d ,
S1gma Alpha Epsill>n IS the second MIT to dtsband in two years.
The fratcmtly Phi Gamma Delta di banded last year after an IS-yearold pledge d1ed from alcohol poisoning followmg a pledging ac tivity.

Fire rips through Hiram dorm
A fire spread through the ground noor of Boothe Hall on the
·ampus o flliram College on Friday mght, caut ng an estimated
l OO,OOOtn damage.
Students ltvmg on the ground noor of Boothe were told to grab
whatc\'cr ncccssi ttcs they needed and find an al ternative place to sleep
on Fnday ntght. The studcm have been allowed to return to their rooms
stncc the fire.
The cause of the fire ts currently being 1nves11gated.

Nell'sbriejs were compiled bt• Megan He111tan and Jen11y Radil'oj.

John Carroll ranks ({moderately" in safety evaluation
For this project, the assessment
of neighborhood crime risk looked at
the total environment encountered by
students as they move around the earnpus and tts surrounding areas.
A risk rating from one Lhro ugh
three is considered low, a rating of four
through six is considered moderate , a

Megan Hebnan

al o taken into consideration.
World News Ed1tor
Th ese two areas are then comThe 1999 College Community
bined to give an overall en me risk for
Risk Assessment, rel eased earlier this
the site.
month by APBnews.com, ranked John
APBnews.com and CAP Index
Carroll Umve rstty 927 out of the
used Barro11 Profiles of American
country's 1,497 four-year colleges for
Colleges, 2J"' Edirion for information
community crime ri sk, one having the
about the location and enrollment of
least crime risk and
all of the four-year
I ,497 havmg the
co lleges.
greatest crime ri sk.
CAC I In c.
JCU was also given
was used as the
a nsk rating of five
source of demoon a scale of I 0.
graphic and ecoI. Anna Maria Col lege, Paxton, Mass.
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nomic data.
2. Bryant College, Smithfield, RT.
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3. Gordon College, Wenham, Mass.
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4. U. S. Air Force Acadamy, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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while
Bureau of Ju s tice
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7.
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that although lhe risk
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borhoods may be
4. Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga.
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high, the safety mea5. Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga.
is an on/ i ne data
s ures taken on col6. VanderCook College of Music, Chicago, Ill.
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matically reduce the
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8. Edward Walters College, Jacksonville,
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IO. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill.
worked tn conjuncthe measu res taken
llon with CAP Inon campu s, such as
dex In c. for the
adequately trained
1999 College Community Risk Asrating of seven or eight is considered and managed college police and sec uses ment.
moderately high, a risk rating of nine
rity dep a rtments, proper li gh ting
The CAP index, which stands
is considered high , and a risk ra tin g of through out the campus, escorls, key
fo r "Crime s Against Persons," estiI 0 is considered extremely high.
cards for dorms, and other safety meamates the risk of crime for the coming
To determine the risk ratings for
sures arc not taken into conside ration
year through an advanced computer
small colleges, CAP Index creates an
for the assessment.
model that compares socioeconomic
inner circle which covers a one rni le
The risk rankings do not take
data to past reports of actual crime.
radius or a 25,000-persor~ thresho ld,
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School officials fear that
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Top 10 Lowest-Risk College Campus
Neighborhoods

Top 10 Highest-Risk College Campus
Neighborhoods
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Full FAFSA becomes available on Internet
lina Hong

Become a writer for
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Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia)
(U-W ire) A Department of
Education plan is encouraging more
co ll ege studen ts to apply for financial
aid online by enabling students to send
in their entire Free Application for
Federal Student A id fom1 electronically.
Tony Starks, Federal Student
Aid representative from th e Department of Education, said that although
the online FAFSA form has been available for four years, this is the fir t year
electro111 c sig natures could be used to
fill out the application completely
onhnc.
The new Electronic Access
Code can be used by applicant as a
personal identificatiOn number and
will work as "a signature, an authorization ," Starks said.
University Fmancial Atd Director Yvonne Hubbard said that previously even online financial applicants
"still had to print out a signature page,
sign tt and send it out."
Hubbard said the University's

Office of Financ ial Aid advocates
on line financial applications for a variety of reasons.
'The key here is that [the on I i ne
financ ial aid appl ications] make it very
fast," she said. "The paper FAFSA
took four to six to eight weeks to process because the informat ion w as
keyed in," Hubbard said. " Sometimes
the information was written in incorrectly. Online, it is incred ibly accurate and edits can be made r ight there,"
she added.
"This is all part of making financial aid easi e r to apply for,"
Hubbard said. "This is are ponse b y
the Department of Education to expectations oftoday's students."
The FAFSA form still 1s available in both paper and online fortn ·
Students who were rencwi n g
their FAFSA application could use a
PIN to re-verify their information
online, Hubbard said .
Starting this spring, anyone can
request a PfN before applying for aid,
including high school students and
parents, she said.

"For students who fill ed out
FA FSA forms last year, you get something called a renewal fom1 and you
cou ld make changes to your infonn ati on from before. Now they can send
you a PfN number instead of the renewal fonn ," she added.
Starks said a student can access
his or her records in the National Sntdent Loan Data System with his or her
PIN and can find out the statu s of persona l financial loans from the federal
government.
Hubbard said the PfNs are encrypted, but noted that "there's some
re sponsibility involved" in taking care
of one's PfN.
Fraud exi sts "in the financial
system just like in any other" type of
electronic transaction, she sa id.
About 35 percent of undergraduates at the University have some
form of need -based aid, which
Hubbard said is unusually low for a
publi c university.
Between 50 and 55 percent of
undergraduates across the na tion have
need-ba ed assistance, she said .
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Flight 990 cockpit voice
recorder data inconclusive
Pat Milton
Associated Press
Cockpit voice record1ngs from
EgyptAir Flight 990 show the pilot and
co-p il ot ta lki ng "l ik e pals" before
somethi ng goe wrong and both men
desperately try to fix a problem that
soon caused the plane to crash into the
Atlant ic, a source close Ia the investigation said Sunday.
"Something happens. Alarms
go off. Both work to try to fix it," the
source said an initial review of the tape
showed. " There is some kind of problem that th ey' re dea ling with. It gets
prog ressively worse. And the tape
stops."
l n a statement Sunday ni g ht ,
National Transportation Safety Board
chainnan James Hall satd no conc lusions could be drawn from the initial
review of the tape . The recorder was
found to be in good condition and it
provided about 3 1 1/2 minutes of data ,
he said.
The source said that, based on
the initial review, the first 28 minutes
of the vmce recordings shows nothing
unusual and only rou ti ne conversatiOns. The emergency aboard the jetliner appare ntly occurred just after that
pmnt.

The pre li minary analysts of the
tape also provides no apparent evidence of an intruder in the cockpit or
of any fighting among the crew, the
source said.
The first review of the tape was
conducted Sunday by American and
Egyp tia n officials, inc luding representatives from the FBI .
Hall said a Cockpi t Voice Recorder G roup , directed by th e NTSB
and including representatives from
Egypt, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft and Pratt &
Whitney Engines, would meet Monday to begin a thorough revi ew of the
recorder.
A tier a two-week search, the
recorder was found Sarurday night by
a remo te-operated robot, and on Sunday it was delivered to Nationa l Transportation Safety Board headquarters in
Washington.
The New York- to-Cairo jetliner
crashed on Massachusetts' antucket
Island 0ct. 3 1, killing all 217 people
aboard.
Pr e lim tnary data from the
plane 's fl ight data recorder showed
that the Boeing 767's autopilot was
switched off and the plane was put into
a dive so s teep and fast that passen-

gers would bnefly have felt weightle s. And both engines were shut off
before the atrcraft climbed bnefly out
of its dive and then turned and dropped
mto the ocean .
Barry Schiff, a former TWA
767 pilot from Los Angeles and currently an aviation accident investigator, has said the data hows that some
hum an factor was responsible rather
than some system failure.
The cockptt voice recorder was
found amtd the plane's debris by Deep
Drone, a remote-co ntrolled robot, a
day before bad weather in the search
area threatened to halt the earch again.
The recorder, which wa s bent
on o ne side, was found not far from
where investigators detected the pingin g signal from its sonar locater beacon, which had become detached from
the recorder.
The head of the FBI's Boston
office, Barry Mawn, sa id more than
250 FBI agents had condu cted several
hundred interviews related to the
crash, but that there was no evide nce
yet that a crime had been commttted .
However, if it become apparen t tha t a cri me occurred, Mawn said,
the FBI would take over as the lead
agency ln the crash mvestigation.

Supreme Court to decide issue of
student-led prayers at football games
Jennifer RadiYoj
ASs1stant Wortd News Ed1tor
The Supreme Court agreed on
Monday 10 decide whether public
chao! districts can give students the
right to participate in student-led group
prayers at football games.
Th~ court said 11 will review
decisions that truck down a
Galveston, Texas school board's policy
as a violation of th e constitutionally
required separation of churc h a nd
tate.
The decision, expected by late
June , could help clarify the current
confu in g state of the law surrou ndin g school prayer.
The Supreme Court's last major sch ool -praye r ruli ng was a nnounced in 1992, and barred clergyled prayers at public school graduation
ceremomes .
This ruling was v iewed by
many as a trong reaffirmation of the
court's 1962 dec iswn banning organi zed and officially sponsored prayers
from public schools.

In 1993, the JUstices refused to
review a federal appeals ruling in a
Texas case that allowed st udcnl-led
prayers at gradu uon cercm nie .
That ru lmg conl'ltcts wttli
another federal appeals court's deci sion barring student-led graduation
prayers in nine Wcs1em states.
In the Galveston case , lhc
school district's policy of allowing students to deliver any "message" or "invocation" over the public ad dr ess system at home football games and to lead
prayers at graduation ceremonies was
challenged in 1995 by four students
and their parent .
The current order lim its the
Supreme Court 's review to the
prayers-at-football games issue.
A federal judge ruled that the
two policies- for football games and
commencement ceremonies- were
pem1itted only if students were to ld to
keep their messages and prayers "nonsectarian and non-proselyt izing."
That ruling was challen ged by
six sn1dents and sc hoo l officials.

A three-judge panel of the 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appea ls agreed
th at school officials must tell stud ents
'"
to kce tqeir
' 1' .. :
comments aiioprayers "nonsectarian
and non-proselytiz ing."
They also ruled that such
prayers aL high school football games
are always out of bounds.
In the current appeal that is being acted upon, the school distric t's
lawyer said the Constitut ion's treatment of religion is "better honored
through the neutral accommodation of
student viewpomts, whether they be
sectarian, ecumenical or religion-free ,
rat her than through government censorship of the content of stude nt
prayers."
The fam il ies who successfully
challenged the school district's policy
urged the justices to reject its appeal,
saying 1t makes some fe el like outsiders in their O\\fll community becau e
of their re ligious views.

Politically Carroll

The case is Santa Fe Independent School Disrricr vs. Jane Doe.

by Jackie Bryk

Abortion ... in their own words
In light
of 1\orma
McCorvey's peech to the JCU
commumty Saturday Nov. 7, I feel
that this is the perfect opportunity
to give all yo u FOPs a chance to
hear some of the Presidential candidates lances on abortion.
Aborti on is now legal in the
United States due to the 1973 Roe
••. Wade privacy case that allowed
tatcs to leagalizc abortion . "Partial-birth" abort1on has been
l>anncd in 2.:1 states.
Bill Bradley (D): "I am
strongly pro-choice. l beht·vc the
decision whether or not to lenninate a pregnancy IS a pnvate one
between a woman and her doctor,
and we must protect that privacy."
Par Buchanan (Reform):

5

--------------------------------------------------------

World Briefs
Nine-year-old girl kills herself after
re-enacting movie scene
A 9-year-old girl in Pahokee, Fla., belteved to be re-enacting a
scene from the movie '"!'he Man m the Iro n Mask," died after hanging
herself with a shoelace.
Investigators believe Jenmfer Wood lost her balance while standing in a closet on a 2-foot-high p lastic storage container. She wa found
Saturday, hanging by a shoelace loose from a closet rod.
The second-grader was found l>y her father, who got her down
and tried to revive her. She was tater pronounced dead at Glades General Hospital.
Her patents said Jennifer had become captivated by the death of
a princess who hangs herself in "The Man in the Iron Mask," a 1998
film rated PG-13, which stars Leonardo DiCapno.
Carmen Wood. the girl's mother, told Palm Beach County
sheriff's deputies that she had found her daughter acting out the movie "s
death scene twtce before.

•••

Local Briefs
Prisoner escapes Bedford Heights jail
Ronald L. Scott, 42, a federal prisoner, escaped from the Bedford
Heights City Jail early Saturday night. He was discovered missmg around
2:30a.m. Sunday morning, about eight hours after he escaped.
Scott is known to have ties to the Akron-Canton area and western
Pennsylvania.
Apparently fellow inmates helped htm scale a 20-foot wall leading to the jail roof.
Scott was awaiting trial on charges of interstate tran sportation of
stolen property.
Scott is 6-foot-2 and 205 pounds and has blond hair and green
eyes.

n:

I liam
Weston, a Parnesvtlle man who apparently fell asleep
while drivmg home from work ea rly yesterday morning, died after his
ptckup truck crashed on hio Route 2.
Weston was pronounced dead at the scene of the I: l9 a.m. crash
by the Lake County coroner.
Weston's wife, Christine, said he was heading home after completing a 16-hour shift at LTV Steel in Cleveland and was near the highway exit to their home when the accident occurred.
The Lake County Sheriff's Department said he was eastbound on
Ohio Route 2 wbeo he went off the right side of the road and hit the end
of a guardrail. The truck flew over 60 feet before hitting the ground and
a small tree.
The force of the impact propelled the truck into the air again, and
it overturned before hitting a larger tree and land ing at the bottom of a
small creek.
Weston was ejected from the driver's side window.
Investigations arc still underway by the Lake CoWJty Sheriff Department.

Newsbrieft carr be submitted to the Carroll News Office by
Monday at 5 p.m.
Worldbrieft were compiled by Jenny Rodh•oj.

The Honeybaked Ham
Company

"To me, abortion is the greatest evil
on the American contin ent since sla-

very."

George W Bush (R): "The Supreme Court has decided. The best
pub / ic pol icy is 10 enco urage fewer
abortions through strong adoption
laws and giving child rer1 a clear proabstin ence mes age."
AI Gore (D): " I will always Mfcnd a woman's nght to choose . . .That
hard-won right will be safe with me
as your Presidem."
Alan Keyes (R): " If human beings can decide who is human and who
is not, the doctrine of God-given nghts
is utterly corrupted."
Steve Forbes (R): ·-To change
the [pro-abortion] culture, we must
change the law little by little.··

We offer the following benefits:
-No experience necessary
-Meals provided

John McCain (R): "I'd love
to see a pomt where Roe ~e Wade
is irrelevant. .. Ill the short term, or
even the long lerm, l would not
repeal the decision of Roe" H~ule,
whtch would then force women'"
Amcnca to [undergo) illegal and
dangerous operations."
ow FOPs. 1t ts up to you
to choose ..

- Discounr on Holiday Hams
-Above average starnng wage
Please call the nearest rctad location
between 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., Monday thru S.uurd.ty.
Parma (216) 351-1377
Willoughbr (440) 946-1!585
Rocky River (440) 356-0440
h1rlawn (330) 887 -?770
Maple !-Its. (2 16) 663-3450

LynJhurst (440) 646-l HOO
Canton {.JJ(]) 966 7727
Srrongmllc (440) 846-4400
Chapd H11i (330) 630-1400
BoardmJn (330) 965-0GOO
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Campus

While you were
sleeping•••

Spot Iight

Dana
Mansour
Year: Junior
Major:
Marketing/
Logistics double
major

Hometown:
New Castle, PA

Nicknames:
Dana,Oanes, Q,
Madd ncs

Favorite
Restaurant
and meal
there:

l.cat night I fwd a dream that I
looked InfO a cave and .<all u dragon
Thai\ alii remembered about /I "hen
I woke up, 10 I looked up wlwr 1/meanr
in one of those dream hooks. lr S(lld
"dragons
SUf!.J,!l!.\'1
a
powerful person w1fl push

_vo u towards
and II
will mt> r111

SUCCt'.n

1/lOU/IIllill.\'

of

money" And
I t!toug!tt I
had
thts
dreom ilecau.1·e 1<1111 forced ro watch
excess1ve amou11ts of the cartoon
Dragonrales when I bahy.1i1.
Some people claim rhat in ter·
pretmg dreams like this can help solve
problems and possibly predict the fu ·
tare. Here are a jew examples th{t/
m ighr help you understand yo ur
dream.~ They are rakenfrom " The II·
/ustrated Dream Dictiona ry" by
Russell Grant.
Spiders· !Ire generally a s1gn
of good luck . Ktll one and good news
is on the way. If you see it spinnmg,
money ts on Ihe way. Bul a sp ider in
th e web is a warning that someone
close 10 you is si mpl y using you.

Friday' ,
arrichoke and
pinach dip

Best time at

JCU:

Scaling
the JCU wall
with my friends
for our annual
end of the year
picture.

Pet Peeve
about about

Bed· Making a bed suggests a
major move. Being in bed signals a
new love in your life.
Teeth· This i not a good
omen. Lo. e a tooth in your dream
mean s you arc afraid oflosinga loved

one. Bad or broken Ieeth show that a
rclattonshtp ihat IS important 10 you ts
brcakmg down
Money· Thts ts a stgn of good
luck If you are gtvmg 11 away, it suggests financtal stabili ty
and prosper·
tty. Spend
money and
you
wtll
make an un'
expected
profit. Steal
11 and you
will have a
bad stroke of luck.
Nakedness· If you sec your·
self naked 1hen things are about to improve. If you see olhcrs, yo u will uncover some kind of deception among
those close to you. Walk naked in the
slrcet and you are in for disappoimment If oth ers are naked it can be a
great time for love.
Running· [fyo u see yourself
nmn in g you are tryin g to escape from
a tricky situation. The inability to run
suggests a lac k of sel f-c onfid ence.
Running 10 catch somethi ng is a sign
of good fortune.
Snow· Ifthe snow is light and
powdery, it shows a tnt schtevou s
mood. Tf it's turned to ice, you have
doubts about a lover. Snow falling is
a I o om lntere tin changes 'n
your life.
Snake- A snake coiled around
you is an indication th at you are a slave
to your sexual passions. More than
one snake means you arc about to be
seriously let down by so meone. Kill
a snake and you will succeed despite
opposition.
Rainbow· Is a sign of good
luck and pleasant changes.
Canoe· See yoursel f in one
and it's a warning of a fire. An empty
canoe is a sign od lone! incss. Try and
make some new friends.
Police· If you arc raided by

•.

Work for a Hot Internet Start-Up

JCU:

When
people a k you
how you are in
passing, but
never stop long
enough to hear
your answer.

Shout--Out:
To Colleen
Garrity,
"Salutations! So
what's de good
word?"

Best advice:
"C ast not you
pearl unto the
. ,
swme.
-Compiled by Maureen Liller
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Are you a born leader? Do you want to work for a hot
Internet start-up?

VarsityBooks.com is looking for student leaders from
colleges nationwide to become Lead Campus Reps.
As a paid member of our team, you will hire

and direct a staff to carry out VarsityBooks.com's
marketing efforts on your campus.
Wondering what the pay is? Compensation
includes an hourly wage, stock options
and a performance bonus.
This job is a great way to earn money while
gaming valuable experience. If you are
interested, send an e-mail with your name,
school and contact information to:
repinquiriesOvarsitybooks.com

the police, you have a few mmor per·
sonal problems. Av01d arrest and cv·
erythmg will all work out for the bcs1.
Falling· Drcammg offallmg
15 very common. II 1 a symbol of fear
111 real life. Perhaps of failing at work
or m your love ltfe. Falling oflcn ex·
prcssc a need 10 lei yourself go more
and enJoy ltfe more. Fall ing in the
dream is an unfulfilled need for sup·
port and affec11on.
Necklace· Punmg on a neck·
la ce predtc ls mamagc or promotional
work. See one in a shop and it is a
sign that you are Jealous of someone.
A broken necklace predicts that fam·
ily problems are brewing.
Kissing· Kissing someone 111
a dream heralds a new love affair. 1f
you arc ktsscd by your partner it is a
su re stgn Ihat the relat ionship is genu-

P1ck ihcm, and your financ~;, wtlltmprovc Strawberries and raspbcmcs

symboli.ze a saucy, secrel love. Simply sec berries grow grow and your
social statu s wil l improve.
Halo· Sad new is on th e way
if you sec someo ne wearing a ha lo.
Wear it yourself and you will travel to
a fo reign country soon.
Thnnell· An obstacle dream,
if you sec yourselfs1ruggling through
it. Otherwise it's a sign of change. Get
ihrough successfu ll y and happin ess
wa its for you.
Grass- Cu lling tt ts a sign of
money Iroubles ahead. Yellow or dried
up grass means watch the health of
someone close. It could take a tum

iuc. Try to avoid a ki.ss and a rninur

for lhc..: worse. Gn.:cn. well kcpt grass

illness is in the cards.
Food· Dreaming of food is
genera ll y a good sign. Bul if there isn 't
enough to go around 111 the dream then
you must do some careful planning to
make sure you don't run short. Sell·
ing food means money luck. Buying
it means a family celebration.
Cigarette· A packet of these
means important business dealings are
under way. Dream oflighting one and
you could be in for a complete change
of career. Cigare tte smoke predicts a
new, important friend .
Driving· See yourself in the
driving seat and it's a warning nol to
gamble for at least a few weeks. Sec
someone else driving and you will
have a stroke of money luck.
Berries· Eat berries and you
could be in for some health problem s.

predicts success in al l your undenak·
ings.
Death· Death is rarely a bad
omen. Dreammg of being dead means
Ihe end of your worries and the start
of a new era in your life . Speak to
someone wh o i dead and you w tl I
soon get some good news. Happiness
is in the cards if you see a dead person
afloat.
Cold· ot a good omen. Be·
ing co ld your elf means someone is
being disloyal to you Trjiing to keep
out of the cold is a sign thin gs aren 't
go in g your way.
Robber· See a robber and you
are falling head over heel s for ·omc·
one who isn't worthy of your a !Teelion. Try not to make a fool of your·
self.
-Compiled by Maureen Liller

HARRIET GAUZMAN
On the first Thanksgiving at john Carroll
The first Thanksgiving on the John Carroll campus began with a
wonderful feast and a one-sided conversation with the Uhite Tribe and the
Carrollites. The leader of the Uh ites, Judge In Tolerable, spoke ro the newly
arrived Carrollites, welcoming them to the land. But she also added thai
there were a few things they needed to work out in order to keep harmony.
She began her speech by saying, "We would li ke you to give our
tribe income and tax breaks by having your students rent sub-standard rooms
in our houses. All we ask is that you do not park your horses on any of our
streets at any time."
The Carrollites shook their heads in confusion as In Tolerable continued her requests.
"We want you to spend money at our lrading posts, but do not be
seen going to or from them. And we never want to hear you. Espec ially at
your festive gatherings."
At th1s time, th e leader of the C arroll ires, Pres ident Hey. explained
that hi people lived Puritan lives. Males and females live separately and
are forbidden 10 mingle. No fi rewat er is allowed, bui they do smoke some
wacky stuff for rel igious ceremonies.
AI this, In Tolerable scowled and made it her ·ltfe 's duty to mak e
examples of the heathen Carrol Iil es and their corrupt, life-al tering ways.
This Thanksgiving, lets give thanks to those efforts made by th e
Carrollites at that first Thanksgiving feast to salvage what little freedom
and respect the Uhi tes were willing to give us. Happy Thanksgiving 1
-Harriet Gauzman
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Poke-what?
Japanese "Pocket Monsters" break U.S. records
becoming the latest fad
Megan Rexroad
Staff Reporter
1 must be a little behind the l imes. Up
until last week I had never heard any1hing about
the Pokeman mania that has been weeping
aero s the world for the last few years. [ kepi
hearing the name on the news and wonde ring
what it was. I soon discovered that it 's not a
Japanese cu isi ne bu t rather ioday 's most popular children 's cartoon/video game .
Pronounced " Poke-a-mon," wht ch is Japanese for "Pocket Monster," Pokemon is a 30
minute cartoon that in.volves I 51 gender neutral
characters battling each other in a playful manner. They range from dragons. reptiles and insee ls 10 futuristic and imaginary creatures that
look like a mixture of a dinosaur and a piglet.
The most well known is Pickachu, a yellow
mouse-like crea ture who has e lectroschock
power.
The phenomenon bega n in Japan as a
game fo r Nintcndo's Gameboy. Satosht Tajiri,
president oflhe Japanese compa ny, Game Freak,
combined images of bugs and monsters to ere·
ale the original characlers.
Each character in Pokemon has a proftlc

thai provides informal ion about the character:
how it moves, what it cats, how it may be defeated . Chi ldren memorize 1he profiles to find
out how to wm the game.
Michele Orecklin of Time described
Pokemon as a "glorified version of rock , paper,
and scis ors where no one dies or bleeds or uses
gu ns." Some characters arc stronger and btggcr
than o thers, but the smaller ones can beat them
by us ing mind over matter, sort of ltke David
and Goliath.
Nintendo imported Pokemon to the United
States in the summer of 1998 and its popularity
has since kyrocketed. The Sept. 4, 1999 seaso n
opener of Pokemon on the Warner-Brother network broke records on the Nielsen Television Index. Televised at8:30 a.m., 10 a.m. , and II a.m.,
the show averaged 7.8 ratings per 31 share for
children ages 2 to II. Wtth th e popularity of
Pokemon, the WB is ahead of all its competitors, even N ickelodeon and Fox.
Released last week in the Uni ted States,
"Pokemon:The First Movie," old oul almost all
shows across the counlry. "(Pokemon) tells a
classtc tale of good vs. evil, wrapped arou nd a
pro-envtronmcnt message thai encourages fncnd-

Spend the summer
in Mexico
Jennifer Farzetta
Staff Reporter
Do you enjoy travelling"
Would you lik e the opportunily to
learn another language and culture in
it 's own country? Arc you interested
in earning extra credtts this summer
111 a whole new environmeni? If you
answered yes 10 any of the above, then
you are in luck. This summer mark
the 27'" annual summer chool program w ith £1/nstituo Technologlco y

Dt> £studws Superiores De Monterrey
(ITESM), in Mex ico.
Dr. Katherine Gatto, of the Department of Classical and Modern
Languages and Culture at John Carroll
University. is an organizer of this su mmer program thai all ows students IO
li ve and lake classes in Mexico . She
recal ls making the first tnp as a stu dent saying , 'Thi s is an exccllcm opportunity for beginners and advanced
siude nts alike to pick up a lot of Spanish tn a little bit of time and at a rel alively low pri ce.''
The Irip run for six weeks beginning June 7" and ending July 19''.
Stud~n ls pay a non-refundab le regis·
Irati on fee of $150. Each three credit
hour course costs around $660. Studen ts must take between s1x and nine
credi t hours while in Mcxtco.
The students have a chotce as
10 whether Ihey wt \1 hve m a re idcnce
hall or tay with a host family. On
campus housing costs about $475,
wtth the option of hav111g a Latin
Amcncan, Mexican , or American
roo mmate. Tho e living on campus
mu t also pay about S I0 per day for

meals. The off campus arrangement
will cost around S750. Th1s cost includes meals and laundry.
Classes atiTESM begin arou nd
nine in the moming and end around
one 111 the afternoon. Ther is also a
plethora of free t ime fo r students.
Com mon activities include swimm ing,
dancing, socializi ng in nearby bars and
rcstauranls, and sigh tsee in g. Also ludenls have the opportunity to participate in exlracurricular activities on
campus.
Included in the price of the program are weeket:td excursions to places
such as Grutas de Garcia (stal ac talite
and
stalagmite
caves),
the
Criswleria(famous crysta l factory},
and Cola Cabe /lo(whcre you arc given
th e chance to nde burros or horses to
view th e natural waterfall s and surroundings). At midterm, there are also
optional lrips to Vera Cru7, Puerto
Yall arta , and Mexico City.
C lasses arc taught in Spanish,
so interested tudents shou ld have a
good acade mic slanding with an understanding of the language. Classes
arc graded on a scale of 1-10. Students mu st earn an etght, nine or ten
111 order for the credits to transfer to
Jo hn Ca rrol l.
lf you arc intere sted in partlcipaltng tn this program please contact
Dr. Katherine Gatto by her office
phone at 397-4672 or email her at
Gatto@.jcu.edu. The early applica1ion
deadline is March 20, 2000 and the late
application deadline, in which preferred housing is not guaranteed, is
May I, 2000 .

ship among people of all shapes, izes, a nd colors," said Scott Tady oflhe Beaver County Times.
It aims to teach children that fighting is not the
wat to olvc problems. Cooperation is strc sed
ralher ihat confronlatton.
Background music to the 90 minute film
featured Britney Spears, 'N Sync, and Chrislina
Aguilera among other pop stars. Needles to say,
this combmatton of Pokemon characlcrs and
popular music draw children like an tee cream
truck on a hot summer day.
There arc many crilics of Pokemon who
compare it to Ihe Mighty Morphtn Power Rangers, the Smurfs, Teenage Mutam inja Tunics,
and other characters that were so popular when
most JCU students were young. These critics
say Ihat Pokcmon IS snnply another fad that has
captured th e complete a!lent ton of children to·
day, but will fade away with the coming of the
new millenium and the inventions of new, mno·
vative cartoon s and program ,
Yel supporters of the phenomenon , mainly
toy industry offic1als, beg to differ. They argue
that fads are short lived and last for only a few
months. Pokcmon, on the thcr hand. docs not
appear to be going anywhere anytime soon

oon to be seen on ihe shelves of your
local grocery slores are Kellogg cereal boxes
covered with Pokcmon ptcturcs. Burger Kmg,
whtch is the sponsoring the new movie, ts pro·
ducmg 57 figunnes to distnbute wtth kids meals
Everyday 111 the United States alon~.
there arc I 0,000 carindges of the Pokcmon
Nintendo game. old . The Nintendo world-wide
sales have al ready surpassed S5 btllton dollars
a nd the compa ny has plans 10 introduce I 00 new
c harac ter
Thi s will bUild 1hc foundation for
more tradmg cards ihat sell for $8 a pack , more
toys, more games, and more mcrchandtsc.
omc analysts arc prcdictmg 1ha1 the revenues for the sales opf the merchandise wtll
double by ihc end of Ihe year 2000, rnJktn~
Pokcmon the top sel ling 1oy category ofallltmc
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Campus

While you were
sleeping•••

Spotlight

Las/ ml(ht ! had a drea m thai I
looked tnto a cave and sa<,. a dt·agon.
That;, all I •ememl1ered ahotll 11 when
I ll'oke up, so I looked up what tl meant
in one ofthn.w? dream hooks. It J(//d
"drago n .1·
.~ u gges t
a
poweJfu! person will push
you towa rd.\·
.'iucce.u and If
w1 !1
mean
mounta111.\ of
nwnev .. And
1 t hough t I
had
this
dream hecause I wn force d to watch
excess1 ve amou nts of th e cartoon
Dragomales when I babysit.
Some people claim thai inlerpreting dreams ltke Jh1~· can help solve
problems and possibly predicl I he fu Jure. Here are a few examples 1har
mig ht he lp y ou understand y our
dream.\ They are wkenfrom " Th e Illu s trat e d Dream Di c tionary" by
Russell Grant.
Spiders- Are generally a stgn
of good luck. Kill one and good news
is on th e way. If you sec it spinning,
money ts on the way. But a sp tdcr m
the web is a warning that someone
close to you is stmply using you.

Dana
Mansour
Year: Junior
Major:
Mark e ting/
Logi tics do ubl e
major

Hometown:
New Ca de, PA

Nicknames:
Dana~ Danes, D~

Maddness

Favorite
Restaurant
and meal
there:
Friday's,
art ich oke and
pinach dip

Best time at

JCU:

Scaling
the JCU wall
with my friends
for our annual
end of the year
picture.

Bed- Making a bed suggests a
major move. Being in bed signals a
new love 1n your life.
Tectlt· This is not a good
omen. Lose a tooth in your dream
means you arc afraid of losing a loved

Pet Peeve
about about

one. Bad or broke n teet h show th at a
rc lattonsh1p that is 1mportan t to you ts
breakrng down
Money· Th1s 1s a sign of good
luck I f you arc g1v rn g ll away, it suggests fina nCial sta bi Iity
and prospertty. Spe nd
money a n d
you
wtll
make a n un'
ex pe c t ed
profit. Steal
1t and yo u
w 11l have a
bad stroke o f luck .
Nakedness· If you sec yourself naked then things are about to improve. If you sec others, you will uncover so me kind of deception among
those close to you. Walk naked in the
street and you are in for disappointment. If others arc naked it can be a
great time for love.
Running- If you sec yourself
runnrng you arc trying to escape from
a tricky situation. The inability to run
suggests a lack of self-confidence.
Running to catch somethmg IS a sign
of good fortune.
Snow- ffrhe snow is light and
powdery, it shows a mischievous
mood. If it 's turned to icc, you have
doubts about a lover. Snow falling is
; of om interestin chan es in
your f1fe.
Snake-A s nake coiled around
you is an indication that you arc a slave
to your sexual passions. More than
one snake means you arc about to be
seriously let down by someone. Kill
a snake and you will succeed despite
opposi tion.
Rainbow· Is a sign of good
luck and pleasant changes.
Canoe- Sec yourself in o ne
and it's a warning of a fire. An empty
canoe is a ign od loneliness. Try and
make some new fnends.
Police- If you are raided by

,,

Worl< for a Hot Internet Start-Up
'

JCU:

When
people a k you
how you are in
passing, but
never stop long
enough to hear
your answer.

Shout.. Out:
To Colleen
Garrity,
"Salutation ! So
what's de good
word?"

Best advice:
"Cast not you
pearl unto the
. ,
swme .
-Compifed by Maureen Liller
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Are you a born leader? Do you want to work for a hot
Internet start-up?
VarsityBooks.com is looking for student leaders from
colleges nationwide to become Lead Campus Reps.
As a paid member of our team, you will hire

and direct a staff to carry out VarsityBooks.com's
marketing efforts on your campus.
Wondering what the pay is? Compensation
includes an hourly wage, stock options
and a performance bonus.
This job is a great way to earn money while
gaining valuable experience. If you are
interested. send an e-mail with your name,
school and contact information to:
repinquiries@varsitybooks.com

th e po lt cc, you ha ve a few minor persona l probl ems. Avo id arrest and cvery th rng wd l a ll work out fo r th e be;t.
Falling- Drcamrng offa lltng
is very common. It is a symbol o f fear
m rea l ltfe. Perhaps offailmg at wo rk
or 111 your love life. Fallmg often expresses a need ro let yoursel f go more
and enjoy ltfc more. Falling in the
dream rs an un fu lfi ll ed need for support and affection.
Necklace- Putu ng on a necklace pred1c ts marnagc or promotio n at
wo rk . Sec one in a sh o p and it is a
s1gn rhat you are jealous of someone.
A broken necklace predicts that family problems are brcwmg .
Kissing· Kissing someone 111
a dream heralds a new love affa ir. If
you are kissed by your partner 11 IS a
sure sign that the relationship is genu-

m<.: . Try w avo1d a k1ss a nd a minor
illness is in the cards.
Food· Dreaming of food is
gene rally a good sign. But if there isn ' t
enough to go around in the dream then
you must do some careful planning to
make sure you don't run short. Selling food means money luck. Buyrng
it means a family celebration.
Cigarette· A packet of thes e
means important business dealings are
under way. Dream oflighting one and
you could be in for a comp lete change
of career. Cigarette smoke prcd icts a
new, important friend.
Driving- See yourself in the
driving seat and it's a warning not to
gamble for at least a few weeks. Sec
someone else drivi ng and you will
have a stroke of money luck.
Berries- Eat berries and you
could be in for some heal th problems.

Ptck them. and your finances wtll Imp rove Strawberr ies and raspberncs

symbolize a saucy, secret love. Simply sec berries grow grow and your
socia l status will improve.
Halo- Sad news is on the way
if you sec someone wearing a halo .
Wear it yourse lf and yo u will travel to
a foreign country soon .
TUnnell· An obstacle dream,
if you see yourself strugg ling through
it Otherwise it's a sign of change. Get
through successfully and happiness
wa its for you .
Grass· Cuttmg it is a sign of
money troubles ah ead. Yell ow o r dr ied
up grass means watch the heal th of
!IOITieone close. It could take a tum
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Poke-what?
•

Japanese "Pocket Monsters" break U.S. records
becoming the latest fad

Megan Rexroad
Staff Reporter
I must be a little behind the times . Up
until last week I had never heard anything about
the Pokeman mania that has been sweeping
across the world for the last few years. I kept
heanng the name on the news and wondering
what ir wa . I soon discovered th at tl's not a
Japa11esc cu ts ine but rather today's most popular children 's cartoon/video game.
Pronounced "Poke-a-mon," which is Japanese for "Pocket M~nster," Po kemon is a 30
minute cartoon that involves 151 gender neu tral
characters battling each other in a playful manner. They range from dragons, reptiles and insects to futuristic and tmagmary creatures that
look like a mixture of a dinosaur and a piglet .
The mos t well known is Pickaehu, a yellow
mouse-l ike c reature who has electroschock
power.
The phenomenon began in Japan as a
game for Ninrendo's G amcboy. Satoshi Taj 1ri ,
pres1dent of the Japanese company, Game Freak,
combined images of bugs and monster s to create the original characters.
Each character in Pokcmon has a profile

that provides infonnation about the character:
how it moves. what it cats , how it may be defeated . Children memorize the profiles to find
out how to win the game.
Michele Oreckli11 of Tim e de sc rib e d
Po kemon as a "glonfied version of rock . paper,
and sc issors wh ere no one dies or bleeds or u cs
guns ." So me c haracters are stronger and b1gger
than ot hers. but the s maller on es can beat them
by using mind over matter, sort of hke David
and Goliath
Nintendo imported Pokemon to the United
States in the summer of 1998 and its popularity
has si nce sky rocketed . The Sept. 4, 1999 season
opener of Pokemon on the Warner-Brother network broke records on the Nielsen Telcvisron Index. Televi sed at 8:30a.m .. I 0 a.m ., an d II a.m.,
the show averaged 7.8 ratings per 31 share for
children ages 2 to II. With the popularity of
Pokemon, the WB is ahead of all its competitors. even ickclodeon and Fox .
Relea sed last week in the United States.
"P okcmon :The Ftr l Movie," sold out almo t all
shows across the country. "(Pok emon) tell s a
classic tale of good vs. evil , wrapped around a
pro-environment message th at encourages fri e nd-

for the worse . Grcr..:n, wdl kl..:pt grass

predi cts success in all your undenakings.
Death- Death is rarely a bad
omen. Dreaming ofbeing dead means
the end of your worries and the start
of a new era in your life. Speak to
someone who is dead and yo u will
soon get some good news. Happiness
is in the cards if you see a dead person
afloa t
Cold- Not a good omen. Being cold yourself means someone is
being dis loyal to you. Trying to ke ep
out of the co ld is a sign things aren't
going your way.
Robber- See a robber and you
arc falling head over heels for ·omeone who isn't worthy of your affec tion. Try not to make a fool of yourself.
-Compiled by Maureen Liller

HARRIET GAUZMAN
On the first Thanksgiving at john Carroll
The first Thanksgiving on the John Carro ll campus began with a
wonderful fea t and a one-sided conversati on wi th the Uhite Tribe and the
Carrollitcs. The leader of the Uhitcs, Judge In Tolerable, spoke ro the newly
arrived Carrollites, welcoming them to the land. But she a lso added that
there were a few things they needed to work out in order to keep hann ony.
She began her speech by saying, "We would like you to give our
tri be income and tax breaks by having your students rent sub-standard rooms
in our houses . All we ask is that you do not park your horses on any of our
streets at any time."
The Carrollitcs shook their heads in confus ion as In Tolerable continued her requests.
"We want you to spend money at our trading posts, but do not be
seen going to or from them. And we never want to hear you. Especially at
your festive gatherings."
At this time, the leader of rhe Carrollites , President Hey_ explamcd
that his people lived Puritan lives. Males and females live scparatt:ly and
are forbidden to mingle. No firewater is allowed , but they do smoke some
wacky stuff for religious ceremonies.
At this, In Tolerable scowled and made it her ·life's duty to make
examples of the heathen Carrollites and their corrupt, life-altering ways.
This Thanksgiving, lets give thanks to those efforts mad e by the
Carrollites at that first Thanksgiving feast to salvage what ltttle freedom
and respect the Uhites were w illing to gi ve us . Happy Thanksgiving!
-Harrier Gauzman
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Spend the summer
in Mexico
Jennifer Farzetta
Staff Reporter
Do yo u en j oy tr avelling ?
Would you l1ke the opport unity to
!cam another language and culture in
it 's own country? Arc you interested
in earning extra cred1ts th1 summe r
in a whole new environment? If you
answered yes to any of the above, then
you are in luck. Th1s summer marks
the 27'" annual summer school program wrth £1 lnstiluo Tec!tnologi co y
De £.\'l11d10s Superiores De Mo111errey
(ITESM), in Mexico.
Dr. Katherine Gatto, of the Department of Class ical and Modern
Languages and Cu lture at John Carro ll
University. is an organizer of this summer program that allow students to
live and take classes in Mcx tco. She
recalls making the first trip as a student saying, "This is an exccllenl opportunny for beginners and advanced
students a like to pick up a lot of Spanish 111 a little bit of tim e and at a re latively low price. "
The trip runs for six weeks beginning June 7" and ending July 19'h
Students pay a non-refundable registration fee of$150. Each three credit
hour course costs around $660. Studcms must rake between six and mnc
credit hours while in Mexico.
The sn1dents have a chmce as
to whether they will live in a residence
hall or stay with a ho st family. On
campus hous1ng cost s about $475,
with the option of having a Latin
Amerrcan, Mexican, or American
roommat~. Those living on campus
must also pay about $10 per day for

mea b. The off campus arrangement
will cost around $750. This cost includes meal s and laundry.
Classes at lTESM begin around
nine in the morning and end around
one in the afternoon. There is also a
plethora of free time for students.
Common activities include swimmmg,
dancing, socializing in nearby bars and
rcsraurants, and s ightseeing. Also students have the opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities on
campus.
In cl uded in the price of the program are weekend excursions to places
such as Grutas de Garcia(stalac talite
and
sta lagmite
caves),
the
CrisJ,deria(famous crystal factory),
and Cola Cabello( where you arc given
the chance to ride burros or horses to
view the nan1ral waterfalls and surroundings). At midterm, th ere arc also
op tional trips to Vera Cru7, Puerto
Vallarta, a nd M e xico City.
C lasses arc tau ght in Spam sh,
so interested students should have a
good academ1c standing with an understanding of the language. Cia ses
arc graded on a scale of 1-10. Students must earn an eight, nine or ten
in order for the credits to transfer to
John CarrolL
If you arc interested in part reipaling m this program please contact
Dr. Katherine Gatto by her office
phone at 397-4672 or ematl her at
Gatto@jcu.edu. The early applicauon
deadline is March 20, 2000 and the late
application dcadltne , in which preferred housmg is not guaranteed , 1s
May I. 2000.

ship among people of all shapes, s izes, and colors," said Scott Tady of the Beaver CountyT1mes.
It aims to teach children that fighting 1s not the
wat to solve problems. Cooperation is stressed
rather that confrontation .
Background mu ic to the 90 m1nute film
featured Britney Spears, 'N Sync , and Chn stlna
Ab'llilcra among other pop star . Needles to say,
th1s combmation of Pokcmon characters and
popular music draws ch 1ldrcn like an ice cream
truck on a hot summer day.
There arc many critics of Pokemon who
compare it to the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, the Smurfs, Teenage Mutant Nirtia Turtles,
and other characters that were so popular when
most JCU studen ts were young. These critics
say that Pokemon is simply another fad that has
capn1rcd the com pl e te attention of children today, but will fade away w1th the co ming of the
new millcnium and the inventions of new. innovative cartoons and programs.
Yet supporters oft he phenomenon, mainly
toy mdu ·try o ffi c ial s, beg to d1ffc r. They argue
that fa ds a rc shon h vcd and last fo r only a few
months. Pokcmo n, o n the other ha nd . docs not
appear to be go mg anywh ere anyt1111c soon.

oon to be seen on the shelves o f your
lo cal grocery s to res arc Kell ogg cereal boxes
covered w1th Pokcmon p1cturcs. Burger Kmg .
which is the sponsonng the new mov1 e, is producing 57 ftgunncs to distnbutc with kid; meal s.
Everyday m the United States alone,
there arc l 0,000 cartrrdges of the Po kern on
'in te ndo game sold . The Nintendo world-wide
sal es have already surpassed $5 billion dollar;
and the company has plans to introduce I00 new
characters. Thrs will build the found;rtton for
more trading cards that sell for S8 a pack, more
toys, more games, and more mcrchand1se.
Some analysts arc prcdtctmg that the revenues for the ·ales opf the merchandise wtll
double by the end of the year 2000. makmg
Pokemon the top selling toy category of all ume.

----~.- ----------------------------------------------------~------~--------------------------=-----------------------------------------------~
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TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top 10 Pop Singles
I. Santana fea turing Rob
Thomas, "Smooth"
2. '
SYNC & Gloria
Estefan, "Music of My
I-I ran"
3. Brian McKnight,
·Back at One"
~ Purr Daddy featuring R.
Kelly," Swisfv You"
5. Lou Bega,
"Mambo No.5"
6. Mariah Carey r~aturing
.Jay- Z, "Heartbreaker"
7 Deborah Cm. with R. L.,
"We Can't be Friends"
8. Jennifer Lopez,
.. Waum ~for fimJslu"

9 Whitney llouston,
"M1 Love;, Your Love"
10. Marc Anthony,
"I NPPd ro Knoll'"

Top R & B/ Dance
I. Puff Daddy featuring R.
Kelly, "Satisfy You"
2 Marc Anthony,
"fi.Jred ro Knoll'"
i. Hannah Jones,
"Wm that All f Wa.r"
4. Juvenile featuring Mannie
Frc h and Lil' Wayne,
"Back 'lilat11wnJI Up"
5. Mariah Carey featuring Jay
Z, "1/eanhrt'aker"
6 Whitney llouston,
"Mv !m·e i1 Your f.m·e"

7 Jennifer Lopez,
"Waillllgfor Toni~ht"
8. Donnell .lone>.
" I r.·noll' ll'har

s lip"

9 Deborah Cox with R. L.,
.. \1\.> rw1 ~be Fric·•u/1"
I0 Dmma Summer,
r. rlr 1/ al r
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Wacky comic comes to Cleveland
Carrot Top brings props and pyrotechnics to Playhouse Square
laura Elia
Arts Editor
From hiS wacky gadgets to hts
bnght red curls, comechan Carrot Top
1s known for his hyperacuvc tmaginatton. On stage, he brings wtth h11n
a Technicolor laboratory scattered
with Day-Gio trunks filled wtth crazy
props. mcludmg a patr of htgh-heel
shoe, with trainmg wheels auachcd
to them and a phone made of a paper
cup and stnng wuh a thtrd cup for
call wattmg.
colt Thompson, better
known as Carrot Top, has a fertile
mmd forthc ultra eccentnc "I 'm pan
man, part vegetable," satd Carrot Top
about h11nself and hts htgh-cnergy
act, which mcludes rapid-fire JOkes
and sattncal parodies of mckcrs hkc
the Rollmg Stones.
!Is a college sen tor at Florida
Atlantic Unt\cr:,lly. Carrot Top cntned an amateur comedy contest,
whtch v..as what mollvatcd h11n to
become a comedian. With a degree
1n marketmg, he dtscovered that he
was best at markcllng h11nsclf and his
own umquc brand of hum r. Ik began cntcrtammg on college campuses
all over tho.: nation. settmg records
with th,• attendance to these pcrfor-

Carrot Top has stretched his comcdtc roots into film wtth the release
of''Cha1rman of the Board,'' 111 which
he plays a clumsy, but amtable man who
mhcnts the top pOSitiOn at a corporatiOn He also starred 111 "Denms the
Menace Stnkcs Agam."
Not only 1s he involved 111 the
film mdustry, but he ts also the author
of "Junk tn the Trunk: Some Assembly Requtred," as well as being a
website dcstgner.
Carrot Top ts a sLaplc on

televtston 's "Pohttcally Incorrect wtth
Bill Maher."" o matter who you put
h1m with, he'll be funny," according
to "Poltl!cally Incorrect's" segment
producer Chuck LaBella. "li e docsn 't
even have to say a word." He 1· a Iso a
regular on MTV, "Rcgts & Kathie
Lee," theE! channel and "The Tonight
Show."
Carrot Top spends most of his
time wetghtltfting, shoppmg for CO's
and collcctmg ingredient for his
trunks filled with props. "I've got a

garage filled with sru!Tthatl don't have
jokes for yet, lik e a parking meter and
a payphone," satd Carrot Top. Meanwhile. he makes sure to put a box of
bakmg soda in each trunk m order to
keep hts act fresh
Carrot Top will be perforrmng at
Playhou e Square's State Theatre on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Ticket~ are 522.50 and
$20.50, with a $3 college id discount
on the 520.50 tickets. For ttckets, call
(216) 241-6000 or any ADVANTIX
outlet.

mJnccs.

Ctrrot Top was named " 1993
'-'nterta111er oftlte Year" and "Comedian of the Year" by the attonal
!lssocwllon of Campus Activnic.,
be ·omtng the only person to recctve
both titles 111 the same year A year
later, he won the Amencan Comedy
Award fN "Best Male tandup omcdmn ... He was on hts way to successful car~er m th~ corncll1 busi-

In a lifetime , to have one big
break is considered charmed, but to
have two big breaks. well, you either
have God as your agent or you're Milia
JOVOVICh.
Jovovich's first break happened
at the ripe old age of II . While other
girls fretted about chao! and entering
adolescence, Jovovich was well on her
way to bccomtng one of the top models in the world. In her fir t year modehng, she graced 15 magazine covers
mcluding a controversial cover forMademoiselle.
Now at a more mature 23,
Jovovich gets 3 chance to test her acting chops as the French saint Joan of
i\rc in "The Messenger: The Story of
Joan of Ar " Playing the role of the
peasant girl who grows up to lead an
anny against th e Engli h required more
th an JUSt looking pretty in preparatiOn.
"I was really concerned with my
Southern California dialect, which
sounds horrendous in period piece
wh~rc actors sound straight off ofHollywood Boulevard," satd Jovovtch, at
a press conference at the Four Seasons
Hotel 111 Beverly Hills. "I took a lot of
tnspiration from Harvey Keitel in 'The
Duelist.· I though hts accent was impeccable."
"I did a lot of research, reading
about the tnal and finding out who she
was," said Jovovich. "I was confused
how to play this girl. I've een her
played tlte same way over and over
again as a sa111t and you could never
really tell what ktnd of person she
was

Excerpt from the journal of Tender Blindspot
drummer rmd ]CU junior, Tj. Wichmann
Week4

All My Children: David told a surprised Erica that he loved her Adam
tried toe cape from the afe room. Marian pressed Stuart 1nto postng as
Adam when meeting with Rae and the Board members. Sophie pressed
Janet for money. Opal tried to use Jack to make Palmer jealous.
As The World Thrns: Whtle Molly exulted m her dream conung true, a
nightmare waited just around the comer. Margo feared telling Tom her
secret could destroy everything. Kate leamed orne informauon that could
be very beneficial to her. Jack reassured Carly of his lo e
Days of Our Lives: Carrie prepared herself for a new and exctting adventure. Prince s Gina was deeply affected when Greta. her daughter,
opened up to her. Brandon began to see Sam1 in a new hght Nicole told
Eric she didn't love Lucas when she marned h1m.
Gene r al Hospital: Carly and Jason grew loser. The FBI took Roy m
for questioning . In Greece, Jax and Chloe found ~iklos' will and dtscovered another my~tenous as adine document Meanwhtle. Stefan told
Nickels that Helena has recovered and is the pnme suspect in Katherine's
murder.
One Life to Live: After Renee votced douhts that Ma' is her and Asa's
son, Max is her and A. a's son, Ma.' told her of lm aneury m. Will was
upset wtth Nora\ engagement to Sam

P!uno by Jult £nall•h

In "The Messenger: The Story of Joan of Arc," a peasant girl
(Mil/a Jovovich) leaves the only home she has ever known to
follow her own path. take up arms and changes the course of
history. Deserted by the king she fought to have crowned, a
battleweary Joan is captured by the mercenaries.
mOVIe."
Jovovich's strenuous preparation for the role and devoted research
into Joan of Arc's personality did not
go unnottccd by he r castmatc s. The
e n thusiasm ami

uncll tg~.:nc ...:

tha t

~he

contributed to the project gainecf admiratJOn from co-star Faye Dunaway.
"She is such a smart woman.
She 1s really well read. She has read
Dostoevsky and other great authors
which is very unusual (for a young
actress)," Dunaway said. ''She is very
creative herself, and the movie had
such an energy to it and she had that
energy too. She didn't play the 'Oh,
I am the hol ies t' role or the quality as
we wou ld say. She played the person.',

Photo by Jack Enghah

Luc Besson directs a classic
French story with "The
Messenger."

Mastermind behind The Clash
to perform at the Odeon
Audrey Williams
The Carroll News

The Cia h is one of the most influential bands to come out of the British pop revo lutton of the 1970s and
early Os.
Creating a blend of reggae,
rockabtlly and pure pop, they are regarded by many as "the best rock band
m the world," according to Billboard
magazine. Joe Strtlmmcr, the master·
mind behind the Bnttsh punk rockers,
will be playtng with his new band The
:'vlcscalcros at the Odeon this Friday
at 9 p.m.
Not only did The Clash have
some top singles, but the band also inpi red untold thousands with its revo-

lut ionary music. Strummer played a
major role in creating hits such as
"Rock the Casbah," "Should I Stay or
Should I Go" and "Train in Vain ."
It has been 15 years since
Strummer broke up wtth The Clash
and he has gone many ways since. f-Ie
dabbled in film, explored acting and
creating movie soundtracks. Strummer played opposite Courtney Love
in the paghetti wcstem ''Straight to
Hell" and he has made cameo appearances in other offbeat films. Hi
soundtrack work includes "Grosse
Point Blank" and the "South Park"
movie compilation. He has also done
recent work on a Jack Kerouac tribute
album.

Strummer has finally rerumcd to
touring with The Mescalcros. His latest album "Rock Act and X-ray Sty le"
wi ll please many fans of The Clash. He
ca ·ts a new spin on the original sound
of the 70s and 80s that has a more melodic approach.
Strummer defines his new sound
as "acid punk" and says that he pays
tnbute to some contemporary sounds
in music. The Mcscaleros excited fans
and his recent tours mcluded many of
The Clashs' classic anthems. According to Strummer, although he has a new
band, a reunion with The Clash IS not
out of the question.
Tickets are $25 at the Odeon or
at all Ticketmaster locations.

DISH

Daily Bruin (U California-Los Angeles)

Fo 1 the U l\numan-born ac tress,

Carrot Top will perform at Playhouse Square's State Theatre Sunday

SOAP

Trin n Bui

On the Road

It ts now II ,un and I am smmg on the beach in Fon Walton
Beach, 1· Ia. It ts about an hour west of Panama City, located right on the
Gulf of MexiCO w~ ,lrfiVed Friday at about 9 in the morning We drove
thrnugh tl1c mght !'rom !ltlanta and 11 actually wasn't that bad, even though
1t took about mnc IKHtr> Robb and I found a couple of short cuts m the
.Hias so we shav,·d off a good two or three hours nght thac. I was proud
of myself for ftgunng out hOI\' to get here wtthout taking htghway .
We illlng out at the beach all day Friday and bastcally just walked
around and promoted the show. Although. the cool thing was people had
already heard about us pl,ty ing and actually expressed mtcrcst in commg
to the sllow It got us very excited. The venue we played at was pretty
ntcc Tile area ha; a ton of tourists. so all the clubs around here arc in
pretty good shape.
We played a decent show. All the band> that played at thts particular cstJbltshment get free tcehouse and we all took advantage ofth1 offer. Adam and Li7 had a little more than the rest of us and basically passed
out before the show even started. That was a g ad laugh for a while out
when 1t came tnuc to play they were very crabby.
Aftcr the >hov.. we made the m;ual announcement Lhat we had no
where to >lay and could usc any extra floor space. About fiv diffcrc
people offered thetr apartment or house . Usually we're lucky to get
let alone 1ivc! But thi> one guy was really cool and h1s condo IS
across tile street from the beach. so we decided to stay with htm.
narnc 1s John and he's been wry cool to us. He hasn't complained
any of the messes we' w made and he really seems to enjoy our company.
I am not sure tf hts g1rlfm:nd like u~ too much, but who car· .
These last couple of days ha\'e definitely been the most fun on the
tour We made a lot of money we're :>tartmg to tum a profit. The club
owner mvttcd us l>ack for another show and booked us a show in Pensacola.
So mstcad of smmg around for fiv~ days we arc gmng to be very busy.
We went out to dinner the other day and the band fund wa · used for the
first tunc I am actually havmg a fun. Although, I'm sttll really nornc>;tc''··•
I hate to whmc about it so much, but tt's the truth. I tntsscd my sister's
graduauon parry last 111ght and my parents arcn 't too happy about that. I
called and no one had any time to talk to me. I thought they would be
happy to hear from me but that wasn't really theca c. My gtrlfncnd i
getting very annoyed" tth me as w •II because the only ttme I can call her
ts from the club.
Oh well. I wtll be home soon enough. Although tourmg IS fun, I'm
really stanmg to thmk thts ltfe's not for me. Who know ? God Bless.
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Jovovich takes on comp lex
role in ''The Messenger"

the role of Joan i er bigg 1opportunity yet and a chance to solidify her
act ing career. After appearing in films

• • •••
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ranging from decent ("The Fifth Element") to absolutely horrendous ("Return to the Blue Lagoon"), playing the
complex character cou ld signa l
Jovovich's emergence as a rea l actor.
"This is the first role that I have
done where I am allowed to usc every
facet of my acting abili ty except maybe
my glamorous side, but I have L'Oreal
to do that so that is not a problem,"
said Jovovich. "The role fo rced me to
use all my facu lties as an actress, as a
writer and as a person. I just really tried
hard to make sure everybody was ask·
ing questions and how to make it look
bel ievable."
The mos t difficult aspect ofpor·
trayi ng the heroi ne for Jovovich was
getting beyond the aura of saintl iness
and searching for the person beyond
the vmces.
"This girl just comes out of the
page spanni11g over 500 years as winy,
smart, sarcastic and cynical at ti mes.
She was so many things and ifyou took
that and put her aside as a samt, being
so thoughtful and noble, you find that
she is very chaotic," Jovovich said.
"She sort of wreaks havoc to every·
one around her. When you think she is
going right, she is already going left.
At the end we had to make huge as·
sumpllons about her personality for the

Casting a relatively inexperienced actor like Jovovich in an expensive production seems like a risky
p roposition, but director Luc Besson
("The Professwnal" and "The Fifth
Element") had no doubts about betting it all on Jovovich. The director
established a working and romantic
relationship with Jovovich during the
filing of"The Fifth Element." But, her
turn as a li en savior Leeloo rea lly
proved to Besson that Jovovich has
w hat it takes to star in a big movie.

With such a strenuous shootmg schedule and demanding battlefield scenes
in "The Messenger," Besson needed
Jovovich to take stock of his dtrection
for the dtffi cult shots.
" \Vh~..: u

IJ U

wv h \\ n h •.m

~\,:-

Passions: harity reacted to the painttng ofTahttha in Pilgrims' clothes.
But Tabitha msisted it was th:lt of an ancestor Lu1s confronted Julian
about MJrtin ' disappearance. Sheridan increasmgly doubted that ~he
has comrniued murder. Whitney and Simone doubted Ot ville\ dam that
he cou ld find Chad's family m hOLrmOII).
Sunset Beach: Meg ktssed "Ben" a· pLlrt other plan 10 lind out why Ius
hehavtor has been so slr;mge. Later. Maria was stunned to find n photo
of ''Ben" was really Derek. Ohvia had a nigiHnm.: about her drinking.
Maria slipped and called " Ben" Derek as she lunged forTes\

1

you really have this hnk based on lntst.
It is really jumping knowing that another person has the net," Besson said.
"You don't know where the net is, but
you trust him to be there. She gave that
to me, she trusted me as a director, but
then I have to deserve it. It is not a onestded thmg."
Jovovich take a more practical
look at her acting career. For her it goes
beyond making popular films; the lessons she takes from her proJects arc
what really matter.
"I don ' t need to make movies.
It is not something I have to do to pay
the bills. Most of the movies that I end
up doing, which are few and far between, are more art-house films but
this one is very expensive and at the
end it is not your typical blockl>uster,"
Jovovich said. "And for me, finding a
role where l can grab onto and use in
my own Iife and learn from is worthwhile."
"The Messe nger" is now open
in theater 's across the country.

Concerts
11/1 8/99

Chris Cornell, at the Hgora Theatre
11/19/99

Joe Strummer 6 The mescaleros, at the Odeon Concert
Club

11/20/99

Danzig, at the Hgora Theatre
11 /ll/99

Counting Crows, at the Cleueland music Hall
11/25/99
311 , at the Agora Theatre

mouies
Coming to theaters 11119/99
"Black cat, White Cat," starring Seuerdzan 8ajram
''Sleepy Hollow," starring Johnny Depp
'1he World Is not Enough," starring Pierce
Brosnan

5 Minute walk from campus

Coming to theaters 11/24/99
"felicia's Journey," starring Bob Hoskins
"flawless," starring Robert Denlro

Uideos

Corner of Silsby &
Warrensville Ctr.
Only Floral distributor in
University Heights
Owner is 11 }CU grad
(216) 932-7550

In stores now:
"Resurrection," starring Christopher lambert
"Break Up," starring Bridget fonda
"Klash," starring Glancarlo Esposito
"Big Daddy" starring Hdam Sandler
"Jack frost," starring IDIChael Keaton

ARTS
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TOP OF THE
CHARTS
Top 10 Pop Singles
l. Santa na fea tu ring Rob
Thomas, "Smooth"
2. 'N SYNC & Gloria
Estefan, " Music of My
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Wacky comic comes to Cleveland
Carrot Top brings props and pyrotechnics to Playhouse Square
Laura Elia

Arts Editor
From Ins wacky gadget to his
bnght
red
curb, comcdtan Carrot Top
Hearr"
IS
known
for his hyperactive 1mag13. Brian McKnight,
nat10n On stage. he bnng wuh h1m
"Bad at One··
a T.:ch1ncolor laboratory scattered
4 Purr Daddy featuring R.
w1th
Day-Gio trunks filled with crazy
KeU~·. "SaJisfy You ··
props, mcludmg a pau of h1gh-hecl
5. Lou Bega,
shoe' with trammg wheels attached
Mambo No.5"
to them and a phone made of a paper
6. Mariah Carey featuring
and stnng w1th a th1rd cup for
cup
Jay- Z, "Heanbreaker"
call wal!mg.
7.Jleborah Cox with R. L.,
'>cott Thompson, better
"We Can '1 br ,..rtends ··
known
as JITOt Top, has a fertile
8••Jennifer Lopez,
mmd for the ultra ecccmnc "I'm part
"Waair1g for 1imighl"
man, pan vegetable." sa1d Carrot Top
9 Whitney llou~tun,
about
h1mself and h1s h1gh-encrgy
"Mv Love i.1 Yo11r [.ovl'"
act, "h1ch mcludes rap1d-fire JOkes
LO. Marc Anthony,
and sa tineal parod1cs of rockers hkc
··t Need 10 Know •·
the Rollmg Stones
Top R & B/ Dance
As a college senior at florida
Atlanuc Universny, Carrot Top enI. l'uff Daddy featuring R.
tered an am~tcur comedy contest,
Kell}, "Sar•sfl You"
wh1ch was what motiVated hun to
~- 1'11:trc Anthony,
become a comed1an W1th a degree
··t '-Jeed 10 Knrm"
m market mg. he discovered that he
1 Hannah Jones,
was best at markeung h1msclfand his
"\{~1.1 that All I Wa.1"
m•n umque brand of humor. He be4 Juvenile featuring tannic
gan entcnain1ng on colkgc campuses
Fresh and I.il' Wayne,
all over the natton, setting records
"Bud "!hac Than~ Up "
wl!h the attendance to these pcrfor5 Mariah Carey featuring Jay
mam:cs.
Z, "1/rarcbreaker"
Carrot Top was named" 1993
6 Whitnc)' Houston,
Lntcrtamcr
of the Year" and ··come' ~~~- l.nve i' ~our Love"
'll an of the Year" by 1hc Nat10nnl
7 Jennifer Lopez,
,\s soclallon of Campus Activities,
"\Vairmgfor lonig/11"
becomi ng the only person to rcc.:tvc
8 Donnell jones,
botlt tttles 111 the same year II year
" I f.nm•· Whars lip"
later, he won the American Comedy
9 Oeborah CtJx wl th R. L.,
Award for "Best Male Standup ComcLiian." lie was on hi, way to a suc-~--~- !1 ~ cessful ~areer m the wmcdy busi-

On the

Carrot Top has stretched h1s comedic roots into film with the release
of "Cha1rman of the Board," m whtch
he play. a clumsy, but am1able man who
mhcrl!s the top pos1t1on at a corporatiOn. He also starred 111 "Denn1s the
Menace Stnkes Again."
Not only is he mvolved 111 the
film industry, but he is also the author
of "Junk 111 the Trunk: Some Assembly Requtrcd," as well as being a
wcbs1te de ·1gner
Carrot Top IS a staple on

telcvtsion 's "Pol ittcally Incorrect with
!3111 Maher." "No matter who you put
h1m with, he'll be funny," according
to " Politically Incorrect's" segment
producer Chuck LaBella. "He doesn't
even have to say a word." He IS also a
regular on MTV, "Reg1s & Kathie
Lee," theE! channel and "The Tonight
Show."
Carrot Top spends most of 1115
time weightlifting, shoppmg for CO's
and collecting ingredients for his
trunks filled wtth props. "I've got a

garage filled with stu fthat I don't have
JOkes for yet, like a parking meter and
a payphone," said Carrot Top. Meanwhile, he makes sure to put a box of
bakmg soda m each trunk m order to
keep h1s act fresh.
Carrot Top will be perfom1ing at
Playhouse Square's State Theatr~ on
Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are $22.50 and
$20.50, with a $3 college 1d discount
on the $20.50 tickets. Fo r tickets, call
(216) 241-6000 or any ADVANTIX
outlet.

Tri nn Bui
Daily Bruin (U.California-Los Angeles)
In a ltfetime, to have one big
break is considered charmed, but to
have rwo big breaks, well, you either
have God as your agent or you're Mtlla
Jovovich.
Jovov1ch 's first break happened
at the ripe old age of II. While other
g1rls frened about chool and entering
adolescence, Jovovich was well on her
way to becoming one of the top models 111 the world. In her first year modcling, she graced 15 magazine covers
including a controversial cover forMademoiselle.
Now at a more mature 23,
Jovovich gets 3 chance to test her actmg chops as the French saint Joan of
Arc in "The Mes cngcr: The Story of
Joan of Arc ." Play1ng the role of the
peasant girl who grows up to lead an
am1y agamst the English requ1rcd more
th an just looking pretty in preparation.
"I was really concerned with my
Southern Ca lifornia dialect, which
sounds horrendous in period pieces
wh~rc actors sound straight off ofHollywood Bol&lcvard," said Jovovich, at
a press conference at the Four Seasons
Hotel in Beverly Hills. ··1 took a lot of
inspiration from Harvey Keitel in 'The
Duelist.' I though hts accent was impeccable."
"I d1d a lot of research, reading
about the trial and findmg out who she
was," said Jovovich. ''I was confused
how to play thts g1rl. f've seen her
played the same way over and over
again as a samt and you could never
really tell what kind of person she
was
For the

Ukrainian~ born

:act res.; ,

Excerpt frorn the jourrzal of Tender Blindspot
drummer and ]CU junior, T.}. Wichmann
Week4
It ts no\\ II 'un. and I am stttmg on the beach 10 Fort Walton
Beach, Fla It is about ;ut hour west of Panama City, located nght on the
Gulf of MeXIco We amved Fnday at about 9 111 the morn mg. We drove
lhrttugh the mght from Atlil nta and 1t actually wasn't that bad, even though
11 took about nm.: hours Robb and I found a couple of hon cuts m the
atlas so we shaHd off a gllod two r three hours nght there. I was proud
of myself for figunng out how to get here Without taking highways.
W~ hung m1t attlw hcach all day Fnday and has1cally JUSt walked
atouud and promoted the show. Although. the coolthmg was people had
alr.:ady heard about us playing and actually expressed mtcrest in coming
to the show. It got u· very excited The venue wc.o played at was pretty
n1cc The ,m:a ha· a ton of tounsts, s6 all the club around here arc in
pretty good shape.
We played a decent ;how. All the bands that played at thi · particular establishment get free icehouse and we all took advantage of tins offi:r Adam and LiL had a httk more than the rest of us and basically passed
out before the show even started. That was a good laugh for a while but
when It came tum: to play they were >cry crabby.
Aller the show w.: made the u·ual .tnnoun cment that we had
where to stay and could usc any. extra lloor space. About five different
people offered thctr apartnll·nt or house. Usually \'.e'rc lucky to get one,
let alone five! But this one guy was really cool and hi condo i right
across the strccl from the beach, so we decided to stay with him. H
name 1s John and he's been very cool to us. He hasn't complai ned about
any of the messes wc'w made and he really seems to enJOY our company.
I am not sure if his gtrlfricnd likes u; too much, but who cares.
These last couple of days have ddin1tely been the most fun on the
1our. We made a lot of money we're 'ilarting to turn a profit. The club
owner mvncd us back for another show and booked us a show in Pensacola
So mstcad of s1tttng around for five days we arc gomg to be very busy.
We went out to dmncr the other day and the band fund was used for the
fust time. lam actually having a fun. 1\lth(lugh, l'm !til rea lly homesick.
I hate to whine about it so much, but n's the truth. I miss~d my sister's
graduatiOn party last mght and my parents aren't too happy about that. I
called and no one had any time to talk to me. I though t they would be
happy to hear from me but that wasn't really the case. My girlfnend is
getting very annoyed wtth me as well because the only time I can call her
1s from the club.
Oh well, I will be home soon enough. Although tounng JS fun.l'm
really stanmg to thmk thts l1fe' not for me. Who knows? God Bless.

Photo by J.aclr. En1h•h

Luc Besson directs a classic
French story with "The
Messenger."

Carrot Top will perform at Playhouse Square 's State Th eatre Sunday.

Mastermind behind The Clash
to perform at the Odeon
Audrey Williams
The Carroll News

The Clash i one of the most influen tial bands to come out of the Brit ish pop revolution of the 1970s and
early 80s.
Creating a blend of reggae,
rockab1lly and pure pop, they arc regarded by many as "the best rock band
in the world," according to Billboard
magazine. Joe Strummer, the ma tcrmind belund the Briti h punk rockers,
will be playing with h1 new band The
Mescaleros at the Odeon this Friday
at 9 p.m.
Not only d1d The Clash ha\'e
some top inglcs, but the band also msptred untold thousands with its rcvo-

lutionary music . Strummer played a
maJor role in creatmg hits such as
"Rock the Casbah," "Should I Stay or
Should I Go" and "Train in Vain."
lt has been 15 years since
Strummer broke up with The Clash
and he has go ne many ways since. He
dabbled in fi lm, explored acting and
creating movie soundtrack Strummer played oppo ite Courtney Love
in the paghctti western "Straight to
Hell" and he has made cameo appearances in other offbeat film . H1s
soundtrack work includes "Grosse
Point Blank" and the "South Park"
movie compilation. He has also done
recent work on a Jack Kerouac tnbute
album.

Strummer has fina ll y returned to
touring wit h The Mescaleros. His late t alb um "Rock Act and X-ray Style"
will plea e many fans ofThe Clash. He
casts a new spin on the ori ginal sound
of the 70s and 80 that has a more melodic approach.
Strummer defines his new sound
as "ac1d punk" and says that he pays
tnbutc to some contemporary sounds
in music. The Mescaleros excited fans
and his recent tours included many of
The Clash ' classic anthems. According to Strummer, although he has a new
band, a reunion wnh The Clash is not
out of the question.
Tickets arc $25 at the Odeon or
at all T1cketmaster locations.
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Jovovich takes on complex
role in "The Messenger"

1hc rule of J an& her blggesLopportunity yet and a chance to solidify her
actmg career. After appearing in films

••••
Road

ARTS
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ra nging from decent ("The Fifth Element") to abso lutely horrendous ("Return to the Blue Lagoon"), playing the
complex character co uld s igna l
Jovovich 's emergence as a real actor.
''This is the first ro le that I have
done where I am allowed to use every
facet of my acting abih ty except maybe
my glamorous s ide, but l have L'Orea l
to do that so that is not a problem,"
said Jovovich. "The role forced me to
use all my facu Ities as an actress, as a
writer and as a person. I just really tried
hard to make sure everybody was asking questions and how to make it look
believabl e."
The most difficult aspect of portraying the herome fo r Jovovich was
getting beyond the aura of saintliness
and searching for the person beyond
the voices .
"This girl just comes out of the
page spanning over 500 years as witty,
sman, sarcastic and cymcal at times.
She was so many things and if you took
that and put her aside as a saint, being
so thoughtful and noble, you find that
she is very chaotic,'' Jovovich said.
"She son of wreaks havoc to everyone around her. When you think she is
going right, she is already going left .
At the end we had to make huge assumption about her personality for the

SOAP
DISH
All My Child ren: David told a surprised Erica that he loved her Adam
tried to escape from the safe room. Manan pressed Stuart into posing as
Adam when meeting with Rae and the Board members . Sophie pressed
Janet for money. Opal tried to u e Jack to make Palmer jealous.
As The World Turns: Whtle Molly exulted in her dream coming true, a
nightmare waited just around the comer. Margo feared telling Tom her
secret ould destroy everything. Kate leamed some information that could
be very benefic1alto her. Jack reassured Carly of h1s love.
Days of Our Lives: Carrie prepared herself for a new and exciting adventure. Pnncess Gina was deeply affected when Greta, her daughter,
opened up to her. Brandon began to see Sami tn a new light. Nicole told
Eric she didn't love Luca when she mJrried him.
Gener al Hospital: Carly and Jason grew closer. The FBI took Roy in
for questioning. fn Greece, Jax and Chloe found Miklos' will and dl~
covered another mysterious C;~ssadme document Meunwlule. Stefan told
ickels that Helena has recnver~d and ts the pnme suspect in Katherine's
murder.
One Life to Live: After Renee vo1ced doubts that Max IS her and A a's
n, Max is her and Asa's n, Max rold her of his aneurysm Will wn'
up et "'ith Nora's engagement to Sam

POOto by Jiidt tnsli1h

In "The Messenger: The Story of Joan of Arc," a peasant girl
(Milia Jovovich) leaves the only home she has ever known to
follow her own path, take up arms and changes the course of
history. Deserted by the king she fought to have crowned, a
battleweary Joan is captured by the mercenaries.
movie."

Jovov1ch 's strenuous preparation for the role and devoted research
into Joan of Arc's personality did not
go unnoticed by her castmatcs. The
~,;nthut..Ja~m

<.md

mh.:lllgcn~,;.r..: th~ll

With such a strenuous shoottng schedule and demanding battlefield scenes
in "The Messenger," Besson needed
Jovov1ch to take stock of his dircctiort
for the dtfficult ·hots.
.. \1\-.hc:n ou'

h~..:

contributed to the project gained admiration from co-star Faye Dunaway.
"She is such a sman woman.
She is really well read. She has read
Dostoevsky and other great authors
wh1ch is very unusual (for a young
actress)," Dunaway said. "She is very
creat1ve herself, and the movie had
such an energy to it and she had that
energy too. She didn' t play the 'Oh,
I am the ho liest' role or the quality as
we wou ld say. She played the person."
Casting a relatively inexperienced actor like Jovovich in an expensive production seems like a risky
proposition, but director Luc Besson
("The Professional" and 'The Fifth
Element") had no doubts about betting it all on Jovovich. The director
established a working and romantic
relations hip with Jovovich during the
filing of'The Fifth Element." But, her
turn as alie n savior Leeloo really
proved to Besson tha t Jovovic h has
what it takes to star in a bi g movie.

·IJ

' ' 1th

Passions: Charity reacted to the painttngofTallltha 111 P1lgrims 's cloth~s.
But Tabitha msisted 11 was that of an ancestor. Luts onfronted Juhan
about Martm's dtsa ppea1ancc. Shendan increastngly uoubtcd that she
has committed murder. Whitney anu Simone doubted Orvdl 's clam that
he could find Chad's f.1mily tn harmony.
Sunset Beach: Meg I..tsscd "Ben" as part of her plan to find nut why Im
behavior has t>ccn so strange. Later, Maria was snmned to lind a photo
of "Be n" was really Derek. Olivia had a nightmare ahout her dnnl..mg.
Maria slipped and called "Ben" Derek as she lunged fm Tess.

l

youteatlyhave thts link based on trust.
It is really jumping knowing that anoth~r person has the net," Besson said.
"You don't know where the net is, but
you trust him to be there. She gave that
to me, she trusted me as a direcror, but
then I have to deserve it. [tis not a onesided thing."
Jovovich takes a more practical
look at her acting career. For her it goes
beyond making popular films; the lessons she takes from her projects are
what really matter.
" I don't need to make movies.
It is not something I have to do to pay
the bills. Most of the movies that I end
up doing, which are few and far between, are more art-house films but
this one is very ex pensive and at the
end it is not your typ ical blockbuster,"
Jovovich said. "And for me, find ing a
role where I can grab onto and use in
my own life and learn from is wonhwhile."
"The Messenger" is now open
in theater's across the country.

Concerts
11/18/99
Chris Cornell, at the Hgora Theatre
11/19/99
Joe Strummer 6 The mescaleros, at the Odeon Concert
Club
11/l0/99
Danzig, at the Hgora Theatre
11/21/99
Counting Crows, at the Cleueland music Hall
11/25/99
311, at the Hgora Theatre

mouies
Coming to theaters 11119199
"Black Cat, White Cat," starring Seuerdzan Bajram
"Sleepy Hollow," starring Johnny Oepp
"The World Is Hot Enough," starring Pierce
Brosnan

5 Minute walk from campus

Coming to theaters 11/24/99
"felicia's Journey," starring Bob Hoskins
"flawless," starring Robert OeHiro

Uideos

Corner of Silsby &
Warrensville Ctr.
Only Floral distributor
University Heights

Owner is a JCU grad
(216) 932-7550

in

In stores now:
"Resurrection," starring Christopher lambert
"Break Up," starring Bridget fonda
"lllash," starring Glancarlo Esposito
"Big Daddy" starring Hdam Sandler
"Jack frost," starring miChael Keaton

SPORTS
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SPORTS FLASHES Football goes out with a bang

"We had a Jess than positive start to the
game," head coach Reg1s Scafc said. "We
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Uni versity football team fumbled on our first offensive play, had a face
put on a first half firework display in a 50-13 mask on our first defensive play, and fumbled
victory over Hiram College in Saturday's sea- away our first scoring chance, but we did not
panic and eventually settled in on all phases
son finale.
While the offense was puttmg po1nts on
After a slow start in which JCU fumbled
on 1ts first two possessions, sparks began to fly the board in dramatic fashion, the steady JCU
defense forced the Terriers to punt agam. The
as the first quarter came to a close.
Senior running back Bobby Kraft, who Blue Streaks once again took over in Hiram terfumbled on the first play from scrimmage and ritory.
The Blue Streaks kept the ball on the
again on the second drive as the Blue Streaks
were marching into Hiram territory, made ground, find ing more success against the Terriamends by hauling in a 46-yard touchdown pass ers than they had all season.
"We were able to run the ball very effecfrom freshman quarterback Tom Arth.
"I ran a crossing route," Kraft said. "! tively," Arth said. "The offensive line blocked
wanted to make up for the first two possessions. well and things were working so we could stick
The key is to have a short memory and to look to with it."
On the day, Carroll rushed 47 times for
some good on the next play."
On the ensuing kickoff, Hiram kick re- 251 yards.
After carries of 22 yards and six yards by
turner John Burd inadvertently downed the ball
sophomore Jason Parker, the Blue Streaks found
on his own one-yard line.
The excitement continued on the next play the cndzone for the fourth time on the day. On
econd and goal, Dragoiu powered six yards into
when junior linebacker John Pelligrini tackled
Kris Giebel in the endzone for a safe ty. the endzone extending the lead to 30-0. Dragoiu
The explosives continued when Kraft returned finished the day with II carriers for 85 yards and
the free-k1ck 60 yards for a touchdown. With a touchdown.
With the game wel l in hand before halfthe extra point the Blue Streaks had put up 16
time, Scafe was able to begin substituting plaerys
points in 28 seconds.
"Everyone did a good job of holding their from the second and third team.
Jun ior quarterback Eric Marcy led the
blocks," Kraft said of his second kick return fo r
a touchdown this season. On the day, Kraft Blue Streaks on a 7-pl ay, 61-yard drive that wa s
rushed the ball six times for 51 yards and caught capped off by a three-yard touchdown run by
6 passes for 80 yards, including ftis 46-yard Parker. Parker finished the day with 59 yards on
touchdown catch. 'The safety kick return is not eight carries and one touchdown . The touchdown
something that we pract1ce, so we ran it basi- gave JCU a 37-7 halftime lead.
The second half saw substitutions on both
cally like a normal kick return and thmgs opened
sides of the ball. Senior running back Brent
up."
Wnh the touchdown the Blue Streaks went Semp lak, a four year member of the program ,
scored e one-yard touchdown in the fourth quarahead 16-0.
The JCU defense trapped Hiram inside of ter of his final collegiate game.
Fellow senior Marc Cesari also took adits own 20-yard line and forced the Terriers to
punt from 1ls own seven-yard line. A poor punt vantage of second-ha lf playing time 10 his final
and a 16-yard retum by seniOr David Ziegler once game. Ccasri, a back-up cornerback and punter,
again gave JCU tremendous field posit1on, tak- intercepted a fourth -quarter Hiram pass. rctummg lt40 yards to the Hiram 25-yard line.
mg over at the Hiram 22-yard line. After a 14Marey found Z1egler SIX plays later for a
r
i
om, Arth hoo!(ed
up With JUni or Larry Holmes for an c1ght-ya n.l two-yard touchdow n pass On the day, Marcy
completed s1x of seven passes for 61 yards and
score.
"The defense was playing t1ght on Larry one touchdown.
With the victory JCU (7-3, 6-3 Ohio Ath[Holmes] so we made a slight adjustment," Arth
said. ''I made the read and thrcw 'n up for him." letiC Conference) finished third in the OAC.
" I am happy for the 22 seniors in that they
Arth lim shed the day 16-23 for 155 yards
won their last game," Scafe said. "l know that
and two touchdowns_
When the smoke had cleared early in the the seniors collectively felt that they could have
second quarter, the Blue Streaks had assumed dotte more than 7-3, but there is no reason to
control of the game. JCU put up 23 points in a hang their heads. The OAC is a rough trip, we
2:0 I span in the final minute of the first quarter beat some very good teams and played right with
several others."
and the first minute of the second quarter.
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1999-2000 John Carroll Hoops Preview

Bob McCarthy

MORE RECORDS FOR WOMEN'S
SOCCER- For the first time in program history, JCU has placed five women on the A110hiO Athletic Conference Team.
Sophomore midfielder Jill Comerford
and JUnior forward J ulie Scaffidi were both
named to the First Team. Comerford set schQ61
records for most goals in a season an
15
points in a season this past year
Scaffidi is makmg her third appcaraote
in the all-conference rankmgs after bcin~named
to the First Team last year and the s;-..,.ldff=r7
as a freshman.
Senior forward Maureen Mohney and
sophomore defender Amy Ma rcelis teceii
the Second Team nod, and juniot plkeeper
Sama ntha Sommer was an hoPQfllble mention.
HONORABLE COACH- Third-year
women's soccer coach Tracy Blasius was
named 1999 OAC Co-Coach of the year along

CORRECTION - Last week 's Senior
Feature section incorrectly reported the career
stalls tics of senior Tom Rini. Rini 's statistics
are 211 tackles, 10 int erceptions, I sack.

Cross Country ends tough year
J.P. Fielder
Rona Proudfoot
The Carroll News
Two unlikely candidates led the John
Carroll Umvcrsity cross country teams as they
fin1 hed out thetr seasons last weekend.
Freshman Matthew IIi is, who has finished
behind classmate Brad Hullm all bur one effort
thts season led the men's contmgent. while
sophomore Julie Zapc capped off an amazing
comeback from an mjury-riddled regular season
to lead the women_
Both teams finished 22nd m thetr respectiVe 29-tcam fields at the NCAA D1v1S1on Ill
Great l akcs Rcg1onal Saturday at Ohio Northern.
Hils' 65th place fimsh m 26 mmutcs, 31
seconds was the fa>tcst t1mc ever rec~rded hy a
Bl11e Streak runner The prev1ous best mark was
O \H I L'<.l

b) fJul

\\o/Hl ll":tcl

h1~

o\.\n rccn/(

and the rcahzation it was my last race of the season pushed me to prove 1could handle the pressure of the big race atmosphere."
Not far behind was Zajac's high school
teammate Molly Byrnes who was also coming
back from an injury. onethcless, Bymes managed a I 09th place finish.
"It wasn't where 1 was last season,"
Byrnes sa1d. "But considering my hcafth
through ut the season, and that it wa a faster
time than at the conference meet, I am quiet
pleased with my ttmc.''
Sophomore Julia Augustme, senior
Dcbb1c Pagano, and freshman Vicky Krol completed the varsity five, fimshing 134''. 151" and
156'' respectively
While a 22nd place fimsh was right on
par for the men, who have struggled all season
to overcome InJUries and low numbers, it was a

la'i

week n the same course 111 Ada
Hull was second for the team 111 I OOth,
and frc.:shman Enc Heintz was not far behind 111
DOth. Semor Ntck Seller£ and John Morns
rounded out the top five m 143rd and I 78th.
After fightmg off a stress fracture that
&ldchncd her for the maJority of the season, ZaJaC
Jed the women with a personal best time of 19:45,
good for a 66'' place finish overal l.
"Because we ran the course two weeks
earhcr, we knew 11 was a tcrram we could perfonn weU on," ZaJaC said. "These conditions,

at the >amc meet ,, year car her.

Noncthelc s, the women were able to
catch up w1th Mount Union and Muskingum.
Both teams ha<.l bettered the Blue Streaks at the
OAC met two weeks earlier.
"We have come to accept that this team is
not last year's team," Lanese said. "However,
there was some rcdempt1on this Saturday because
we were able to pcrfonn much better on this
course that at the conference meet."
alvin College captured both the women's
and the men's team titles.

Underclass wrestlers fill roles
Bob McCarthy

.:
Led JCU at Hiram
last Saturday w1th e1ght
tackes, which included a
sack for a loss of 12 yards,
and a tackle for a loss of
one yard. Also forced a
fumble and recorded John
Carroll's first safety oft he
year. Added a recovered
fumble to his stat line.

Shannon Murphy
Senior, Swimming
Won three events for
JCU last Saturday at Buffalo State. Took first in the
50 and I00 Free and was a
member of the winning
400 Free Relay. Also
swam on the winning 400
Medley Relay the night
before in JCU's 149-88
win over Mount Union.

Staff Reporter
The biggest task facing the
young John Carroll University wrestling team entering yesterday's dual
meet at Case Western Reserve Univerity was simply trying to plug holes in
its roster. Heading into the season's
first dual meet, only four wrestlers
were cerllfied for their respective
weight classes.
"Now our goal is to get 90 percent of our wrestlers certi lied before
next Tue day's meet with Cleveland
State," head coach Kerry Volkmann
said. "Ideally, we will have everyone
ccrti fied and in place by the first Ohio
Athletic Conference dual meet aga10st
Capital on ovembcr 30."
Sophomore Jim Cook achieved
his final certification in the 125-pound
weight class, in wh1ch he competed in
during this past Saturday's West Virginia Open. Sophomore Ryan Scott
got his final certification m and competed in the 133-pou nd weight class
this past weekend. Freshman Thad
Powcski wrestled at 197 pounds in the
West Virguna Open, and earned his
final certification 10 that weight-class
Tuesday afternoon. The fourth wrestler to reach h1 final certification was
sophomore heavyweight Eric Urdzyk,
who cleared his weight qualifications
on Tuesday as well. Urdzyk was not
avaliable for action in West V1rgmia

as he was competing at defensive
tackle for the Blue Streak footba ll team
in its season fina le.
"Eric could have waited to certify," Volkmann said. "But he wanted
to get himself in and begin working
now that the football season is over."
The certification process w1ll
make a big difference m the JCU lineup 10 the coming week . Each wrestler has until Dec. 17 to achieve his
final certification. The certification
provide the wrestler eligibility in the
lowest possible weight class. If a wrestler does not pass the certification
qualifications before a match, he must
wrestle at the next highest weigh t
class. This also means that the Blue
Streaks may have to wrestle freshman
in place of veterans who have yet to
rece1ve the1r certificatiOn.
"We want to get ourselves into
the best shape possible by Dec. 17 ,"
Volkmann said. "We arc positioning
our team to fill the weight classes and
we want to give fair opportunities to
everyone on the roster. Toumament
perfonnance and certification will help
produce the most competitlVe line-up."
The Blue Streaks put together
a line-up for last Saturday's open meet
with West Virgima, in which the
largely inexperienced line-up faced off
against strong Div1sion I competition.
The format of the match was
open, meaning that it was indiv1dual

scoring only. The players were assigned matches by draw, not by seed,
which may have hurt some of the Blue
Streaks.
"A coup le of our guys had to
face off against the top competition in
their opening match," graduate assistant Sean Gro z said. "That sort of
thing would not happen in a seeded
tournament. but we knew tha t going
in. We're just glad for the experience."
The young line-up was able to
pick some victories in the mdividual
competition this weekend. Powe ki
went 2-2 in his first collegiate competition, wrestli ng at 197 pounds. Junior Mitch Kusmie r, who saw on ly limited action last season, won his first
two matches on the afternoon. In his
third match, Kusmier lost to Ohio
Universtty's Dan Bednar, who would
go on to win the 197-pound title 10 the
open tournament.
"Mitch wrestled well," Grosz
said. "But he is trying to get certified
at 184, where we think he will most
valuable."
A group of frc hman also has
shown . tridc in practice and in the
West Virginia Open . David Lance,
Dan Kull and Gary Beckley all p1cked
up their first collegiate victories over
the weekend.
"The freshmen are definitely
coming along," Grosz satd. "They arc
very mature and are a tight group."
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Men look to make fifth national run in five years

Senior Erin Jimiso n w ilt be a three-point threat this season.

Women set out in new dire ction
Gregory Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
There is a new face on the sidelines for the John Carroll women 's
basketball team this season. And it
belon gs to head coa ch Kristic
Mara vall!.
Maravalli looks to begin her
tenure at JCU with a talented group of
returning players and a large number
of freshmen. I fer task is to help improve upon last season's 6-20 overall
record and 4-14 mark in the Ohio Athlell c Con fcrence.
She will also have her team
pl aying to prove the OAC preseason
polls wrong. The Blue Streaks were
p1cked to finish eigh th in the media
poll and last in the coaches ' po ll. But
that does not seem to bother Marava lli .
"1 would rather come in as the
underdog," Maravall i said. "Nobody
is expecting us to do well. so we have
the opportunity to surprise a lot of
people."
The Blue Streaks retum all five
starters and nine letterwin ners overall.
Two of the top returnees will be
the mai n inside threats. Juni or
Megha nn Hubach, who averaged ten

OAC Women's
Preseason Polls
Media Poll
1. Capital
2. Baldwin-Wallace
3. Moun/ Union
4. Muskingum
5. Otterbein
6. Ohio Northern
7. Heidelberg
B. John Carroll
9. Marietta

240 (25)
205 (2)
1B7
153
113
108
95

58
56

Coaches Poll
1. Capital
2. Baldwin -Wallace
3. Mount Union
4. Otterbein
5. Muskingum
6. Ohio Northern
7. Heidelberg
8. Marietta
9. John Carro ll

64 (B)
56 (1)
48
42
40
26
17
17

14

pomts and seven rebounds last season,
and sophomore Stephanie Gianni, who
averaged ten points and six rebounds,
will log big minutes in the post.
The front coun is ex pected to
get a nice boost from sophomore tran sfer l.eAu.n llw
Wll4i an orth
Coast Athletic Conference honorable
mention last season at Wooster.
Junior Lauren Hi ll and sophomore Kate Gau l should also add depth
down low.
The Blue Streaks will continue
to draw trength from their perimeter
game as we ll. Seniors Erin Jimison
and Allison Likar and junior Katie
Ccrvenik wi ll pose an offensive threat
from behind the arc. Last season, the
trio combined for 128 three-pointers.
This season they are tri-captains.
Jim1son is coming off a season
in which she averaged ten points and
finished third in the OAC with 2.33
three-pointers. Likar averaged six
points per game last ca on .
Cervenik will be rel ied upon as
a major weapon from behind the th reepoi nt arc. Last season, she Jed the
OAC with 2.43 treys per game, on her
way to shooting 38-percent from behind the arc.
The re tu rn of senior Jac kie
Tadych will also be a nice additi on to
the backcourt.
Juniors Allison Brown and Jill
DiPiero will be asked to run the show
at point-gua rd.
"Allison and Jill have different
styles of play," Maravalli said .
"Allison likes to get out and ru n while
Ji ll likes to penetrate and distribute the
ball."
Maravalh is also looking for the
freshmen to provide quality minutes.
"We had I 0 freshmen and four
were bumped up to varsity. Katie Benjamin ha been successful for us both
on the perimeter and in the post and
Sarah Boyle has shot the ball well."
"I am very excited about the
sea on," Maravallt sa1d . "Having experienced players is great. They know
what it takes to be competitive m the
OAC ."
The women's team will open
tomorrow evening against Bethany
College m the Allegheny Tournament.
Their first home game will be Monday, Nov. 29 against Kenyon College.

Rona Proudfoot
one game
last year as
Sports Ed1tor
Picntre th1s. You have J car, and back up to
you take out the eng me and a couple Dauto\ ic,
of the ttres. It still looks like pretty and freshman Jason
much the arne car, but you don't know
1f 11 IS gomg to run properly
Pcc1ak
That' · how head coach 1ikc started for
Moran dcscnbes the John Carroll Um- the state runvcrsity men's basketball team.
ner-up VASJ
After all, the Blue Streaks will squad last
bnng back most of the team that made year as a scit all the way to the "Ehte Eight" of mor.
the CAA DIVISIOn Ill nat1onal tourB e nament last season, includmg three of S I d C S
last year's starters .
Dautov1c,
The manpower lost to gradua- two other
tion could prove costly, however. starters will
Mark Heidorf was an honorable men- be returnmg.
tion All-American and Dan Coxon was Junior Larry
an all-conferenee performer, and the Holmes, who
duo provided the maJority of the scor- averaged a
ing en route to JCU's fourth NCAA team-high 7.3
rebounds last
tournament appearance in four years.
At this point, Moran is not sure year, has just
just who will fill the void left by rejoined the
Hcidorf and Coxon.
team after
pending the
"We don 't know where differcnt parts are going to fit," Moran said_ fall at spilt
"We don 't know what guys are gomg end for the
pbolo:uou rvar~)ohDf"..armliSID
to score for us . We're still search mg. John arroll Senior point guard Luke Dautovic is one of three
and we're changmg personnel around footb all team , starters who returns for John Carroll.
each day."
and sen 10r
"There are so many questions," Rico Pietro wa olid last year m h1s NCAA has guaranteed every league m
the nation an automatic t)ld," Moran
Moran continued . "Right now we first year startmg at center.
Other Blue Streaks who should said_ " By doing so they ehm111ated a
have about three spots nailed down,
be major con- lot of at-large bids, and that really hurts
so it's open seatributors arc sc· our league."
son on the other
What that ho1ls down to for the
nior guard Joe
ones. We have
Burdon , J U's Blue Streaks IS that they've got to win
probably eight or
acrive three-point the OAC Toumament. And that may
nine solid kid s
leader, scm or for- be easier aid than d nc.
who could start
Two years al(o. JCU on the
ward
Scou
for us, but where
Media Poll
r~.:g,ubr sca'ilm cnnh:l cncc \1\k bul fc\\
B c 1 a n . jU 11 H H ~

OAC Men's
Preseason Polls

and \\'hen is a n-

The strongest position for
the Blue Streaks
looks to be the
point. Senior
Luke Dautovic
logged the most
minutes of any
player on the
team last year
with 1088 and
was among the
league leaders in
steals and assists
while still managing near 48percent shooting
from the floor.
J u nior
Chri s Pap saw
action in all but

I'·2. John Carroll

(,
197 (2)
3. Otterbein
169
107
4. Capital
5. Muskingum
105
6. Heidelberg
96
7_ Baldwin-Wallace 93
91
B. Marietta
9. Mount Union
80

Coaches Poll
1. Ohio Northern

70 (8)

2. John Carroll

55 (1)

3. Otterbein
4. Baldwin-Wallace
5. Marietta
6. Capital
7. Mount Union
B. Muskingum
9. Heidelberg

47
37
30
2B
26
21
10

1llld
Mike Hill, who
have logged time
as both forwards
and centers. and
sophomore forwards
Paul
Niermann and
Bryan and John
McFarland.
Even if all
goes well , measuring up to the
success of the
past years will
probably be a
I illle harder due
to changes in
how
NCAA
berths ar~ doled
out.
" T h e

111 19
t 211
12/4
12/8
12111
t 2118

t /3
115
JIB

1/12
l/15
1117
J/19
1122
1114
1129
212
115
119
2/12
2116

2119

Marietta

5:3017:30
I :3013:30
7:3 0p.m.
7:30p.m.
3 :00p.m.
6:00p.m.
J: OOp.m .
3:00p.m .
7:00p.m .
7 :3 0p.m.
J :OO p.m.
7:3 0p.m
J: OOp. m.
7·30 p.m
7:JO p. m.
3 00 p.m.
7:JO p.m.
6:30pm
7:30p.m
3:00p.m.
p.m.
p.m

Heidelberg
Ohio Northern

home games in bold

• denotes 0 AC contest

ment."

JCU starts off the season in
Carlisle, Pa. this weekend at the
Dickinson College To urnament.
"We open up with an extremely
difficult game," Moran sa1d. "ft's an
NA IA school from Phtl adelphia that
has averaged winning over 20-some
ball games a year for the last ten years,
so we'll be jumping right into the fire."

John Carroll
Men's Hoops Schedule

John Carroll
Women's Hoops Schedule
11/20
11129

tbe
rotllldo
IDUJI. .-1'0
No. 8 seed Marietta, and la5t year John
Carroll d1dn't get past the second
round.
"everyone's always shooung
for us, and that may be one reason we
haven' t had a lot of success in the [conference] tournament," Ptetro sa1d.
"But we' re just going to go out and
win as many games as we can in the
regular season, and hopefully get
home-court advantage for the tourna-

t 1/ 19
t l/20

6:00/8:00
2:00/4:00
6:00 p.m.
-1:00 P·• ·
8:00p.•8:00 p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.

11/27
!1/28

1114
1218

t
!IS

t/8
1/12
tit 5
lit 9

1122

Muskingum*

1129

Baldwm-Wallace•

212

Mount Union*

215

Capital•
Oucrbein*

219

2112
2116
2119
home

Marie/fa*

Heidelberg•
Ohio Northern•

games in bold

p.m.
p.m.
Jii p.m.
:00 p.m.
:30 p.m .
J:OI p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.

• denotes OAC contest
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MORE RECORDS FOR WOMEN'S
SOCCER - For the first time in program history, JCU has placed five women on the AllOhio Athletic Conference Team.
Sophomore mtdfielder Jill Comerford
and junior forward Julie Scaffidi were both
named to the First Team. Comerford set sc~QOf
ior i · e linebacker John Pellegrini was
records for most goals in a season an
e Cleveland Touchdown Club Local
points in a season this past year.
Scaffidi is making her third appear~ e C
laycroflbeWeek along with Baldwinin the all-conference ranking.~ after beininamed
~lace's ~ arwadi.
ellegrini 's big weekend he recorded
to the First Team last year and the S~
as a freshman.
ei tackles, including a sack for a loss of 12
Senior forward Maureen Mohney and
ards and a tackle for a loss of one yard, a forced
fumble and a safety. He also recovered a
sophomore defender Amy Marcelis ,Jeccl!
the Second Team nod, and junior JOtdkccper fumble.
amantha om mer was an hollOI'!lble ment10n.
CORRECTION - Last week's Senior
HONORABLE COACH- Third-year Feature sect1on incorrectly reported the career
women's soccer coach Tracy Blasius was statistics of senior Tom Rini. Rini's statistics
named 1999 OAC Co-Coach of the year along arc 211 tackles, I 0 interceptions, 1 sack.

Cross Country ends tough year
J. P. Fielder

,...

Rona Proudfoot
The Carroll News
Two unl!kely candidates led the John
Carroll University cross country teams as they
finished ottt their seasons last weekend.
Freshman Matthew Hils, who has finished
behind classmate Brad llull mall but one effort
thts season led the men 's contmgent, whtle
sophom ore Juhc ZaJac capped off an amazing
comeback from an tnjury-riddlcd regular sca;o n
to lead the women.
Both teams fini Shed 22nd 111 the1r rcspecttvc 29-tcarn fi elds at the NCAA D1vts1 on Ill
Great Lakes Rcgtonal aturday at Oh10 North·

em.
Hits ' 65th place fimsh m 26 mmutcs, 31
seconds was the fastest tm1e ever recorded hy a
Slue Streak runner Tbc previous best mark was
OV·fiL'd

wee~

h) rru11 who

f<."'c:t

In' (m.tJ

ll't'Ort

and the realization it was my last race of the season pushed me to prove 1could handle the pressure of the big race atmosphere."
Not far behind was Zajac's high school
teammate Molly Byrnes who was also coming
back from an mjury. Nonetheless, Byrnes managed a 109th place finish.
"It wasn't where I was last season,"
Byrnes satd . "But considering my health
throughout the season, and that it was a faster
time than at the conference meet , I am quiet
pleased with my time."
So phomo re Jul!a AugLts tinc, sentor
Dchbte Pagano, and freshman V1cky Krol com·
pletcd the vars1ty fi ve, finishing 134'", 15 1" and
I 56''· respectively
Whtle a 22nd place finish was right on
par for the men, who have struggled all season
to overcome InJUnes and low numbers, it was a

,1\t

on the same course m Ada
llull was second for the team Ill I OOth,
and freshman Eric Hemt7 wa' not far bchmd tn
!30th. Scntor Nick Sellers and John Morn .
rounded out the top five 111 143rd and !78th.
After fightmg off a stress fracture that
stdclmcd her for the maJOrity of the cason. Zapc
led the women with a personal best tunc of 19:45,
good for a (•6'' pl<tCC finish overall.
"Because we ran the course two weeks
earlier, we knew 1t was a terram we could per·
form well on," Zapc said. '"These cond1t1on .

at the '"me meet a year car her.
Nonetheless, the women were able to
catch up with Mount Un1on and Muskingum.
Both teams had bettered the Blue Streaks at the
OAC met two weeks earlier.
"We have come to accept that this team ts
not last year's team ," Lanese said. "However,
there was some redemption this Saturday because
we were able to pcrfonn much better on this
course that at the conference meet."
Calvin College captured both the women's
and the men's team titles

Bob McCarthy
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University football team
put on a first half firework display in a 50-13
victory over Hiram College in Saturday's season finale.
Af\er a slow stan in which JCU fumbled
on tiS first two possessiOns, sparks began to fly
as the first quarter came to a close.
Senior running back Bobby Kraft, who
fumbled on the first play from scrimmage and
again on the second drive as the Blue Streaks
were marchmg into Hiram territory, made
amends by hauling in a 46-yard touchdown pass
from freshman quarterback Tom Arth.
'"1 ran a crossing route," Kraft said. "[
wanted to make up for the first two possessions.
The key is to have a short memory and to look to
some good on the next play."
On the ensuing kickoff, Hiram kick re·
turner John Surd inadvertently downed the ball
on his own one-yard line.
The excitement continued on the next play
when JUnior linebacker John Petligrini tackled
Kris Giebel in the endzone for a safety.
The explosives continued when Kraft returned
the free-kick 60 yards for a touchdown. With
the extra point the Blue Streaks had put up 16
points in 28 seconds.
"Everyone did a good job of holding their
blocks," Kraft said of his second kick return for
a touchdown this season. On the day, Kraft
rushed the ball six times for 51 yards and caught
6 passes for 80 yards, including his 46-yard
touchdown catch . "The safety kick return is not
something that we practice, so we ran it basi·
cally I ike a normal kick return and tlungs opened
up .'·
With the touchdown the Blue Streaks went
ahead 16-0.
The JCU de fens~ trapped Hiram inside of
its own 20-yard line and forced the Terriers to
punt from Its own seven-yard line. A poor punt
and a 16-yard return by senior David Z1cglcr once
again gave JCU tremendous field posit1on, tak·
ing over at the Hiram 22-yard line. After a 14iu, rth hoo'k d
up wtt h Jll llt Or Larry llolmcs for an ctght-yard
scan.:.

'"The defense was playing ttght on Larry
[Holmes] >Owe made a slight adjustment," Arth
satd. "I made the read and threw tt up for him."
Arth fimshcd the day 16-23 for 155 yards
and two touchdowns.
When the smoke had cleared early in the
second quarter, the Blue Streaks had assumed
control of the game. JCU put up 23 points in a
2:01 span in the final minute ofthc first quarter
and the fir t mmutc of the econd quarter.

"We had a less than positive start to the
game," head coach Regis Scafc satd. "We
fumbled on our first offensive play, had a face
mask on our first defensive play, and fumbled
away our first scoring chance, but we did not
panic and eventually settled in on all phases.
While the offense was putting pomts on
the board in dramatic fashion, the steady JCU
defense forced the Terriers to punt again. The
Blue Streaks once again took over in Hiram territory.
The Blue Streaks kept the ball on the
ground, finding more success against the Terri·
ers than they had all season.
"We were able to run the ball very effectively," Arth said. "The offensive line blocked
well and things were working so we could stick
with it."
On the day, Carroll rushed 47 ttmes for
25 I yards.
After carries of22 yards and six yards by
sophomore Jason Parker, the Blue Streaks found
the endzone for the fou rth time on the day. On
Second and goal, Dragoiu powered six yards into
the endzone extending the lead to 30-0. DragoiU
fin ished the day with 11 carriers for 85 yards and
a touchdown.
With the game well in hand before half·
time, Scafe was able to begin substituting plaerys
from the second and third team.
Junior quarterback Eric Marcy led the
Blue Streaks on a 7-play, 61-yard drive that was
capped off by a three-yard touchdown run by
Parker. Parker fmished the day with 59 yards on
eight carries and one touchdown. The touchdown
gave JCU a 37-7 halftime lead.
The second half saw substitutions on both
sides of the ball. Senior running back Brent
Semplak, a four year member of the program,
scored a one-yard touchdown m the fourth quarter of his final colleg1ate game.
Fellow senior Marc Cesan also took advantage of second-half playing time in his final
game . Ccasri, a back-up cornerback and punter,
intercep ted a fourth-quarter H1ram pass. return Ing it 40 yards to the Hiram 25-yard line .
Mm-cy found Ziegler s1x plays later for a
two-yard touchdown pass On the day, Marcy
completed s1x of seven passes for 61 yards and
one touchdown.
Wtth the victory JCU (7-3, 6-3 Ohio Athletic Conference) fin ished third 10 the OAC.
·· 1am happy for the 22 seniors m that they
won their last game," Scafe said. "[ know that
the seniors collectively felt that they could have
done more than 7-3, but there is no reason to
hang thCIT heads. The OAC is a rough trip, we
beat some very good teams and played right with
several others."

Underclass wrestlers fill roles
Led JCU at Hiram
last Saturday with eight
tackes, which included a
sack for a loss of 12 yards,
and a tackle for a loss of
one yard. Also forced a
fumble and recorded John
arroll'. first safety of the
year. Added a recovered
fumble to h1s stat line.

Shannon Murphy
Senior, Swimming
Won three events for
JCU last Saturday at Buf·
falo tate. Took first m the
50 anti I00 Free and wa a
member of the winning
400 Free R lay. Also
swam on the wmning 400
Medley Relay the night
before in JCU 's 149-88
win over Mount Union.

::
::

Bob McCarthy
Staff Repo rter
The biggest task facing the
young John Carroll University wres·
rling team entering yesterday's dual
meet at Case Western Reserve University wa simply trying to plug holes in
its roster. Heading into the season's
first dual meet, only four wrestlers
were certified for their respective
weight clas es.
"Now our goal is to get 90 per·
cent of our wre tier certified before
next Tuesday's meet w1th Cleveland
State," head coach Kerry Volkmann
said. "Ideally, we will have everyone
certified and in place by the first Ohio
Athletic Conference dual meet against
Capital on November 30."
Sophomore Jim Cook aclueved
his final certification in the 125-pound
weight class, in which he competed in
during this pa t Saturday's West Vir·
ginia Open. Sophomore Ryan Scott
got his final certification m and com·
pctcd in the 133-pound weight class
this past weekend. Fre hman Thad
Powcski wre tied at 197 pounds in the
West Virginia Open, and earned his
final certification in that wetght-class
Tuesday afternoon. The fourth wrestler to reach his final ccnificatton was
sophomore heavyweight Eric Urdzyk,
who cleared his weight qualifications
on Tuesday as well. Urdzyk was not
available for action in West Virginia

as he was competing at defensive
tackle for the Blue Streak football team
in its season finale.
"Eric could have waited to cer·
tify," Volkmann said. "But he wanted
to get himself in and begin working
now that the football season is over."
The certification process will
make a big difference in the JCU lineup in tl1e coming weeks. Each wrestler has until Dec. 17 to achieve his
final certification. The certification
provides the wrestler eligibility in the
lowest possible weight class. If a wrestler does not pass the certification
qualifications before a match, he must
wrestle at the next highest weight
class. This also means that the Blue
Streaks may have to wrestle freshman
in place of veterans who have yet to
receive their certification.
·•we want to get ourselves into
the best shape possible by Dec. 17,"
Volkmann said. "We are positioning
our team to fill the weight classes and
we want to give fair opportunities to
everyone on the roster. Tournament
performance and certification will help
produce the mo t competitive line-up."
The Blue Streaks put together
a line-up for last Saturday's open meet
with West Virgtnia, in which the
largely inexperienced line-up faced off
against strong Division l competition.
The format of the match was
open, meaning that it was indtvidual

scoring only. The players were assigned matches by draw, not by seed,
which may have hurt some of the Blue
Streaks.
"A couple of our guys had to
face off against the top competition in
their opening match," graduate assis·
tant Sean Grosz said. "That on of
thing would not happen in a seeded
tournament. but we knew that going
in. We 'rcjust glad for the experience."
The young line-up was able to
pick ·orne victories in the individual
competition this weekend. Poweski
went 2-2 in his fi rst collegiate competition, wrest lin g at 197 pounds. Jun·
ior M1tch Kusmier, who saw only limited action last season, won his firs t
two matches on the afternoon. ln his
third match, Kusmier lost to Ohio
University's Dan Bednar, who wou ld
go on to win the 197-pound title mthc
open 10urnamcnt.
"Mitch wrestled well," Grosz
said. "But he is trymg to get certified
at 184, where we think he will most
valuable."
A group of freshman also has
shown strides in practice and m the
We t Virginia Open. David Lance,
Dan Kull and Gary Beck ley all picked
up their first collegiate victories over
the weekend.
"The freshmen are definite ly
coming along,'' Grosz said. "They are
very mature and are a tight group."
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1999-2000 John Carroll Hoops Preview
Men look to make fifth national run in five years

Senior Erin Jimison will be a three-point threat this season.

Women set out in new direction
Gregory Murphy
Assista nt Sports Editor
There is a new face on the sidelines fo r the John Carroll women's
basketball team this season . And it
bel ongs to head coa ch Kri sti c
Maravatli.
Marava ll i looks to begin her
tenure at JCU wi th a talented group of
retummg players and a large number
of frc ·hmcn . Her task is to help im·
prove upon last season's 6-20 overall
record and 4-14 mark in the Ohio Ath·
let1c Conference.
She will also have her team
playmg to prove the OAC preseason
polls wrong. The Blue Streaks were
picked to finish eighth in the media
poll and last m the coaches' poll. But
that does not seem to bother Marava lli.
" I would rather come in as the
underdog,'' Maravall i said. "Nobody
is expcctmg us to do well, so we have
the opportunity to surpri se a lot of
people."
The Blue Streaks return all five
starters and nine letterwi nners overall.
Two of the top returnees will be
the main in side threa ts. Junior
Meghann Hubach, who averaged ten

OAC Women's
Preseason Polls
Media Poll
1. Capital

240 (25)

2. Baldwin-Wallace 205 (2)
3. Mount Union
4. Muskingum
5. Otterbein
6. Ohio Northern
7. Heidelberg
8. John Carroll
9. Marietta

187
153
113
108
95

58
56

Coaches Poll
1
2.
3.
4.

Capital
Baldwin-Wallace
Mount Union
Otterbem
5. Muskingum
6. Ohto Northern
7. Heidelberg
8. Marietta
9. Jo hn Carroll

64 (8)
56 (1)
48
42

40
26
17
17

14

points and even rebounds last season,
and ophomorc Stephanie Gianm, who
averaged ten points and six rebounds,
will log big minu tes in the post.
The front court is expected to
get a nice boost from sophomore transer

o ne game
Rona Proudfoot
Sports Ed1tor
la st year as
Picture thts. You have a car. and back up to
you take out the engmc and a couple Dautovt c ,
of the Llres. 1t still looks ltkc pretty and fresh·
much the same car, but you don't know man Jason
tf It 1s gomg to run properly
PCCJak
Th at's how head coach M1kc started for
Moran descnbes the John Carroll Um- the state runvcr ·tty men\ basketball team.
nc r-up VASJ
fter all , the Blue Streaks w!ll sq uad last
bnng back most of the team that made year as a seit all the way to the "Elite Eight" of mor
the NCAA DIVISIOn III nat1onal tourB e ·
nament last season, tncluding three of s i d c s
last year's starters.
Dautovic,
The manpower lost to gradua- two other
tion could prove co tly, however. starters will
Mark Hetdorfwas an honorable men· be rehtrnmg.
tionAII-American and Dan Coxon was Junior Larry
an all-conference performer, and the Holmes, who
duo prov1ded the majority of the scor- averaged a
ing en route to JCU 's fourth NCAA team-high 7.3
rebounds last
tournament appearance 111 four years
At thi point, Moran is not sure year, has just
just who will fill the void left by rejoined the
team arter
Hctdorf and Coxon.
spending the
"We don 't know where differ·
fall at spltt
ent parts are going to fit," Moran said
"We don 't know what guys arc going end for the
phota co•rtur d"Juha c.uoll SID
to score for us. We' re sttll searching, John Carroll Senior point guard Luke Dautovic is one of three
and we're changing personnel around football team, starters who returns for John Carroll.
each day."
and senior
"There arc so many question :· Rico Pietro was solid last year in hts NCAA has guaranteed every league in
the nat1on an automat1c btd," Moran
Moran continued. "Right now we first year starting at center.
Other Blue Streaks who should said. "By domg so they chnunatcd a
have about three spots nailed down,
be major con- lot of at·lafl:C b1d ·,and that really hurts
so it's open seatributors arc se- our league."
son on the other
What that b01b down to forth~
nior guard Joe
ones. We have
Burdon, JCU's Blue Streaks is that they've got to win
probab ly eight or
act1vc threc-pomt the OAC Toumament And that may
nine solid kids
leader, scn1or for· be easier atd than done.
who could start
Two years ago, JC'IJ won the
CO l t
ward
for us , but where
Media Poll
rc~\1\ar "'c.a ... nn cnntcxcncc ut\c. hut fd \
Bcri.ln , )Unlt.H"i

OAC Men's
Preseason Polls

1

w an orib

Coast Ath letic Conference honorable
mention last season at Wooster.
Junior Lauren Hill and sopho·
more Kate Gaul should also add dep th
down low.
The Blue Streaks will continue
to draw strength from their perimeter
game as well. Seniors Erin Jimison
and Allison Likar and junior Katie
Cervenik will pose an offensive threat
from behind the arc. Last season, the
trio combined for 128 three-pointers.
Thts season they are tri-captains.
Jimison is com ing off a season
in which she averaged ten points and
finished third in the OAC with 2.33
three-pointers. Likar averaged six
points per game last season.
Cervenik will be relied upon as
a major weapon from behind the threepoint arc. Last season, she led the
OAC with 2.43 treys per game, on her
way to shooting 38-percent fro m be·
hind the arc.
The return of senior Jacki e
Tadych will also be a nice addi tion to
the backcourt.
Juniors All ison Brown and Jill
DiPiero will be asked to run the show
at point-guard.
"A lli son and Jill have different
styles of play," Ma rava ll i sa id.
'"A llison likes to get out and run wh ile
Jill likes to penetrate and distribu te the
bal l."
Maravalli is also looking for the
freshmen to provide quality minutes.
"We had 10 freshmen and four
were bumped up to varsity. Katie Ben·
jam in has been succes ful for us both
on the perimeter and m the post and
Sarah Boyle has shot the ball well."
"I am very excited about the
season," Maravall! said. "Having ex·
perienccd players is great. They know
what it takes to be competit1ve in the
OAC."
The women's team will open
tomorrow evening against Bethany
College in theAIIeghenyToumament.
Their first home game will be Mon·
day, Nov. 29 against Kenyon College.

The strongest position for
the Blue Streaks
looks to be the
point. Senior
Luke Dautovie
logged the most
min utes of any
player on the
team last year
with I 088 and
was among the
league leaders in
stea ls and assists
whil e still managi ng near 48percent shooting
from the floor.
Junior
Chris Pap saw
action in all but

..,

t

197 (2)
2. John Carroll
3. Otterbein
169
107
4. Capital
5. Muskingum
105
6. Heidelberg
96
7. Baldwin-Wallace 93
91
8. Marietta
9. Mo unt Union
80

~

Coaches Poll
1. Ohio Northern

70 (8)

2. John Carroll

55 (1 )

3. Otterbein
4. Baldwin-Wallace
5. Marietta
6. Capital
7. Mount Union
8. Muskingum
9. Heidelberg

47
37
30
28
26
21
10

John Carroll
Women's Hoops Schedule
111 19
11120
11119
t 211

12/4
12/8
1211/
12/ 18
113
1/S

118
11 12
Il l S
11 17
1119
1122
1124
1/29

2/2
115
119
2/12
2116
2/ !9

Marietta

5:3017:30
1:30/3:30
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
6:00p.m.
3:00 P·"'·
3:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30p. m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p. m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
6:30p.m.
7·30 p.m
3:00p.m.
p.m.
p.m

Htidelbtrg

Oh1o Northern

home games in bold

• denotes OAC contest

_,

Mike Hi ll , who
have logged time
as both forward.'
and centers, and
sophomore forwards
Paul
Niermann and
Bryan and John
McFarland.
Even if all
goes well, measuring up to the
success of the
past years wi II
probably be a
little harder due
to changes in
how
NCAA
berths are doled
out.
" T h e

m die

raundo

_ _ ..,

No. 8 seed Manetta, and last year John
Carroll dtdn 't get past the second
round.
"Everyone's always shooung
for us, and that may be one reason we
haven't had a lot of success in the [conference] tournament," Ptetro said.
"'But we're just going to go out and
win as many games as we can m the
regular season, and hopefully get
home-court advantage for the tournament.''

JCU starts off the season in
Carlisle, Pa. this weeke nd at t he
Dickinson Co llege Tournament.
"We open up with an extremely
difficult game," Moran sa1d. "It 's an
NAJA school from Philadelphia that
has averaged wi nning over 20-some
ball games a year for the last ten years,
so we 'II be jumping right into the fire."

John Carroll
Men's Hoops Schedule
6:00/8:00
2:00/4:00

11119
11120
11127
J//18

1214
12/8

Ill 5
1119

/122
1/29
212

Muskingum •

215
2/9

Capital•
Otterbein •

2112
2116
1119

Mari,llll*

Baldwin-Wallace•
Mount Union•

p.m.
p.m.
.30 p.m.
:00 p.m.
.30 p.m.
3:011 p.m.

Heidelberg•

7:30p.m.

Ohio /Vorth.rn•

3:00p.m.

borne games in bold

• denotes OAC contest
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McBride trains, travels, triumphs Swimmers leave Purple
]CU junior follows roots to Ireland while helping others
Rona Proudfoot

" I'd always wanted to go to Ireland, so I went to the mformational
meeting," McBride said. "Sitting there
I realized that I was so lucky just to be
able to get
out of bed every morning
and be ab le to
walk w1thout
pain. For so
many people
doi ng daily
th ings is so
painful , so I
figu re d this
was th e least
I coul d do."

sPOrts Ed1tor
A runner is the last thing John
Carroll Univc r ity JUnio r Mega n
McB ri de expected peo ple
to think of her
as .
In fa c t
the only run ning McB n de
had ever done
was her freshman yea r of
high sc hool at
Walsh Jesu1t
wh en she went
S h e
out for the socd id i ndeed
cer team.
choose to run
" 0 u r
i n Dublin ,
coa ch use d to
and she d id
make us ru n
so m honor of
wh e n he was
a
fam ily
mad," McBride
fr ie nd afsai d . "It wa
flicted by arsuch a pu nishthritis.
ment for me
A f ter
that I ha ted 11
se ndin g in
after that. In the
her l 00-dolspring the track
la r d epos it,
coach
had
McBnde had
asked me t run,
twenty weeks
but I had no Into acco mte rest at an n
plish her rwo
McBride
goa ls: tra in
never cou ld
for the marahave guessed
Junior Megan McBride looks out
thon and rai c
that th 1s past
over the Irish countryside.
four thousand
Oc to be r she
dollars.
would fi nd herGrou p tra ining with other memself on a plane bound for Dublm , Ireland where she would run !he 98 FM bers of the Northeast Ohio contingent,
a personal tra iner provided by the
Dublm City Marathon.
n
m h did. travenin the found lion, and the gbMce tocomi)CIO
1n road races were McBride's aven ues
26. 1 mile cour'c m four hours, 53 1111 11utcs, to place 3190·• of 6500 people m 10 reachi ng the first goal.
"My !ramer designed a program
the race
McBndc's saga all began w1 th for each person on the team, accorda 1l yer she recc 1vcd in the ma il from mg to th eir fitn ess leve l at the time,"
McBride said. "When 1staned out my
the Anhri tt. Found a11 on.
"!looked at th e nycr, and il said long run was three or four miles, and
'Tram, Trave l, a nd Tr1 umph , "' thai wa a reall y long way for me. My
longe r run s kepi getting longer, and I
Mc Bn de sa 1d.
"They were offering 10 provide realized I cou ld do it which was the
a personal !ramer and cove r all travel best pan."
At the same time, McBnde had
expenses so th at I could run a marathon. My pa n of the bargam was that started a le tter-wri ti ng campaign to
1 would have to raise four thousand reach the !alter goal.
Family, friends , and organizadollars for the fo unda uon."
The "Jo mts 111 Mot1o n" pro- tions, including McBride's employer,
GS Tool Company and her sorority,
gram, as 11 was called, was fou nd ed
by the An hn ll s Foundation to ra1·e Delta Del ta X1, ·ponsored her in the
awareness tha t arth n1 1s 1s the most race.
The marathon 1tself was an cxpreva lent chron1c ill ness in !he United
State> and th e tcadmg cause of disab!l- pcncncc Mc Bri de will not soon forlty 111 not onl y the elderly but also m get.
''The whole ex peri ence was
childre n
wcetening the marathon deal very surreal for me," McBride a1d.
was the cho1ce of race s1tes· Dubl111, ''I' m very lnsh, and my grandfather
had always wa nted to go to I rcland,
Ireland and Honolulu. liawa ii .

and he never had the chance to go. Just
10 be in Ireland and to sec all the people
alongside the road cheering me on was
an mcredible feeling."
Th1ngs were going according to
plan when, at mile 23 , McBride's back
gave out on her. Not to be deterred,
she plugged on.
"The very e nd of 11 was scary,"
McBri de said. " [usually fini sh strong
m races, but I couldn 't eve n stand up
straight. One of the coaches actually
held me up for the last half mile, but I
was determ ined to fim sh ...
"I can' t even really describe it,"
McBride continued. " Running a marathon is one of those things that to really understa nd you have to do for
yourself. You run thro ugh so many
emotions."
McBride's story doesn't end
there, howeve r. Severa l wee ks late r,
her ta le took an ironic tum.
"When we had signed up in the
begi nning, they had given us a list of
the one hundred ty pes of arthritis,"
McBride said. " ! saw that one of the
types was Ceptic Arthritis."
McBride vaguel y remembered
havi ng surgery for someth ing called
ccptic hip when she was younger. The
surgery removed poisonous flu id fro m
her joint. Left untreated, it might have
caused her to lose her leg.
" I fi nally asked the tra iner about
it when we met after the race, and he
said, ' Megan, that was a type of arthritis you had,'" McBride said.
"It was really moving to me to
real ize th at while I had run and tra ined
for the race in someone else's honor,
here I was an arthritis survivor myself,
and I hadn 't realized."

·Mfl•iJiMII!IMaJI~~Ii.ill!lliiXI~_.aiLI~ood~ ~W~ter is con-

Grego!)' Murphy

McBride poses with trainer
Kurt Molter after finishing the
98 FM Dublin City Marathon.

Run or walk through the John Carroll University campus to raise
money for the Hunger Corp. of Cleveland for the Thanksgiving
Holiday.

Write SPOR fS for
Th Co rroll News
and we'll let y u hang
o ul with Murpl1!

Awards to top three men and women
First 50 peopleto register will receive at-shirt
Refreshments will be available after the race

First place ftm shes were not
the only good news against Mount
Staff Reporter
Starting their Ohio Athletic Union.
"Our second and third perConference season off strong, the
formers had good
John Carroll Uniraces." Lenhart
versity women's
said .
"They
swimming and
swam very fast
diving team blew
and as a whole
Mount Union out
we swam very
of the water last
solid."
Friday.
Saturday 's
Mount
non-conference
Union sunk by a
matchup w ith
149-88 mark
Buffal o State
Head coach
provide d so me
Matt Lenhart was
promising results
pleased with the
as well.
reults.
Bud.zinsky
"Mount Sophomore Andrea
showed
her stuff
Union was second Budzinsky swims en route
once again, setin the OAC last to a win in the 200 Breast_
ting a pool record
year, but we took
care of anything they had Friday of2:34.44 in the 200 Breast. Murphy
won two indi v id ua l eve nls and
night," Lenhart said.
A number of individual s pitched in for a winning relay effort.
Nevertheless, beating Mount
mmcd in first place finishes, including JCU 's two All-Americans. Jun- Union was the highlight of the weekior Carrie Scherger won th e 200-yard end for the Blue Streaks.
"Seeing the team coming toand 500-yard free style races, a nd
sophomore Stephanie Turner cap- gether was impress ive," Piet said. " It
tured both the 1- and 3-meter diving is really important for us to come together early in the season. People
competitioos.
Also posting wins Friday night were cheering, supporting one anwere freshman Angela Kamins ki , other and backing each other up."
Having gotten past the Mount
junior K. C. Rambasek, sophomore
Sara Piet, sophomore Angela Union meet, the Blue Streaks will
Ruggieri and sophomore Andrea still face some serious competition
in upcoming meets. According to
Budzinsky.
Bud.zinsky's time of two min- Lenhart, Baldwin-Wallace always

1hereu Jurak

stant y tough, and Oberlin is better
than they were last year.
The Blue Streaks now must
set their sights on Saturday's home
meet against Wooster. Last year,
Wooster finished lOth in the nation.

Men deliver round one knock out

Wanno be a writer?

Money and registration forms can be dropped off at the
registration des k or given to Sandra Dobran at JCU .

Women notch first conference win

breaststroke was on y three seconds
away from the current JCU record.
Ruggieri, Piet, Bud.zinsky and
senior Shannon Murphy teamed up
for a win in the 400-yard Medley relay at the start of the meet.

JCU SK Run/Walk for Hunger

Date: November 21, 1999
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: John Carroll University
Distance: 5-Kllometer Run/Walk
Cost: $5.00 Pre-registration (deadline today)
S10.00 on site registration

Raiders seeing "blue"

What more could you
askfor?

Call Rona @ 439 .

ASsistant Sports Ednor
The John Carroll-Mount
Union rivalry does not end at football. Far be it from the men's swimming and diving team to be left out
of the fun .
Two years ago, JCU won the
Ohio Athletic Conference Swimming
and Diving Championships over
Mount Union in a neck-and-neck
battle. Last year, Mount came into
the Johnson Natatorium and took the
championship back.
So when Mount v isited JCU
on Friday night, the men 's swimming
team set out to defeat the Purple
Raiders in a dual meet, something
they have not done in three years.
And that's just what they did.
"We talked about th1s meet all
week and had another talk before the
meet on Friday," head coach Matt
Lenhart said. ..We knew it was time
to come out and do what we had to
do. The atmosphere was great and
the team was really fired up."
By winning eight out of a possible 13 matches, JCU was able to
grind out a 126-108 victory, enabling
them to avenge last season 's two
losses to Mount Uni on.
Sophomore Alliance re sident
Eric Richmond continued his mastery of the Purple Raiders by winni ng
the 200-yard indi vidual medley and
the I 00-yard frees tyle. R1chmond
won two OAC titles last February,
de feati ng Mo unt's top sw11nme r,
Sergei Kornil ov in both races
"The Mount victory was huge
for us emotionally and p ychologically," Lenhart sa id. "Not only d1d

we knock off the defending conference champs, but now they have to
come back in February for the Conference Championship meet. The
next time they walk in here, they are
going to remember what happened.
So it was a big win for the guys."
Junior Gerry Shay, who is
back on the squad after a one year
hiatus, also turned in a solid meet
against Mount Union by placing first
in three events .
He won the 200-yard
freestyle, the 200-yard butterny, and
the 500-yard freestyle.
Shay duplicated the victories
in the 200 Free and 500 Free on Saturday afternoon at Buffalo State.
Howeve r, the Blue Streaks
were not as lucky as a team. They
dropped the dual meet I 40-87 .
Lenhart was not seem discouraged,
however.
" After the Mount meet, we
were worn down ," he said. "It was
hard to get fired-up for thai meet after Friday night. Plus we had to
w ake-up at 8: 00 a. m. and ride a bus
for three hours. [Buffa lo State)
doesn't ha ve a good swimming history and the crowd was really lacking compared to the night before."
Junior J.P. Me rc hant , la st
year 's OAC Swimmer of the Year,
won the I 000-yard freestyle ar both
meets.
Th i week, the Bluc Streaks
w1 ll host the College of Wooster on
Saturday afte rnoon. Last seaso n,
Wooster de fe aled JC U, en rou te to
fi nish ing 15,. at the CA A Di vision
lll Sw im m ing a nd D iv ing
Champioships.
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Editorial Cartoon

''Who You Cal lin'
Apathetic?''
At the risk of sounding preachy, it is time to bring up
yet another discussion of social awareness. One more stab at
the "What kind ofpeople are we ?" question. We are the members of a generation that is being bombarded with incessant
criticism. According to our critics, we are the "apathetic" generation . We are Generation X. We are the greedy brats who
are simply out to make a buck. We are blind to the social issues around us. So, we are forced to decide whether we want
to sit back and accept the label, or prove our worth. Certainly,
it is beginning to get a little bit redundant, but this time we
need to defend ourselves rather than submerge in our shortcomings.
It would be very easy to point out the imperfections in
the character of many John Carroll students, but that would
only succeed in angering a few of you and removing any motivation you might have to change. No. we are not perfect, and
many of us are somewhat apathetic. But the simple truth remains that we are not the horrible people some of society bas
deemed us to be simply because we have not given back to our
communities.
One week ago, author Paul Loeb spoke to the John
Carroll community about the stigma attached to Generation Xers. In his book Generation at the Crossroads, Loeb defends
our generation from accusations of apathy and greed by tackling a number of issues as to why this label is not fair. Loeb
defends Generation X with explanations as to why people in
our generation have yet to actively get involved, rather than
only arguing that we already have.
Of course there are many representatives of Generatioa.X \\!ho !lave gouen_ extremely involved in social issues.
However, when the rest of the world constantl y charges us with
being di P.assionate it trivializes what those eo le have al ready done. As LOeb
see citizen activists on the news." The lack of attention given
to social activism leaves many of us feeling as though it does
not matter. How often do we hear a news report about another
clai m that our generation is unconcerned? It seems that the
media spends much more time focusing on our faults rather
than on the people in our generation who are making a difference . The inevitable result is that this negative stigma is
pounded into our heads until we give up trying to transform it.
Many John CarroiJ students have done a great deal to
be active in social issues. On campus, we have organizations
like FOCUS, Habitat, Harvest for Hunger, City Year Cleveland
and various political groups. On top of this, there have been
numerous less formal volunteer opportunities for tutoring at
local schools and group events to help out the community. Many
JCU graduates go on to devote a year to the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps. While not every student on campus gets involved in
these volunteer opportunities, the students that do are being
ignored when we are labeled apathetic.
The sixties have typically been viewed as a romanticized symbol of social activism. Throughout our lives we have
been showered with photographs of our parents in their hippie
garb, standing up for whatever issue was hot at the moment
We grew up socialized into thinking that any time we saw a
picture of people in bell bottoms and love beads, they were
changing the world. Well, what about the people who were
just riding the wave of free love and strong acid'? What about
the people who really did not care what movement they involved themselves in so long as they were having a good time'?
In the words of Paul Loeb, "Not everyone who smoked a joint
at Woodstock was politically involved.''
This is not an effort to attack past generations for what
they could have done better, but simply an effort to defend our
generation from the accusations that we are not doing anything.
There is a tendency for people to look back on the past with
rose-colored glasses and forget their own imperfections. Don't
allow your elders to tell you what type of person you are. Find
out for yourself. Don't let them make a joke out of our generation. While we are fortunate enough to not have Vietnam or
many other all too evident issues to deal with, we still live in
an imperfect world that we have the power to change. If we
accept other people· s labels for us, then we prove that they are
right in saying we really do not care.
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by Jake Mrkvicka

Hits

HIT: Who woulda thunk'it? The Browns leave all of us happily
surprised. miss: Being a Pittsburgh fan ... surely, you knew you
were cursed before this! HIT: Professors who understand the
meaning of the word "break" in Thanksgiving Break. miss: Professors assigning term papers less than two weeks before the due
date. HIT: Letters, letters and more letters to the editor miss:
Some of us on the CN staff appear to have made some enemies.
miss: The Inn Between pizza being eaten as this is typed ... greasy,
pungent with a hint of coagulation ...Pizza Hut, you are missed_
THE CARROLL NEWS
lare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief

Adding it

Li.sa M_ Foste r

Let's face it. College IS expens1ve. There
are tuition fees, application fe es and parki ng fees.
Not to mention weekend act ivity costs. In fo ur
(or five) years, th is begi ns to add up. As 1 am
getti ng older, l kee p hearin g complamts about
graduation costs and costs to take the LSAT. It
seems to me th at these costs will pay off, not
Maureen Liller onl y now, but in the long run as well.
Features Editor
We go to one of th e best universities in
Ohio. We should slow down and enjoy coll ege
before it passe us by. John Carroll might not be the best party school
or have the best sports facili ties, but w hen we graduate, we wi ll realize just how much a degree from Carroll is worth.
•:•Appl ication fcc for ad rn1ssion into
John Carroll Univer ity
•:•Undergraduate Full Time tuiti on per semster
•:•Room and Board per semester
•:•14 Meal Plus Plan per semester
O:•Srudent Activities Fee
O:•Droppmg or adding a class
->Alcohol fin e on Homecoming weekend
(this may vary from person to person)
->Books( on average per semester)
<-Bid for the Christmas Formal
->Lab Fee
->Parking Pass per semester
->A pair of ew Balance shoes
->Cost to send your candl es home after
you got written up
->Refrigerator/microwave in the room
-> Use of the Key Bank ATM
..,Dry Cleaning after someo ne spills beer on you
+Cost of ti cket for parking on Belv01r
+Pop at. the Inn Between
+Cost of a keg
+Sorority/Fraternity Fee per semester
(varies for each sorority and fraternity)
+Sex on campus fine
+Cost of throwing a party in
Cleveland Heights

$25
$7,712
$2,975
$1.368
$50
$25
$50
$300
$85
$50
$70
$80
$5
$178
$1. 50
$20
$10
$ UJ5
$65
$50
$50
3 nights in
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+Cost of turni ng right on Carroll Blvd.
from 7a.m. and 7 p.m.
+Lunch at Beac hwood Mall
+Copy card at the library

$90
$10
$1

Degree from John CarroU University Priceless

The Olrmll News IS pnnl«l on 7~'• recycled pa·
per. One copy of the Carroll News IS available to
each member ofthcJCU communuy at no cosL Addahonal eop1e5 arc valued at 2S cents each
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McBride trains, travels, triumphs Swimmers leave Purple
] CU junior follows roots to Ireland while helping others
Raiders seeing "blue"
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Rona Proudfoot

"I'd always wanted to go to Ireland, so I went to the mformational
sPorts Ed1tor
A runner is the last thing John meeting," McBride said. "Sittmg there
Carroll Univcr ity junior Megan I reahzed that I was so lucky just to be
able to get
McBride exout ofbed evpected people
ery morning
to think of her
and be able to
as.
walk without
In fact
pain. For so
the only runmany people
ning McBride
doing daily
had ever done
things is so
was her freshpainful , so I
man year of
figured this
high school at
was the least
Walsh Jesuit
I could do."
when she wen!
S h e
out for the socdid indeed
cer team.
choose to run
" 0 u r
in Dublin,
coach used to
and she did
make us run
so in honor of
when he was
a
family
mad," McBndc
friend afsa1d. '' It was
flicted by arsuch a puni hthritis.
ment for me
After
that I hated 11
sending in
after that. In the
her I 00-dolspring the track
lar deposit,
coach
had
McBride had
asked me to run,
twenty weeks
but I had no into accomterest at all."
plish her two
Mcl3nde
goals: train
never could
for the marahave guessed
Junior Megan McBride looks out
thon and raise
that th 1s past
over the Irish countryside.
four thousand
October she
dollars.
would find herGroup training with other memself on a plane bound for Dublin, Ireland where she would run the 9 FM bers of the Northeast Oh10 contingent,
a personal trainer provided by the
Dubhn ity Marathon.
And run . h did. venin the foundation and the~ \00011\111116
26. l mtlc cour'c 111 lour hour>, 53 min- m road races we re Mc Bndc 's avenues
utes, to place 3190"' of6500 people m to reaching the first goal.
"My I ramer designed a program
the race .
McBnde 's saga all began w1th for each person on the team, accorda flyer she recc1vcd in the mail from ing to their fitness level at the time,"
McBnde said. "When I started out my
the Arthnt1s Foundation.
"llookcd at the flyer, and it said long run was three or four miles, and
'Tra111, Travel. and Triumph,"' that was a really long way for me. My
longer runs kept gelling longer, and I
McBndc Silld
"They were offering to prov1dc realized I could do it which was the
a pw.onal !ramer and cover all travel best part."
At the same tune, McBride had
expenses so that I could run a marathon My part of the hargam was that started a letter-writing campaign to
I would have to ratsc four tho\tsand reach the latter goal.
Family, fnends, and organizadollars for the foundation."
The "Jomts m Motton" pro- tiOns, including McBride's employer,
GS Tool Company and her sorority,
gram, as 1t was called. was founded
by the /\rthntis Foundation to raise Delta Della X t, sponsored her in the
awareness that arthntts ts the most race.
The marathon it elf was an exprevalent chro111c illness in the United
State' and the leadmg cause of disabtl- perience McBride will not soon fortty m not only the elderly but also m get.
"The whole experience was
children
Swcctcnmg the marathon deal very surreal for me," McBride said.
was the chotec of race snes: Dubltn, "I'm very Irish, and my grandfather
had always wanted to go to Ireland,
Ireland and Honolulu, Hawait.

McBride poses with trainer
Kurt Molter after finishing the
98 FM Dublin City Marathon.

Run or walk through the John Carroll University campus to raise
money for the Hunger Corp. of Cleveland for the Thanksgiving
Holiday.

Write SPORTS for
Tl,e Carroll News
and we'll let you hong
uf with Murph!

Awards to top three men and women
First 50 people to register will receive at-shirt
Refreshments will be available after the race

First place fmishes were not
the only good news against Mount
Staff Reporter
Starting their Ohio Athletic Union.
"Our second and third perConference season otT strong, the
formers had good
John Carroll Uni·
races," Lenhart
versity women's
said.
"They
swimming and
swam very fast
diving team blew
and as a whole
Mount Union out
we swam very
of the water last
solid."
Friday.
Saturday's
Mount
non-conference
Union sunk by a
matchup with
149-88 mark.
Buffalo State
Head coach
provided some
Matt Lenhart was
promising results
pleased with the
as well.
reults.
Budzinsky
"Mount Sophomore Andrea
showed
her stuff
Union was second Budzinsky swims en route
once again, setin the OAC last to a win in the 200 Breast.
ting a pool record
year, but we took
care of anything they had Friday of2:34.44 in the 200 Breast. Murphy
won two individual eve111s and
night," Lenhart said.
A number of individuals pitched in for a winning relay effort.
Nevertheless, beating Mount
turned in first place finisnes, including JCU's two All-Americans. Jun- Union was the highlight of the weekior Carrie Scherger won the 200-yard end for the Blue Streaks.
"Seeing the team coming toand 500-yard freestyle races, and
sophomore Stephanie Turner cap- gether was impressive," Piet said. "It
tured both the I· and 3-meter diving is really important for us to come together early in the season. People
competitions.
Also posting wins Friday night were cheering, supporting one anwere freshman Angela Kaminski, other and backing each other up."
Having gonen past the Mount
junior K. C. Rambasek, sophomore
Sara Piet, sophomore Angela Union meet, the Blue Streaks will
Ruggieri and sophomore Andrea still face some serious competition
in upcoming meets. According to
Budzinsky.
Budzinsky's time of two min· Lenhart, Baldwin-Wallace always
J!l•lliii~llll-~,lii!JIIillia~~~~~W...·L.'-.ip.ood2
W~er is conbreaststroke was on y three seconds stant y toug , and Oberlin is better
than they were last year.
away from the current JCU record.
Ruggieri, Piet, Budzinsky and
The Blue Streaks now must
senior Shannon Murphy teamed up set their sights on Saturday's home
for a win in the 400-yard Medley re- meet against Wooster. Last year,
Jay at the start of the meet.
Wooster finished I Oth m the nation.

1bereu Jurak

Gregory Murphy

Wanna be a wrifer?

Money and regtstration forms can be dropped off at the
registration desk or given to Sandra Dobran at JCU.

Women notch first conference win

Men deliver round one knock out

JCU SK Run/Walk for Hunger

Date: November 21, 1999
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: John Carroll University
Distance: 5-Kilometer RunjWalk
Cost: $5.00 Pre-registration (deadline today)
$10.00 on site registration
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and he never had the chance to go. Just
to be in Ireland and to see all the people
alongside the road checnng me on was
an mcredtble fee li ng."
Thmgs were gomg according to
plan when , at mile 23, McBride's back
gave out on her. Not to be deterred ,
she plugged on.
"The very end of it was scary,"
McBride said. "I usually finish strong
in races, but I couldn't even stand up
straight. One of the coaches actually
held me up for the last half mile, but I
was determmed to finish."
"I can't even really describe it,"
McBride continued. "Running a marathon is one of those things that toreally understand you have to do for
yourself. You run through so many
emotions."
McBride's story doesn't end
there, however. Several weeks later,
her tale took an ironic tum.
"When we had signed up in the
beginning, they had given us a list of
the one hundred types of arthritis,"
McBride said. "I saw that one of the
types was Ceptic Arthritis."
McBride vaguely remembered
having surgery for something called
ccptic hip when she was younger. The
surgery removed poisonous fluid from
her joint. Left untreated, it might have
caused her to lose her leg.
"I finally asked the trainer about
it when we met after the race, and he
said, 'Megan, that was a type of arthritis you had,"' McBride said.
"It was really moving to me to
realize that while I had run and trained
for the race in someone else's honor,
here I was an arthritis survivor myself,
and I hadn't realized."

What more c uld LJOU
a kfor?

Call Rona @ 439 .

ASsiStant Sports Editor
The John Carroll-Mount
Union rivalry does not end at football. Far be it from the men's swimming and diving team to be left out
of the fun.
Two years ago, JCU won the
Ohio Athletic Conference Swimming
and Diving Championships over
Mount Union in a neck-and-neck
battle. Last year, Mount came into
the Johnson Natatorium and took the
championship back.
So when Mount visited JCU
on Friday night, the men's swimming
team set out to defeat the Purple
Raiders in a dual meet, something
they have not done in three years.
And that's just what they did.
"We talked about this meet all
week and had another talk before the
meet on Friday," head coach Matt
Lenhart said. "We knew it was time
to come out and do what we had to
do. The atmosphere was great and
the team was really fired up."
By winning eight out of a possible 13 matches, JCU was able to
grind out a 126-108 victory, enabling
them to avenge last season's two
losses to Mount Union.
Sophomore Alliance resident
Eric Richmond continued his mastery of the Purpie Raiders by winmng
the 200-yard individual medley and
the I 00-yard freestyle. Richmond
won two OAC titles last February,
defeating Mount's top swimmer,
Sergei Komilov in both races
"The Mount victory was huge
for us emotionally and psychologically," Lenhart said. "Not only did

we knock off the defending conference champs, but now they have to
come back in February for the Conference Championship meet. The
next time they walk in here, they are
going to remember what happened.
So it was a big win for the guys."
Junior Gerry Shay, who is
back on the squad after a one year
hiatus, also turned in a solid meet
against Mount Union by placing tirst
in three events.
He won the 200-yard
freestyle, the 200-yard butterfly, and
the 500-yard freestyle.
Shay duplicated the victories
in the 200 Free and 500 Free on Saturday afternoon at Buffalo State.
However, the Blue Streaks
were not as lucky as a team. They
dropped the dual meet 140-87.
Lenhart was not seem discouraged,
however.
"After the Mount meet, we
were worn down," he said. "It was
hard to get fired-up for that meet after Friday night. Plus we had to
wake-up at 8:00a.m. and ride a bus
for three hours. [Buffalo State)
doesn't have a good swimming history and the crowd was really lacking compared to the night before ."
Junior J.P. Merchant, last
year's OAC Swimmer of the Year,
won the I 000-yard freestyle at both
meets.
This week, the Blue Streaks
will host the College of Wooster on
Sarurday afternoon. Last season,
Wooster defeated JCU, en route to
finishing 15.. at the NCAA DIVIsion
Jl[ Swimming and Diving
Champioships.
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Editorial Cartoon

''Who You Callin'
Apathetic?''
At the risk of sounding preachy, it is time to bring up
yet another discussion of social awareness. One more stab at
the "What kind ofpeople are we?" question. We are the members of a generation that is being bombarded with incessant
criticism. According to our critics, we are the "apathetic" generation. We are Generation X. We are the greedy brats who
are simply out to make a buck. We are blind to the social issues around us. So, we are forced to decide whether we want
to sit back and accept the label, or prove our worth. Certainly,
it is beginning to get a little bit redundant, but this time we
need to defend ourselves rather than submerge in our shortcomings.
It would be very easy to point out the imperfections in
the character of many John Carroll students. but that would
only succeed in angering a few of you and removing any motivation you might have to change. No, we are not perfect, and
many of us are somewhat apathetic. But the simple truth remains that we are not the horrible people some of society has
deemed us to be simply because we have not given back to our
communities.
One week ago, author Paul Loeb spoke to the John
Carroll community about the stigma anached to Generation Xers. In his book Generation at the Crossroads, Loeb defends
our generation from accusations of apathy and greed by tackling a number of issues as to why this label is not fair. Loeb
defends Generation X with explanations as to why people in
our generation have yet to actively get involved, rather than
only arguing that we already have.
Of course there are many representatives of Generatioo.X \\dl() -~ gouen extremely involved in social issues.
However, when the rest of the world constantly charges us with
being dis assionate it trivialize what those eo le have al ready done. As LOeb
see citizen activists on the news." The lack of attention given
to social activism leaves many of us feeling as though it does
not matter. How often do we hear a news report about another
claim that our generation is unconcerned? It seems that the
media spends much more time focusing on our faults rather
than on the people in our generation who are making a difference. The inevitable result is that this negative stigma is
pounded into our heads until we give up trying to transform it.
Many John Carroll students have done a great deal to
be active in social issues. On campus, we have organizations
like FOCUS, Habitat, Harvest for Hunger, City Year Cleveland
and various political groups. On top of this, there have been
numerous Jess fonnal volunteer opportunities for tutoring at
local schools and group events to help out the community. Many
JCU graduates go on to devote a year to the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps. While not every student on campus gets involved in
these volunteer opportunities, the students that do are being
ignored when we are labeled apathetic.
The sixties have typically been viewed as a romanticized symbol of social activism. Throughout our lives we have
been showered with photographs of our parents in their hippie
garb, standing up for whatever issue was hot at the moment
We grew up socialized into thinking that any time we saw a
picture of people in bell bottoms and love beads, they were
changing the world. Well, what about the people who were
just riding the wave of free love and strong acid? What about
the people who really did not care what movement they involved themselves in so long as they were having a good time?
ln the words of Paul Loeb, "Not everyone who smoked a joint
at Woodstock was politically involved."
This is not an effort to attack past generations for what
they could have done better. but simply an effort to defend our
generation from the accusations that we are not doing anything.
There is a tendency for people to look back on the past with
rose-colored glasses and forget their own imperfections. Don't
allow your elders to tell you what type of person you are. Fmd
out for yourself. Don't let them make a joke out of our generation. While we are fortunate enough to not have Vietnam or
many other all too evident issues to deal with, we still live in
an imperfect world that we have the power to change. If we
accept other people's labels for us, then we prove that they are
right in saying we really do not care.
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by Jake Mrkvicka

Hits

HIT: Who woulda thunk'it? The Browns leave all of us happily
surprised. miss: Being a Pittsburgh fan ... surely, you knew you
were cursed before this! HIT: Professors who understand the
meaning of the word "break" in Thanksgiving Break. miss: Professors assigning term papers less than two weeks before the due
date. HIT: Letters, letters and more letters to the editor miss:
Some of us on the CN staff appear to have made some enemies.
miss: The Inn Between pizza being eaten as this is typed ... greasy,
pungent with a hint of coagulation ... Pizza Hut, you are missed.
THE CARROLL NEWS
Clare R. Taft
Editor-in-Chief

Adding it

Robert T. Noll
Let's face it. College is expensive. There
arc tuition fees, application fees and parking fees.
Not to mention weekend activity costs. In four
(or five) years, this begins to add up. As I am
getting older, l keep hearing complaints about
graduation costs and costs to take the LSAT. It
seems to me that these costs will pay orr, not
Maureen Liller only now, but in the long run as well.
Features Editor
We go to one of the best universities in
Ohio. We should slow down and enjoy college
before it passes us by. John Carroll might not be the best party school
or have the be t sports facilities, but when we graduate, we will realize just how much a degree from Carroll is worth.
•!•Application fee for admission mto
John Carroll University
•!•Undergraduate Full Time tuition per semster
•:•Room and Board per semester
•!•14 Meal Plus Plan per semester
->Student Activities Fee
o>Droppmg or adding a class
->Alcohol fine on Homecoming weekend
(this may vary from person to person)
->Books( on average per semester)
+Bid for the Chri tmas Formal
+Lab Fee
+Parking Pass per semester
+A pair of New Balance shoes
+Cost to send your candles home after
you got written up
,.,. Refrigerator/microwave in the room
+Use of the Key Bank ATM
->Dry Cleaning after someone spills beer on you
->Cost of ticket for parking on Belvoir
+Pop at.the Inn Between
+Cost of a keg
+Sorority/Fraternity Fee per semester
(varies for each sorority and fraternity)
->Sex on campus fine
+Cost of throwing a party in
Cleveland Heights
+Cost of turning right on Carroll Blvd.
from 7a.m. and 7 p.m.
+Lunch at Beachwood Mall
+Copy card at the library

$25
$7,7 I 2
$2.975
$1,368
$50
$25
$50
$300
$85
$50
$70
$80
$5
$178
$1.50
$20
$10
$1.05
$65
$50
$50
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Letters to the Editor
Students Reply
to"disadvantaged
children"
controversy

tation of Ms. Robinson 's assert1on. It
IS clearthat not all of the students here ,
no matter their race, creed, gender or
age are rac1st and to 1mply that "most
of the white students here" are ractst
IS flatly offensive.
Klirt Reinheimer

·--

Several concerned members of
the Knight of Columbus felt obligated
to respond to last week's anicle concerning the Knights ' Halloween party
and the use of the phrase "disadvantaged ch1ldren." The autho r and President of the Black United Students Assoctation stated that she was qmte upset with the use oftne term "disadvantaged" and the way it portrayed the
children man art1cle which was published on the 2 •h of October. She
asked why these ch tldren were referred
to as "dtsadvantaged" when the arttcle
did not go into detail discu ssing the
socioeconom ic statu s or the famtly
backgrounds of the children.
The fact is that the children who
came to the Knights' party were from
Cleveland Transitional Housing. TranSitional hous mg provides " low-i ncome
transiuonal housing along with suppon
serv1ces and programs to help presently homeless families ." (lillJlJL
www.farnilytranshousim:.com) This
does JUStify the use of th e tern disadvantaged , as unfortunate as it 1s;
homelessnc is certainly a disadvantage for anyone, and not JUSt these children. As for the complaint that the
onginal article did not discuss th e
background of the ch ildren , th1s was
simply because the aniclc was not concerned with economic status of the
children; the article was about the
Halloween pany and about what a
good time the chtldrcn had.
Secondly, the allegations that
the Krughts p1chd a grou p of young
African Amencan children and proceeded to label th em as needy is completely untn1e. The fact that the children who attended th1 funcuon were
Afncan Amcncan has no relevance.
The Knights have been d in g th1s for
years only out oft he goodness of their
heans and will contmue to do o no
mancr what class or race of children
chooses to attend
Lastly. we would like to comment on one of the major points that
drove us to write this article; the quote
in last week's 1. sucofthc Carroll New
by Ms . Robms on that, "most of the
white tudents here have never met
black people prior to coming here."
We found th1s mcred•bly offens1ve and
borderline racist. Not only does this
comment have no relevance to the rest
of the article, but also, it 1s completely
untrue. How dare she assume something like that'/ This statement is a
blatant stereotyping of every white student on campus as racially ignorant
and inscn~1tive. We arc Jell wondering how omconc f Ms. Robinson'
stature could voice such an obtuse
comment.
Several concerned Knights conducted a survey of I 00 randomly selected whttc student Ill the atrium and
cafeteria on Fnday, November 12''·
The survey it elf read. 'The results
of this survey will be used in a letter
to the edttor of the Carroll News m
response to an artiCle wh1ch stated
'Most of the wh1te sll1den ts here have
never met black people prior to commg here." The survey contmued to ask
the questiOn "have you ever met a
black person prior to coming to John
Carroll ?" We were very careful to use
the exact same wording as the author
of the original letter. There ults were
no surpnsmg. Out of the I 00 students
surveyed, all I 00 said that they had
indeed met an African American person before coming to John Carroll.
This is what you might call unambigUous unanimity standmg m d1rect refu-

Kevin Hatgus
JCU Sophomores

••••
I am writing Ill response to last
week 's Jetter from Ms . Kia F.
Robinson, the President of the Black
United Students Association, entitled
"Student contests CN's news title, 'di sadvantaged children'."
First, let 's clear a few things up !
Ms. Robinson wrote because she was
upset abou t stereotyping, but then she
turns the tables, not only on the Carroll
News, but also on the entire "white"
population of the John Carroll sn1dent
body. To say "most white students
here have never met black people prior
to coming here" IS completely absurd'
Be knowledgeable about a subject before you go preaching the wrong information . I am not going to try and
speak for all of the "white" students
on campus, because every person no
matter their race has a different story.
As for myself, l have had many expenences with a variety of races mcluding African Americans. For another
person to make an assumption about
my life, afler she wrote how angry she
was about the CN making assumptions
about the children at the pany, really
irritates me. I think an apo logy to the
enure student body would be appropriate.
Another statement in Ms .
Robinson's Jetter also gave me reason
to write. he writes, "We l1avc enough
battles to fight on this campus. The
last thing we need is our school paper
bnnging us down." Well, I am not
going to argue about the struggles minontics may have on this campus, but
1f BUSA would like to help educate
others on the campus about African
American cult11rc, it may be a good
stan. In BUS A's charter, found on the
tudent Union homcpage, it state that
one of its services is, "To promote
awareness of African and African
American cu lturc throughout the John
Carroll community by sponsoring
events such as art exhibits, dance
groups, and theater companies at least
once each semester." Where arc these
events? I have only seen publicity for
the dance this past Friday. Did I mi s
the previous ones? If l am wrong,
please correct me, but l have only seen
one event this semester.
!low can the "white" students
who have " never met a black person
prior to coming here" expand their
awareness of the African American
community, 1f the organization that
was created to do so, fails to fulfill it's
duties?

Pmirck Connors
JCU Sophomore

•••••
I am wnting in respon c to Kia
Robinson's letter in the November II"
1ssuc. !, too, found the headline "disadvantaged children" offensive to the
Halloween program the Knights sponsored tercotypical. So, as 1 began to
read her letter, l agreed with what she
was saymg.
However, her statement in the
s1xth paragraph that stated, "Most of
the white students here have never met
black people pnor to coming here" is
about as hypocritical as she could posSibly get 1

Talk about placingjudgements,
stereotypi ng and genera hzmg a group
of people. ! am so sorry that you feel
most of your fellow students have
neve r mteracted with any people of
any color, but ! know you arc wrong.
True, some student may not have
"met" a black person, but it 1s my expcrtcncc as an alum that John Carroll
students arc not secluded and do associate With many people of all races.
By making that all-encompassing statement that JCU students are not
diversified you conunue the problem
of racis m and offer no solution. I challenge you to look at your peers as other
classmates and NOT as wh1te classmates.

Alison Winters
JCU A/umni,/998

Administrator
replies to
"Advising Woes"
The November II issue of the
Carroll News carried an editorial headlined "Advising Woes." This edllorial opinion con tams a series of statements which are patently wrong.
The ed itorial suggests its author
be notified of unfi lled graduation requirements only during her/his sen ior
year. Perh aps the author overlooked
the "Sophomore audit," completed by
Assistant Dean Reed and sent to each
student (and advisor) at the start of her/
his junior year. Apparently the author
also forgot the Undergraduate Bulletin is distributed widely, and given to
each student during summer orientation. The bulletin lists and describes
all requirement and options for all
d gree .
The editorial cla1ms "there is
absolutely no training for faculty
member to become advtsors." Don't
believe that it isn't true. The taff of
the Office of Academic Advising
headed by Ms. Sophie Kus-Patena presents workshops each Fall for new faculty adv1sors. ln additiOn, the staff has
special programs this year dealing with
way to advise business, science education, and tmdecidcd sl1ldents. It has
also had sessions focusing on Core
Curriculum requirements and advismg
student with disab ilities. Ms . KusPatena set up a List Serve for all advisors 10 promote discussion of requirements and approaches to advising. She
has placed a Student Advising Handbook on the web, available to students
and faculty. And in previous academic
years, staff members of the Office of
Academic Advising went to a meeting in each department of the College
of Arts and Sciences to discuss Core
.and major requirements. Special sessions for faculty doing advising at
summer orientation are held each May.
"Meet your Major" programs are given
by all depanmcnts each Fall term , partially designed to describe major and
minor programs.
The CN is a learning laboratory
for reporters and editors. And like
some faculty advisors, students make
mistakes. The author of the editorial
made a big one - she/he neglected to
check the accuracy of statements. For
that error the work of faculty advisors
has been undermined.
The mission of the University
1s to develop graduates able to take
personal responsibi lity for their acnons. Students have respo nsibility to
meet requirements and select courses ;
they need to learn and know procedures and requirements, keep advising
appointments. and make deci ions on
the1r program. Advtsors gutde and
assi t. Student reponers and editors
have similar responsibiliry: they need
to learn and know what is taking place
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before editorials, and words. are
printed. Th1s ttme they dtdn "t. Those
who read the cdnonal were mtslead by
the failure to check for accuracy.

Student Repulsed
During Parkhurst
Experience

Joseph B. M11/er
Associale Dean
College of Arts and Sciences

Parent Demands
Apology for Lack
of Band
Recognition
I attended the final home game
this past Saturday for John Carroll as
I have attended all the other home
games. It was Senior Recognition
Day. Before the game, all senior football players were announced and during the game all senior cheerleaders
were announced. Un fortunately, the
senior members of the Pep Band
WERE NOT announced. As a parent
of a senior band member who has
played her bean out for the past four
years, ! find thi s very insulting.
Granted, they were recognized at
Parent's Weekend , but why were just
a select few recognized at the last
game? Were there senior members of
the dance team missed as well?
The Pep Band never seems 10
get the recognition that they deserv e,
yet they are selected as Organization
of the Yea r. Not only are they at all
the home football games whether it is
sunny, raining, sleeting, snowing or all
the above, but they support the basketball teams as well as any other team
or event that requests their presence.
The away trip to Manetta this year was
a downpour from tan to finish and the
Band endured it with the football team.
Unfortunately, it is too late to
do anything about this, but I wanted
to make my feelin s known. Any one
who panicipa1es 111 an extra cumcula r
ac tivity should be recognized as this
all goes toward the schoo l spirit for
John Carroll as a whole. They spend
their personal time at pract ices as well
a games for the school and for their
effons they are to be commended . An
apology to the Band is in order.

Patriciu A. Morris
JCU Band Parent
The Carroll News welcomes
lellers to the editor, as it is our
way of knowing what you like or
dislike about tbe newspaper, the
campus or life in general. We
require that letters be submitlcd in
The Carroll News offices by noon
on Monday to be eligible for
publication in that week's edition.
Letten should be typed, and no
loaaer tbaa two pa&u, doublespaced. We reserve the right to
edit letters for clarity or space
considerations. Letters must be
slgoed and accompanied by your
·telephone number.

Recently, ! was eating dmner
o ur lo ve ly dinmg hall when I happened to look down and sec a bug in
my sandwich. Upon closer examination, I deduced th at the "one bile away
from being in my stomach" bug was
an ant.
Not five minutes later. my
friend found another bug in her salad.
It was a ra ther small, wingless mscct
with some sort of hard shell. Needless
to say, we decided to tak e act ion .
Eventually, we found a manager who
told us to br ing her the bugs . She
poked them a lit tle, and decided both
were "drain flies," even though they
were clearly two different varieties of
in ects.
She told us Parkhurst had been
having problems with the "drain flies"
and that the university was taking steps
to help them eliminate that problem .
Concluding that the bugs were not
cooked in the food, she exp lain ed that
Parkhurst brou g ht the lettuce and
bread in from outside suppltcrs. The
"drain flies" mu st hav e been swarming around the food and dropped in
incidentally.
Quite frankly, l do not care
how the bugs got into the food. I understand that Parkhurst did not do it
intentionally. But, for the amount of
money we pay pe r meal, there s hould
not be any bugs in our food . We found
two bugs in one sitting. I kn ow there
have been other instances of insect
in the food , particularly in offerings
found in the salad bar. Who knows
how many we may have mis sed when
we were not pay ing attenti on? If the
"drain fly" problem is a major concern ,
it should have been remedied by
Parkhurst and the u111versity long ago.
Yet, the "drain flies" cannot be the
only source of the problem, for we
found distinctly different insects . If
the bu gs were carried in from outs1de
sources, Parkhurst should find more
sani tary and trustworthy supplier .
Most of us can recall t11nes
when we found hair in the food or lipstick on a "clean" glass and shru gged
it off, despite being di sgusted. But
finding bugs that could ha ve easi ly
slipped by had we not been payin g attention is absolutely incxcu able. Perhaps the dining staff could perform
routine checks to make sure we arc not
inadv e rtently consuming seasoning
with six legs and a111enna. I have
learned my lesson. I will examine everything I eat thoroughly before I put
it in my mouth. I hope you will do the
same.
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Guest Commentary

' FRIDAY NIGHT

t--------

----

We're
not
Complaining

10

Bill Rabel and Wayne R. Nicol

JuniOrS

by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

Question of the Week
Who Was Your Teen Idol?

"Matt Rose."

"Webster."

Jeb Schmitt
Senior

Mike Scripps
Senior

"Tom Cruise."

"Kirk Cameron."

Erin Keenan
Senior

Amanda Varie
Senior

Vanessa Srrickley
JCU Sophomore

Faculty:
Want to say something outside of the classroom?
Write a Guest Commentary
contact Kristy at x4398 or
email the CN at carrollnews@jcvaxa.jcu .edu

Ta i nI by Jake Mrkvicka

It's Thursday afternoon, and you are on your way to another enucing
dimng experience courtesy of Parkhurst (by the way, where are all those smtley
cookies you see at Eat n' Park?} where the fries haven 't been the same since the
fi rs t couple weeks of school. But we ' re not complaining. You and your friends
arc discussing the pa t weekend's run-ins with Cleveland Heights' finest, Campus Security, and the guys down at " B1g Jimbo's Hetghts Towing." But you're
not comp laming. You look down to see what you've been wattmg for since last
Thursday... this week's copy of the Carroll cws.
Do you pick up the paper to read the headlines ltke, "UH mayor addresses JCU related issues" that have already been addressed in the Carroll
News time and time again ? Or do you really care about the difference that was
made on "Make a Difference Day" (can't wait to . ce the letter · to the ed1tor
next week on that hi ' comment)? But we're not complairung.lfyou' re ltkc the
majority of John Carroll students (you know, you wear Abercrombie and Fitch
and you drive an SUV, but we're not complmning) you turn right to the forum
page, to see what Carroll students have to complain about th i week
Let 's face it, ev ryonc loves dt . cus ing the soap opera that IS Untversity
Hetghts, 44118. You know, "Pnnpm · JCU Style" and the who 1s p1sscd at whom
this week. But we 're not complainmg. Hey. we ' re l1ke the re~t of you. We like
to hear how John Carroll girls dress like prostitutes and how there IS nothing ro
do on campus (especially s mcc the Burcnakcd Lad1es an d Dave Matthews don't
perform every weekend) But we 'rc not complaimng.
May be you're wondenng what our poi nt 1s, well, we're wondcnng the
same thing. The truth is we have no point, we oflcn have no poult, 1t\ part of
our c harm (actually the only reason we're wnting this is because Lisa Foster
told us she would beat us up if we didn't). We felt the need to film as all John
Carroll students do, so we thought we'd complain . We had troubh: picking a
topic, so we thought that we would complam about people complaimng. The
bottom line is we all know the problems of going to JCU. If you feel the need to
"Warren."
exercise your Fir t Amendment right, do so. But if you ' re gomg to cry ltkc a
little baby about park111g, a nd nile . and security, and food, and things to do at
Brian Yeoman
Carroll, and Cleveland Hc1ghts cops, and no sex on campus (just have 1t in your
car like most of our parent did
another letter to the edt tor next WCL'k), then
Senior
just deal with it
To close, this article is a JOke. The irony IS that we're cmnplammg too.
We JUS\ fed \hat all the compblll\111; olb<Hll Juhn t' .llrol\ " " \)1\ ICUUIII.Id\1\ .
IIJ'!IJI\II!JI~--~.--nJeie are IIWIY editoriallt 1R tfJe c.nvU NCIWII that are pal and mab valid
points about real issues that affect people. Though we continually pick up the
paper every week knowing that we're going to read the next epi ode of UH
44118, we thmk we should pick up the paper t read about rcal1ssucs . So ·end
your comments, concerns, etc. into the Carroll News, even 1fyou disagree with
what we have to say. We won't complain.

Bryan Lapine is a
Sophomore at JCU

Veteran's

Day ·
My grandfather served in the
Second World War as a Navy medic
in the Pacific. He never talked about
the war, not even to his children .
This past summer I visited him
with my father and brother. We had
one conversation that! will never forget . He brought out hi Purple Heart
and told us ofsh1p cntically damaged
by a Japanese suicide bomber. Several were severely wounded. One was
held 111 my grandfather's arms. He was
a boy, nineteen years old at most. In
all my grandpa's traming, there was
nothing he could do to save the boy 's
life. The boy's face has remained
etched upon my grandfather's mind
wnh the vividness of the moment.

This past Thursday night, November ll "',there was an event in the
SAC Conference Room : Honoring
Veterans on Veteran's Day. Men from
WWII, the Korean War, Vietnam, and
the Persian Gulf War came to share
their experiences of war and humanity. They had so much to offer. But to
whom? The room was peopled with a
sparse few. Where were those honoring our veterans on this solemn day?
Where were the citizens of this country filling the cemeteries with American flags to honor those who paid the
ultimate sacrifice for our freedoms?
Pathetically absent.
And what are our so-called
"freedoms"? Veteran 's day is not just
another day off from school. It is not
another holiday sale at department
stress. We are told we live in "good
times" these days, whi Je veterans lie
m VA hospitals suffering with dreadfully sub-standard care, if they are
even accepted. It is while veterans of
Vietnam, who faithfully served their
duty to thi country, but were exploited, abused, neglected, and cruelly
scorned by its citizens, contemplate
suicide. Are these really "good
times?" Affluence breeds apathy. Is
this the American way they fought se
seltlcssly to protect?
It has been estimated that more
Vietnam veterans have committed sui-

The Purest Love

cide since the conclusion of the Vietnam War than died in combat. I, lOO
WWII veterans die each day. 49% of
those eligible voted in the last U.S.
presidential election to choose the
leader of the free world.
Send a card or a Jetter, make a
phone call or just give him a hug and
tell your grandfather, your uncle, your
father how much you truly love and
appreciate them. Become active in
your community and government and
fight to uphold the human dignity of
these men and women whom we owe
everything we hold so dear and all too
often take for granted. Our freedom s
have not been granted, thy have been
paid with the costly blood and the tears
of our veterans . We can never come
close to repaying them, but we can and
must do so much more. We owe everything to them. With simple eloquence, the Korean War Memorial
bears ames age inlaid in silver: Freedom is not free.

No maHer whol your friends
!ell you, your vi wpoinl
counf. So express

DO

Dear Lord Jesus, please forgi'lle us for making you jealous. Lord, you are all we need, but we are unfaithful and we put
ourselves, others, issues, and material items before you. Lord, I
pray that we seek you more and more and that we put you first in
our lives . Please reveal your amazing love to us today. In your
most precious name, Amen.

!hem, wrile

o gues t commen tar y.

C

Recently I went on a Christian retreat in which the lheiJIC
of the weekend was "A New Creation." I feel vc f~lte
my Christian walk was challenged and rein(Qte
group discussion, reflection, worship, ud ...,...,..,...,_
One message was about bow GO'cl
ove.
He said envy is wanting sometbiDS . . . ii ii not yoUtl:caad
jealousy is longing for that wliach ir1ijhtfiilly yours. After tlias
taft, I bad. time to remct, and bN message made me dive. deep
and evaluate what I was pul1ing before my love for the Lord.
There arc two areas which I believe have been hindering
my relalionship with the Lord. First of all, I have noticed some
pride as I have ministered to others. I have patted myself_on the
back rather than give God the glory. The truth is, God 11 who
works through me and He is tbe one who deserves complete glory,
honor, and praise.
Secondly, I have had opportunities where I could have spoken up in class or to a friend about my love for Joaus. But because sometimes I struggle with having a fear of man, I remain
silent. 1 am realizing each day that everyone needs to learn about
Jesus, and I should not fear what other people think about me.
So what is it in your life that is hindering your relation·
ship with God? What is making God jealous for your love? Maybe
you are putting material items in His place. Maybe it is a relationship or your studies. I encourage you to reflect and ask God
today to reveal what is keeping you distant from His perfect love.

nlocf Krishl ol
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Letters to the Editor
Students Reply
to~' disadvantaged
children"
controversy
Several concerned members of
the Knight of Columbus felt obligated
to respond to last week's arttcle concerning the Knights' Halloween party
and the use of the phrase "disadvantaged chtldren." The author and PreSIdent of the Black United StudcntsAssoctation stated that she was qUite upset with the use of the term "disadvantaged" and the way tt portrayed the
children in an arttcle which was publi shed on the 28'' of October. She
asked why these children were referred
to as "dtsadvantaged" when the arttcle
did not go into detail discussing the
soctoeconomic status or the family
background of the children.
The fact is that the children who
came to the Knights' party were from
Cleveland Tran nional Housing. TranstttOnal housmg provides "low- mcome
transitional housmg along with support
services and programs to help presently homeless famtltes ." (b.!m;LL
www.famtlytranshousin~ . com) This
does JUStify the use of the tern disadvantaged, as unfortunate as it is;
homelcssncss ts certain ly a disadvantage for anyone, and not just these children. As for the complaint that the
origi nal arttclc did not discuss the
background of th e chi ltlren, this was
simply because the article was not concerned with economtc stat us of the
chi ldrcn . the article was about the
Halloween party and about what a
good tim e the children had.
Secondly, the aile allons that
the Kmghts ptcked a group of young
Afncan American child ren and proceeded to label them as needy is completely untntc. The fact that the children who ancndcd thi s functton were
Afncan Amcncan has no relevance.
The Kntghts have been doing this for
years onl y out ofrhe goodness of their
heart~ and ' til continue to do so no
matter what class or race of child ren
chooses to attend.
Lastly, we would like to comment on one of the maJor points that
drove us to write thts art tc lc; the quote
mlast week '. tssue of the Carroll News
by Ms Robmson that, " most of th e
white students here have never met
black people prior to coming here."
We found thts mcred tbly offensive and
borderline ractst. ot only docs thts
comment have no relevance to the rest
of the arttclc, but a lso, llts completely
untrue. How dare she assume something like that? This statement is a
blatant stereotyping of every whttc student on campu s as racially ignorant
and tnsenstltve . We arc lefl wondering how someo ne of M . Robin son'
stature could voice su h an obtuse
comment.
Several concerned Kn ights con·
due ted a survey of I 00 randomly selected white students in the atrium and
cafetena on Friday, November 12~.
The survey itself read: "The results
of this urvey will be used in a letter
to the ed1tor of the Carroll News in
response to an article whtch stated
'Most of the whtte students here have
never met black people prior to commg here." The survey continued to ask
the question "have you ever met a
black person prior to comtng to John
Carroll?" We were very careful to use
the exact same wordtng as the author
of the original letter. The results were
no surpnsmg. Ou t of the I 00 students
surveyed, all I 00 said that they had
indeed met an African American person before coming to John Carroll.
This is what you might call unambiguous unantmtty standing m dtrect refu-

tallon of Ms. Robmson's assertton. It
ts clear that not all of the students here,
no matter their race, creed. gender or
age are ractst and to imply that "most
of the whtte students here" are racist
is flatly offensive.

Kurt Reinheimer
Kevm Ha1gas
JCU Sophomores

••••
I am writing in response to last
week 's letter from Ms . Kia F.
Robinson, the President of the Black
United Students Association, entitled
"Student contests CN's news title, 'disadvantaged children '."
First, let's clear a few things up!
Ms. Robmson wrote because she was
upset about stereotyping, but then she
turns the tables, not only on the Ca rroll
News, but also on the entire "white"
popula tion of the John Carroll student
body. To say "most wht tc st udents
here have never met black people prior
to coming here" ts completely absurd'
Be knowledgeable about a subject before you go preaching the wrong information . I am not gomg to try and
speak for all of th e "whi te" students
on campus, because every person no
matter thei r race has a dtfferent story.
As for myself, l have had many experiences w1th a va ri ety of races including Afri can Americans. For another
person to make an assumption abou t
my li fe, after she wrote how angry she
was about the CN making assumpt ions
about the chi ldren at the party, really
irritates me. l think an apology to the
entire student body would be appropriate.
Another statement in Ms.
Robinson's lener also gave me reason
to write. Sh~ writes, "We have enough
battles to fight on th is ca mpus. The
last thing we need is our chool paper
bringing us down." Well, I am not
goi ng to argue about the struggles mi norities may have on this campus, but
tf BUSA would like to help educate
others on th e campus about African
Amencan cu lntrc, it may be a good
start. In BUSA's charter, found on the
Student Union homepage, it states that
one o f its serv ices is, "To promote
awareness of African and African
Amen ca n culture throughout the John
Carroll community by sponsor ing
events s11ch as art exhibits, dance
group , and theater companies at least
once each semester. " Where are these
events? l have only een publicity for
the dance this past Friday. Did I mi ·s
the previous ones? lf 1 am wrong,
please correct me, but I have only seen
one event th 1s semester.
How can th e "white" tudents
who have " never met a black person
prior to coming here" expand their
awarenc of the African American
communtty, if the organization th at
was created to do so, fail s to fulfill it's
dutie?

Patirck Connors
JCU Sophomore

......
I am wnting in response to Kia
Robinson 's letter tn the November I I"'
issue. l. too, found the headline "disadvantaged children" offensive to the
Halloween program the Kn 1ghts sponsored tercotypical. So, as I began to
read her letter, I agreed wtth what she
was ~aying.
However, her statement in the
sixth paragraph that stated, "Most of
the white students here have never met
black people prior to coming here" is
about as hypocritical as she could po sibly get!

Talk about placmgjudgements,
stereotyping and gencralizmg a group
of people. l am so sorry that you feel
most of your fellow students have
never Interacted w 1th any people of
any color, but I know you arc wrong.
True, some students may not ha ve
"met" a black person, but 11 is my expencnce as an alum that John Carroll
students arc not secluded and do assoctate wtth many people of all races.
By making that all-encom passing statement that JCU students are not
diversified you continue the problem
of racism and offer no solution. I challenge you to look at your peers as other
classmates and NOT as white classmates.

Alison Wint ers
JCU Alumni,/998

Administrator
replies to
"Advising Woes"
The Novem ber II issue of the
Carroll News carrie d an editorial headlin ed "Advising Woes." This edi torial opinion con tains a series of statements which are patently wrong.
The editorial suggests its author
be nottfied of unfill ed graduation requirements only during her/his senior
year. Perhaps the au thor overlooked
the "Sophomore audit," compl eted by
Assistant Dean Reed and sent to each
tudent (and advisor) at the start of her/
hisjunioryear. Apparently th e author
also fo rgot the Undergraduate Bulletin is di stributed w idely, and given to
eac h student during summer orienta·
tion. The bulletin Iists and describes
all requirements and options for all
degrees.
The edttonal claims "th ere is
abso lute ly no training for faculty
member to become adviso rs." Don't
believe that - it isn't true. The staff of
the Office of Academic Advising
headed by Ms. Soph1e Kus-Patena presents workshops each Fall for new faculty advisors. In addition, the staff has
special prO!,>Tams thi s year dealing with
ways to advise business, sc ience education, and undecided students. ll has
also had sessions focusing on Core
Curriculum requirements and advising
student with disabilities. Ms . KusPatena set up a List Serve for all advisors to promote discu ssion of requirements and approaches to advising. She
has placed a St11dent Advising Handbook on the web, available to students
and faculty. And in previous academic
years , staff members of the Office of
Academic Advising went to a meeting in each department of the College
of Arts and Sciences to discuss Core
-and major requirements. Special sess ions for fa culty doing advising at
summer orientation are held each May.
"Meet your Major" programs are given
by all de partments each Fall term, partially designed to describe major and
minor programs .
The CN is a learning laboratory
for reporters and editors. And like
some faculty adv isors, students make
mi takes. The author of the editorial
made a big one - she/he neg lected to
check the accuracy of statements. For
that e rror the work of facu lry advisors
has been undennined.
The mission of the University
is to develop graduates able to take
person al responsibility for their actions. Students have re sponsibility to
meet rcquirern ents and select courses:
th ey need to learn and know procedures and requirements, keep advising
appointments, and make decisions on
their program . Advtsors guide and
as is!. Student reporters and editors
have similar responsibiliry: they need
to learn and know what is taking place
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before cdttortals , and words, are
pnnted_ Thts ttme they dtdn 't. Those
who read the cditonal were mtslcad by
the failure to check for accuracy.

Joseph B. M11ler
Assocwte Dean
College of Arts and Sc1ences

Parent Demands
Apology for lack
of Band
Recognition
I attended the final home game
this past Saturday for John Carroll as
I have attended all the oth er home
games. It was Senior Recognition
Day. Before the game, all senior football players were announced and during the game all senior cheerleaders
were announced . Unfortunately, the
sen ior members of the Pep Band
WERE NOT announced. As a parent
of a senior band member who has
played her heart out fo r the past four
years, I find this ve r y insulting.
Granted , they were recogniz ed at
Parent 's Weekend, but why were just
a select few re cognized at the last
game? Were there senior members of
th e dance team missed as we ll ~
The Pep Band never seems to
get the recogni tion that they deserve,
yet they are selected as Organization
of the Year. Not only arc they at all
the home football games whether it is
sunny, raining, sleeti ng, nowing or all
the above, bu t they support the basketball teams as well as any other team
or event that requests their presence.
The away trip to Marietta this year was
a downpour from start to finish and the
Band endured it with the football team.
Unfortunately. it is too late to
do anything about this, but I wanted
to make my feel in s known. Any one
who participates in an extra curricular
activity should be recogni zed as thi s
all goes toward the sc hoo l spirit for
John Carroll as a whole. They pend
their personal time at practices as well
as games for the school and for their
efforts they arc to be commended. An
apology to the Band is in order.

Patricia A. Morris
JCU Band Parent
The Carroll News welcomes
letters 10 the editor, as it is our
way of knowing what you like or
disl ike about tbe newspaper, the
campus or life in general. We
require that leiters be submitted in
The Carroll News offices by noon
on Monday to be eligible for
publication in tbat week's edition.
Letters sbould be typed, aad ao
loneer tbaa two paces, doublespaced. We reserve the rigbl to
edit letters for clarity or space
considerations. Letters must be
sleoed and accompanied by your
·telephone aumber.

Student Repulsed
During Parkhurst
Experience
Recently, I was eattng dinner
in our lovely dining hall when 1 happened to look down and sec a bug in
my sandwich. Upon closer examination, I deduced that the "one btte away
from being in my stomach" bug was
an ant.
Not five mmute s later, my
friend found another bug in her sa lad.
It was a rather smal l, wingless tnsect
wi th some sort of hard shell. Needless
to say, we decided to take ac ti on.
Eventually, we fo und a man ager who
told us to bring her the bu gs. She
poked them a little , and decided both
were "dratn flies," even though they
were clearly two different vari ettes of
insects .
She told us Parkhurst had been
having problems with the "drain flies"
and that the university was taking steps
to help them eliminate that problem.
Concluding that the bugs were not
cooked in the food, she expl atned that
Park hurst brought the lctt uce and
bread in from outside suppliers. The
"drain flies" must have been swann ing around the food and dropped in
incidentally.
Quite frankly, l do no t care
how the bugs got into the food. I understand that Parkhurst did not do it
intentionally. But, for the amount of
money we pay per meal, there shou ld
not be any bugs 111 our food. We found
two bugs in one sitt ing. I know there
have been othe r instances of insects
in the food, particu larl y 111 offerings
found in the salad bar. Who knows
how man y we may ha ve missed when
we were not pa yi ng attention ? lf the
"drain fly" problem is a major concern,
it should have been remedied by
Parkhurst •nd the umvcrsity long ago.
Yet, th e "drai n flies" cannot be the
only so urce of the prob lem. for we
found distinctly differen t insects. If
the bugs were carried in from ou tstde
sou rce s, Parkhurst should find more
san itary and trustworthy su ppl ie rs.
Most of us can recall t11ncs
when we found hair in the food or lipstic k on a "clean" glass and shrugged
it off, despite being disgusted. But
finding bugs tha t could have easily
slipped by had we not been paying attention is absolutely inexcusable . Perhaps the dining sta ff could pe rform
routine checks to make sure we arc not
inadvertently con uming seasoning
with six le gs and antenn a. I have
learned my lesson. I will examine everything I eat thoroughly before I put
it in my mouth. I hope you wi II do the
same.

Faculty:
Write o Guest Commentary
contact Kristy at x4398 or
email the CN at carrollnews@jcvaxa.jcu .edu

Ta i nI by Jake Mrkvicka
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Guest Commentary

' fRIDAY NIGHT

We're
not
Complaining
Bill Rabel and Way11e R. Nicol

Juniors
It's Thursday afternoon, and you are on your way to another enticing
din ing expenence courtesy of Parkhurst (by the way, where are all those smiley
cookies you sec at Eat n' Park?) where the fries haven't been the same smce the
first couple weeks of school. But we're not complaining. You and your friends
are discussing the past weekend's run-ins with Cleveland Heights' finest, Campu Security, and the guys down at "Btg Jtmbo's He1ghts Towmg." But you're
not complaming. You look down to see what you've been waiting for smce last
Thursday... this week's copy of the Carroll ews.
Do you pick up the paper to read the headlines hkc, ''UH mayor addresses JCU relat d issues" that have a lready been addressed in the Carroll
ews time and time again? Or do you really care about the difference that was
made on "Make a Difference Day" (can't wait to sec the letters to the editor
next week on that Iii ' comment)'! But we ' rc not complammg. I f you' re hke the
majority of John Carroll students (you know, you wear Abercrombie and Filch
and you drive an UV, but we're not complaming) you tum right to the forum
page, to see what Carroll students have to complam about thts week.
Let's face it, everyone loves discusstng the soap opera that is Umversity
Heights, 44118. You know, "P11npm' JCU Style" and the who IS ptss ·d at whom
this week But we're not complainmg. Hey. we're ltkc the rest of you. We like
to hear how John Carroll gtrls drcs like prostitutes and how there ts nothing to
do on campus (espectally SlllCe the Barcnakcd Ladtcs and Dave Matthews don't
perform every weekend). But we're not complammg.
Maybe you 'rc wondcnng what our ponn is, well, we 'rc wondcrmg the
same thtng. The truth 1s we have no pomt, we often have no pomt, tt's part of
our charm (actual ly the only reas n we're wnttng this is because Li ·a Foster
told us he would beat u up tfwc didn't). We felt the need to fit in as all John
Carroll students do, so we thought we'd complain We had trouble pickmg a
topic, so we thought that we would complain about people complatning. The
bottom line is we all know the problems of going to JCU . If you feel the need to
"Warren."
exercise your First Amendment right, do so. But if you're gomg to cry ltkc a
little baby about parking, and rules, and security, and food, and things to do at
Brian Yeoman
Carroll, and Cleveland Hetghts cops, and no sex on campus (just have tltn your
car like most of our parents did
another letter to the editor next week), then
Senior
just deal with it.
To close, this article is a joke. Th.: trony ts that we're comp\ammg too.
We just fcc\ that a\1 the comp\amm~; about John C•rm\1 " a h1\ rcdumlanl
II!!!'Ma!lll!t!RIJII!!I!R"q!-'Tiiiili":iii'iiilay ·
the anun ewa tlw .,. peat and IJIIIb valid
points about real issues that affect people. Though we continually pick up the
paper every week knowing that we're going to read the next eptsode of UH
441 18, we think we should pick up the paper to read about rea l issues. So send
your comments, conce rn s, etc. into the Carroll News, even if you dtsagree wtth
what we have to say. We won't complain.

by Jason Smith and Chris Miklich

Question of the Week
Who Was Your Teen Idol?

"Matt Rose."

"Webster."

Jeb Schmitt
Senior

Mike Scripps
Senior

"Tom Cruise."

"Kirk Cameron."

Erin Keenan
Senior

Amanda Varie
Senior

Vanessa Strickley
JCU Sophomore

Want to say something outside of the classroom?

FORUM
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Bryan Lapine is a
Sophomore at JCU

Veteran's
Day ·
My grandfather served in the
Second World War as a Navy medic
in the Pac iftc. He never talked about
the war, not even to his children .
This pas t summer I visited him
with my father and brother_ We had
one conversation th at I will never forget. He brought out his Purple Heart
and told us of ship cri tically damaged
by a Japanese suicide bomber. Several were eve rely wounded. One was
held 111 my grandfather's arms. He was
a boy, nineteen years old at most. In
all my grandp a's training, there was
nothing he could do to save the boy 's
life. The boy's face has remained
etched upon my grandfat her 's mind
wnh the vividness of the moment.

This past Thursday night, ovember II ", there was an event in the
SAC Co nferenc e Room: Honoring
Veterans on Veteran's Day. Men from
WWII, the Korean War, Vietnam, and
the Per ian Gulf War came to share
their expenences of war and humanity. They had so much to offer. But to
whom? The room was peopled with a
sparse few. Where were those honoring our veterans on this solemn day?
Where were the citizens of this country filling the cemeteries with American flag s to honor those who paid the
ultimate sacrifice for our freedoms?
Pathellcally absent
And what are our so-called
"freedoms"? Veteran's day is not just
another day off from school. lt is not
another holiday sale at department
stress. We are told we live in "good
ttmes" these days, while veterans lie
in VA hospitals suffering with dreadfully ub-standard care, if they are
even accepted. It is while veterans of
Vietnam, who faithfully served thetr
duty to this country, bu t were exploited, abused, neglected, and cruelly
scorned by its citizens, contemplate
suicide. Arc these really "good
umes?" Affiuence breeds apathy. Is
th ts the American way th ey foug ht se
selflessly to protect?
It has been estimated that more
Vietnam veterans have commttted sut-

-

The Purest Love

cide since the conclusion of the Vietnam War than died in combat. I, I 00
WWII veterans die each day. 49% of
those eligible voted in the last U.S.
president ial election to choose the
leader of the free world.
Send a card or a letter, make a
phone call or just give him a hug and
tell your grandfather, your uncle, your
father how much you truly love and
appreciate them. Become active in
your community and government and
fight to uphold the human dignity of
the se men and women whom we owe
everything we hold so dear and all too
often take for granted. Our freedoms
have not been granted, thy have been
paid with the costly blood and the tears
of our veterans. We can never come
close to repaying them, but we can and
must do so much more . We owe everything to them. With simple eloquence, the Korean War Memorial
bears a message inlaid in silver: Freedom is not free.

No mo lter wh a t 4o ur fri end
fe ll y ou, y our viewpoints DO

Recently I went on a Christian retreat in which the theme
of the weekend was "A New Creation." I feel ve~ ldttuQili
my Christian walk was challenged and reinfor~4
group discussion, reflection, worship, . .d. ,~
lY
One message was about bOw Gad 1
.tor :Ow::love.
He said envy is wanting somethins elp at tl' not youts. aad
jealousy is longing for that whach itrlabtfUily yoars. After this
talk, 1 had time to refJ~ct, aad his message made me dive deep
and evaluate what I was putting before my love for the Lord.
Tbere are two areas which I believe have been hindering
my relatio!)ship with the Lord. First of all, I have noticed some
pride as I have ministered to others. I have patted myself on the
back rather than give God the glory. The truth Is, God is who
works through me and He is the one who deserves complete glory,
honor, and praise.
Secondly, I have had opportunities where I could have spoken up in class or to a friend about my love for Joaus. But because sometimes I struggle with having a fear of man, I remain
silent. I am realizing each day that everyone needs to learn about
Jesus, and I should not fear what other people think about me.
So what is it in your life that is hinderiag your relation·
ship with God? What is making God jealous for your love? Maybe
you are putting material items in His place. Maybe it is a relationship or your studies. I encourage you to reflect and ask God
today to reveal what is keeping you distant from His perfect love.

Dear Lord Jesus, please forgive us for making you jealous. Lord, you are all we need, but we are unfaithful and we put
ourselves, others, issues, and material items before you. Lord, I
pray that we seek you more and more and that we put you first in
our lives. Please reveal your amazing love to us today. In your
most precious name, Amen.

c unL So express them, wrile

o guesl commenlorLJ ·
Confod Krisly o f
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SITTER WANTED

CLASSIFIEDS

LIFEGUARDS Immediate opportunities for lifeguards, swinurung inExperienced baby-sitter wanted structors and aquatic supervisors. Year
for our 5 112 year old son in our round employment. Flexible schedBeachwood home between the ule. Competitive salary. Lifeguard
hours of3:3()pm-6:30pm. 3 days training and CPR/PR required. Orange
a week. Must have own Recreation 216-831-8601 ext. 260.
transportnation. Rates negotiable. Please provide references. SWIM COACH Organized and
Call Lori at 216-831-3722 and knowledgeable person needed to proleave a message.
vide leadership to a 60 member USS
swim team. Applicants should have
Child Care. Starting Jan. 2000. excellent public relations skills as well
Solon area. Reliable caregiver as coaching and/or competitive swimneeded for three girls (school- ming experience. 9 month or year
aged 9 & 6 and 1 mos.), 2 to 3 round ofportunity. Orange Recreation
days per week, 7:45am to 216-83 -8601 ext. 260.
5:15pm in children's non-smoking home. Call 440-349-3036 Damon's, Cleveland's hottest sports
after7pm.
concept is drafting self-motivated players who like to win. Call 440-942HELP WANTED
2221 for information.
Immediate Openings! Students
earn $3 7 51 $57 5 weeki y processing/assembling medical I.D .
cards from your home. Experience unnecessary... we train you!
CallMediCard 1-541-386-5290,
ext. 300.

SPRING BREAK

FREE Baby Boom Box + Earn
$1200! Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn
up to $4 per Mastercard app.
Call for info or visit our webs1te.
Quali'tied callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box. 1-800-9320528 ext. 119 or ext. 125 .
www.ocmconcepts.com

GO DIRECT! # 1 Internet-based
Spring Break company offering
WHOLESALE pricing! We have the
other companies beggmg for mercy!
All destinations! Guaranteed lowest
price!
1-800-367-1252,
www.springbreakdi rect.com

Spring Break '00 Cancun, Mazatlan
or Jamaica from $399. Reps wanted!
Sell15 and travel free! Lowest Prices
Guaranteed!!! Info: Call 1-800-4468355. www.sunbreaks.com

Write for The Carroll News.

Spring Break! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida, & South Padre. Call
USA Spring Break for a free brochure
and rates and ask how you can EAT,
DRINK, &TRAVELFORFREE! 1888-777-4642
www.usaspringbreak.com

Cleveland Heights- Cedar and Taylor. Newly decorated studios and
1 bedrooms. Carpeting/hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, mini-blinds.
Appliances, heat included. On bus
line. Starting at $395.00, 216-4643300.

APARTMENTS

INTERNET

House for rent, Shaker Hts. 4 + bedrooms lg. yard. Ideal for family; grad.
student or faculty preferred. $1000/
.mo. includes utifit1es. 216-621-1667.

Free CD of cool indie music when
you register at mybites.com, the ultimate website for your college
needs.

Close to school. Large 1 and 2 bedroom apts- garage included. 2011
Warrensville Center Road. $490-605.
440-446-0803.
Shaker Heights- 3310 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxurious & spacious 1
& 2 bdrms. Ceiling fans, mini-blinds,
appliances, carpet/wood floors, indoor
~3cXfe. Starting at $550.00, 216-464Shaker Heights- 3270 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxury 1 & 2 bedrooms.
Newly decorated. Some with 2 baths.
Indoor garage, heat, appliances, carpet/hardwood floors. Starting at
$550.00, 216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights- Van Aken. Charming 1 & 2 bedroom apartments, newly
decorated, carpeting, ceiling fans,
mini-blinds, apJ?liances. Indoor garage
included. Startmg at $415.00, 216464-3300.

Classified ads cost $3.00 for the f~.rst ten
words and $.20 for each add1t1onal word.
To be placed ads must be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent to or
dropped off at The Carroll News office
with payment. Classified ads will not be
run without pre-payment. Classifieds will
not be taken over the phone. Deadline for
class1fied is noon of the Monday prior to

"
For Ad Rates and Information
Business : (216) 397-4398
Fax/ Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info : (216) 397-1711
Mail us at:
The Carroll News
20700 North Park Blvd.
University Heights, OH 44118
E-mail to the CN at:
CarrollNews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu

JCU PIZZA PASS
1999-2000

Large 1 Topping Pizza
2 Large 1 Topping

-

$7

$13
$2

Six Pack Pop
Cheesy Bread

$2

12 Wings

$4

Yc Aft Alnys Hirm1 Drivers And Offer Flexible
Hours To Meet Your Needs.

381-5555 .
located 5 Miautes Away
On Warrensville Center

Open
12am. SMII·Tbu
2am. J·ri·Sar

